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Abstract 

Greek arbitration was developed out of the community's need to resolve conflict. 

Earlier schoiarship, however, has often used a legai fiarnework with which to explain its 

development. The tindings of previous scholarship have proven insigffil in regard to 

the mechanics of the ancient process. Earlier scholarship, however, has not given 

nifficient emphasis to the role of the community in the development of arbitration 

At its centre Greek arbitration was a survival mechanism. The Greek community, 

fiom the Homeric period forward, was constantly tfireatened by both intemal and external 

violence. In order to address these dangers, the communïty as a whole created a method 

designed to resolve confiict. Greek arbitration was an innovation because throughout the 

process the community was directly involved in the legitimisation of the process. The 

comrnunity itself developed arbitration. In order to illuminate this, a modem conflict 

resolution process, mediation-arbitratioo, is better able to cIanfy previously overlooked 

aspects of the process. 

ï h e  ancient arbitrator's primary task was to act as an acceptable neutral who was 

expected to first reconcile the dûputants, and should that prove unlikely, to then bring 

forth a judgement. The neutral's task was first to attempt to mediate the dispute and 

should reconciliation prove unattainable, he would then arbitrate. Riblic pressure was 

brought to bear in order to encourage the resolution of conflict. The oat!! was used in 

order to ensure the honesty of the disputants by involving the gods as witnesses to and 

protectors of the process. It was the expectation that disputants would resolve their 

conflict peacefùily that ensured, in turn, the continued stability of the community. 
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1) Introduction 

"The Historian's task is t o  nimmarize, to extract the 
essential facts of miportance fiom a II~SS of details, to set 
events in a mie historicai perspective."1 

These words of Marcus Tod are pomted and succmct; yet m order to begin an 

examination of arbitration, the avenue of 'tme historical perspective', which be 

p m e d ,  must be eaabiished. Previous scholarly attempts to examine Greek arbitration, 

both 'civil' and 'international', have often focused prgnarily upon procedure and form' 

and have established the circumstances which would require arbitration to be utilised as a 

method to resolve conflict. In general, previous schoiarshrp has concentrated on 

arbitration's evolution as  a legal procedure.' This avenue of investigation has k e n  

1 M. N. Tod, International Arbitntion Amongst the Greeks, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1913) 5.  

Several examples of the examination of arbitration within the international sphere from 
the Archaic to Helleninic periods are: F. Adcock & D. I. Mosley, Di~Iornacy in Ancient Greece, 
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1975); C. Phillipson, The international Law and Custom of 
Ancient Greece and Rome, 2 vol., (London: Macmillan & Co., 191 1); W. E. Darby, International 
Tribunals, (London: Peace Society, 1 899); J. H. Ralston, International Arbitration from Athens to 
Locarno, (Stanford University: Stanford University Press, 1 929); Tai, htemational Arbitration; - 
- -, Ancient Inscri~tions: Sideli&ts on Greek Histow, (Chicago: A r s  Publishm, 1932); W. L. 
Westermann, "International Arbitration in Amiquity," a 2(1906/7): 197-2 1 1. 

Tod has gone to great lengths to illustrate the institution of International Arbitration, 
which was utilised fiom the Archaic to Helleninic period. In addition, he has demonstrated that 
most often the use of International Arbitration was necessitateci as a rneans of defuskg border and 
territorial disputes interstate. 

3 Some examples of thk type of investigation of arbitration are: R. J. Bonner, 
"Administration of Justice in the Age of Homer," CP, 6(19 1 1): 12-36; - - - , "Administration of 
Justice in the Age of Hesiod," CP, lZ(1912): 17-23; - - - , "The Institution of Athenian 
Arbitrators," CP, 1 1(19 16): 19 1 - 195; R. J. Borner and G. Smith, The Administration of Justice 
from Homer to Aristotle, 2 vols., (Chicago: University of Chicago R a s ,  1930, 1938); H. C. 
Harrell, Public Arbitration in Athenian Law, (Missouri: University Columbia, 1936); A. R. W. 
Harrison, The Law of Athens, 2 vols., (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968, 1971); S. Humphreys, 
"The Evolution of Legal Method in Ancient Attica," in Tria Cor&: Scritti in onore di Arnaldo 
Mominliano, ed. E. Gabba, (Corno: Edizioni New Press, 1983) 229-256; D. M. MacDowell "The 
Chronology of Athenian Spaches and Legal Innovations in 401-399 B.C.," RIDA, 18(1971): 267- 
273; - - - . The Law in Ciassical Athens, (London: Thams & Hudson, 1978); H. J. WoE, "The 
Origin of Iudicial Litigation among the Greeks," Traditio, 4(l946): 3 1-87. 



p- concerned with the chronological and msMutional establishment of arbitration as 

a civil procedure. 

While the mvestigations of the procedural and chronological fiameworks of Greek 

arbitration are a usefid approach, they do not, however, address the reality of what nich 

arbitration was, or perhaps more importantly, fiom where its legitimacy derived. 

Arbitration has moa often been studied m regard to its mternational or institutional 

application. Moreover, only in this context has arbitration been examined as a social 

practice. As this examination proceeds, however, arbitration's legitimacy will be 

demonstrated to  lie not with its international or institutional manifestations, but with the 

community itself. Moreover, Greek arbitration will be demonstrated to be a fusion of two 

dispute resolution processes -- mediation and arbitration. In order to illustrate this fusion, 

a modern conflict reso lut ion process will be used as a parailel. 

Often the presumption has been that arbitration was developed by the state, the 

'central authority.' By removsig this presumption and the inherent need to attach a 

contemporary Iegal h e w o r k ,  the Greek evidence illustrates a method of arbitration 

which was created by the community. Arbitration began as a social method which was 

enforced and legitimised by its utilisation from the community. 

In order to investigate arbitration as a social method, three primary Greek eras will 

be exarnined, which will be reflected in the content of each of the chapters: Homer and the 

Early Archaic Period, The Fifth Century and The Fourth ~enhuy.~ The foundation of 

a The reason for dividing the Classical period into two is that it is not until the fourth 
century that any evidence for institutionalisation of arbitration occurs. As well, the primary 
evidence for the fourth century is Athenian in nature, and though it rdkcts  the general nature of 
arbitration as a device legitimised by the community, it is nonetheless specific to Athens, and 



each chqter will be thos  prinmry sources which best iodicate arbitration's role as a social 

method Furthennore, in each chapter the necessary vocabukry will be examllied, in both 

the English and Greek. In the fint chapter, Homer and Hesiod will be used as the anchor 

of the argument. In the foUowing chapter, Thucydides and Herodotus dl be examined 

for evidence. The 6m.l chapter will rely monly upon the evidence offered by the orators, 

Dernosthenes m particdar, as well as Aristotle. 

- - . . . -- - - - - - 

therefore contains material which is pertinent only to Anica. One example of such material 
specific to the Athais, is the dating of instituîionalisation. 



III) Terms and Approiches 

It is the intent of this section to examine the temiiwlogy and concepts which will 

be discussed throughout this thesis. The terms, which will be examined, are 'arbitration', 

' mediation' , and 'adjudication'. In order to elucidate these te-, several definitions will 

be examined, which range fiom a dictionary reference to the modern practitioner's 

designation of each of these terms. 

As well, it is necessary to establish the fkmework within which to examine ancient 

arbitration. The reason for establishg a fkmework is because previous investigations 

into Greek arbitration have been vague with their defimition of the processes of arbitration, 

mediation and adjudication. As a result, there have been instances when arbitration is 

contüsed with rnediation and vice versa Furthemore, the Greek itself, when approached 

with rigid definitions, which are inherent to judicial and quasi-judicial processes, such as 

mediation, arbitration and adjudication, have missed the rem which the Greek possesses, 

especiaiiy in regard to the role of the community. As a resuit, a modem Alternative 

Dispute ~esolution' process, mediation-arbitration (Med-Arb) will be utilised as to 

establish a h e w o r k  ro investigate ancient arbitration. 

5 It must stated at this juncture that there are two basic whools of thought in regard to 
what processes in fact faIl under the umbrella of ADR. One school defines ADR as 'Alternative 
Dispute Resolution', whereas the other defines it as 'Appropriate Dispute Raolution'. The general 
contention between the two is that the forrner does not accept litigation, strikes and wan - 
confiontationai/adversariai processes. In fact, due to the historic background of the ADR 
movement, ' Appropriate Dispute Raolution' has been re-characterised as ' Restorative Justice' in 
certain circles. Though this discussion is pertinent, the undetlying theme, which is within the 
bounds of this thais, is that it is a collaborative process between the disputants, which attempts to 
work toward the g d  of the collective whole - the cornmunity. It can be stated, however, that the 
book Getting to Yes has established a central uieme between both schook, namely that principled 



The last area to be examined in this section is the concept and idea of the 

'community', particularly in regard to the age of Homer. The reason for establishg 

t e ~ o l o g y  at the beginning is that nich terms wili be refmed to throughout this 

investigation and it is necessary to establish the parameters of those dennitions 

Arbination, as defïned by Webster's Ninth New Colleeiate ~ i c t i o n a d ,  means 'Vie 

hearing and detemination of a case in controversy by a person chosen by the parties or 

appointed under natutory authority." In order to gain a broader comprehension of 

arbitration it is necessary to tum to a definition wtiich has been established by modern 

practitioners: 

Arbitration involves a rnutuaily acceptable, knowledgeable, 
neutral third party, conducting a hearing and making a 
decision on the merits of the case . . . It may be 
zdministered privately or publicly; it may be volunîary or 
compdsory; it may be bmding or non-bmding. The 
arbitrator hears the parties, their evidence, their argument, 
and d e s  a decision the ments of the case.' 

Mediation means the "intervention [of a third party] between conflicting parties to 

promote reconciliation, settlernent, or corn pro^." Practitioners would d e h e  

mediation in the foliowing manner: 

Mediation is the intervention into a dispute or negotiation 
by an acceptable, impartiai, and neutral third party who has 
no decision-making power, to assist disputing parties in 
voluntarily reaching their own m u M y  acceptable 
salement of disputes. The mediator may d e  

negotiation is a means with which disputants ranging fiom members of families io the international 
community can corne to a mutually acceptable seîtlement. 

6 Webster's Ninth New Col legiate Dictionarv, (Markham, Ontario: Thomas Allen & Som, 
1983) 99. 

7 C. Ryan, Alternate Disoute Resolution, (Kingston, Ont.: iRC Ress 1997) 1.  
8 Webster's Ninth New CollePjate Dictionary, 737. 



suggestions, provide background information, and note 
avenues open to parties for ~ettlement.~ 

Adjudication is de fined as "a judicial decision or sentence." ' O  Furt herrno re! 

adjudication shouid alço be understood as refemDg particularly to a formal court process. 

The foiiowing is the practitioner's definition: 

Adjudication is a dispute resolution process in which 
dsputants present proofs and arguments to a neutral third 
party who bas the power to hand down a binding decision 
The term is generally used to descnbe the determination of a 
dispute by a tniunai or court . . . . I I 

The modem definitions by their very nature are quite heaviiy iduenced by western 

proceduml litigation in which arbitration has ofien been presumed to be a Iegai rnethod of 

recourse to resolve conflict." Thus, previous scholarship has tended to examine the 

methods as separate and distinct avenues of redress to conflict. The foilowing 

investigation will suggest that each of these methods. mediation and arbitration. was 

designed to resolve contlict and they were not deemed as separate devices or methods by 

the Greek comuxity; rather, they were two stages of the same process -- mediation- 

arbitration. Furthemore, it will become clear that during the age of Horner, arbitration, 

9 Ryan, Alternate Dispute Resolution, 2. 
1 O Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionaq 56. 
t l  Ryan, Aitemate Dispute Resolution, 1. One of the more complex examples of modern 

arbitration which the ancinit does not possess is grievance arbitration, which is often equated with 
adjudication. "Gnevance arbitration is a mechanism for settling disputes relating to the 
interpr-tion, application, administration, or alleged violation of an existing collective agreement. 
Grievance ar bitaiion is legislatively prscribeci in most jurisd ict ions" (2). In genera 1, however, the 
rnost suhntia l  difference between adjudication and arbitration is that the neutral in arbitration is 
chosen mutually by the disputants. Moreover, the setîing of arbitration is oflen less formal than 
court adjudication and is more inclusive in regard to the participation of the disputants. Though 
the anciait arbitrator could hand d o m  a binding decision, the difference between arbitration and 
adjudication is that the arbitrator, as a neutral, was mutually chosm by the disputants. 

U S. L. Ager, "Why War? Views on International Arbitration in Ancient Greece," a, 
37(1993): 7. 



rnediation and adjudication were methods which were utilised accordmg to circumstance 

anci not as requkd by a 'centrai authority'. The neutrd in the mediation-arbitration 

process, who was chosen mutually by the disputants, was both arbitrator and mediator. In 

generai, he was a neutral third party who was mvited by either the disputants or the 

comxnudy to help defuse the conflict. He had the tools of mediation and arbitration at 

band, and the circumstance of the dispute, the relationship of the disputants and their 

disposition to the codict resolution process dictated the application used. " 

As this thesis proceeds, it will become clear that the process under mvestigation, 

which had conventionally been called 'arbitration' , is signiticantly ciiffirent than what had 

k e n  previously assumed. This process combined both mediation and arbitration -- a 

process which was initiated and legitimised by the community. The probiem rem- that 

there is no equivaient word or tenn for the Greek process, which was net dehed  to any 

specific degree utilised, because it was a process of the community and not a judiciai 

wchanisn. As a result it is necessary to use a modem ADR process, which allows for a 

l3 Thomas, Codict Mode Insrnimen!, (Xicom: 1974) 10. According to the Thomas- 
Kilmann Confiict Mode there are five dispositions which a disputant may possess in a conflict 
situation: 

Competing is assertive and uncooperative - an individual pursues 
their own concems at the other person's expense. 
Accommodaring is unassertive and cooperative. 
Avoiding is unassertive and uncooperative - the individual does 
not immediately pursue theu own concems or those of the other 
person. 
Cohborating is both assertive and cooperative - the opposite of 
avoiding. Collaborating involves an attempt to work with the 
other person to find some solution which hlly satisfies the 
concerns of both perçons. 
Compromking is intmmdiate in both assertiveness and 
cwperativeness. The objective is to find some expedient, 
mutually acceptable solution which partially satisfies both parties. 



concepnial firamework with which to proceed. The process to be used is the 

contemporary ADR process of mediation-arbitration: " 
"wed-Arb] a combination of mdiation and arbitration. 
'The parties set out to redve tbeir dispute tbrough 
mediation but agree m advance that if they are unable to 
resotve d aspects of their dispute through mdiation, the 
same thad party neutral will continue with the matter as an 
arbitrator." If there are auy issues that have not been 
resolved by the mediation process, tbe neutrd wili render a 

The neutral, in a process which utilised mediation and arbitration, wouId therefore have to 
be able to discern the relationship and intention of the disputaats in order to decide which 
mecfianism to utilise, 

14 The tact that a modern process is king uscd as a fhunework with which to examine its 
ancient couterpart must be addressed. An invstigation into ancient Grtek 'arbitration' is difficult 
because the process does not have its own single term coined by its contemporafies. One way 
would be to mate or modify the iangusge available m order to ciassify the identified process. This 
solution, however, is dangerous due to the very nature of attmnpting to alter language. Though not 
impossible to do, it is difficult to address al1 of the ex&@ nuances and meanings for any given re- 
classification. Mediation-arbitration offm a fùnctioning fnumwork which is easily paralleled with 
its ancient conterpart. It must be stated, however, h t  there is an intnnsic difference between 
mediation-arbitration and the mcient example. That diffaaiee lies in the simple fact that modem 
mediation-arbitration is primarily an institutional creation designed to address issues whic h arise 
due to various reasons such as labour crisis, technology, commercial interests, international 
disputes, familial mcompatibility, whereas the ancimt process was neated by the community as a 
survival mechanism. Thou@ such issues amse in the ancient spime, they were not as numerous 
nor intricate. Mediatiowarbitration offers the present investigation a fiamework which is sound, 
based upon the fundamental idea that both proasses, modem and ancient, approached a dispute in 
two 'stages', mediation and arbitration. This hmcwork, howcver, is neithtf an equation of the 
processes, nor a cornparison. At most it is a functioning paraIIel which is used in order to describe 
better the ancient process in light of the cornmunity and its role in conflict resolutioa 

Though the use of mediation-arbhtion is now a gmeral ADR tool, it is nonetheless not 
one of the more popular mechanisms, in part because, if the disputants do not remcile, they are 
bound by the judgement of the arbitrator. 

A recent study published by the School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Corne11 
University, "The Use of ADR in US. Corporations: Executive Surnmary." 4 February 1998, 
Online Poning, http:/lm..ilr.corneU.edu/rCR/NE W / e x e a m h d ,  3 1 March 1 998, offers 
the following findings in regard to the percmtage of ADR processes u t i l i d  by U.S corporations. 
The hdkgs of the survey illustrate those ADR processes which had b&n used in the 1st three 
years: 

88% mediation 
79% arbitration 
4 1 % Md-Arb 
23% mini-trials 

2 1% âc t -Whg  
1 1 % ~  review 



hdbg  decision. When acting as a wdiator, the n e W  
may have a greater ability to eE i t  a voluntary 
Settlewnt."'* 

Tho ugh there is general agreement tbat mediation-arbitration po ssesses one neutrai 

through both the mediation and arbitration stages, there does ex& çome debate.16 This 

15 Ryan, Alternative Dimute Resolution, 2, W. Simkin, "The Mediator's RoIe," and D. L. 
Cole, "A Greater Reliance upon Reasoning and Persuasion," in The Public Interest and the Role of 
the Neunal in Dispute Smlement, (Proc&dings of the Inaugural Convention of the Society of 
Professionals in Dispute Resolution, Rcstoa, Virginia, October 17- 19, 1973, Washington: 1974) 
18 & 58, and W. E. Simkin and N. A. Fidandis, Mediation and the Dvnamics of Collective 
Bargaininq, (1 97 1,  Second Edition, Washington: The Bureau of National Affairs, 1 986) 19 1. 

Since the coining of the term 'Med-Arb' by Sam and John Kagel in the early seventies, 
there has been much debate about whether the process is e-ve with only one neutral throughout 
the process, and whether or not it would be more &&ive with two neutrals in each respective 
stage. Z, S. Rice n, in The Public Interest and the Role of the Neutra1 in Dispute Settlement, 
(Proceeduigs of the Inaugural Convention of the Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution, 
Reston, Virginia, Octoba 17- 19, 1973, Washington: 1974) 23, is one proponent who would argue 
t h t  mediation-arbitration's major hwback  is that the disputants would be less than fiank to the 
neutral, because they would be aware that the neutral would also be the arbitrator should mediation 
tail. A. W. J. Craig, The Svstem of Industrial Relations in Canada, Third Edition, Scarborough: 
Prentice-Wall Canada, 1990) 201, however, would argue that mediation-arbitration's strength is 
that the mediator would be aware, dependhg upon the disposition of the disputants, of whether 
reconciiiation would be possible. Fuithemore, the strength of mediation-arbitration lies in the fact 
that the arbitration stage acts as an inceutive to arrive at a mutually acceptable decision, because, 
should the dispute enter the arbitration stage, the disputants would be band by the decision of the 
neutral. 

In general, however, there is consensus that mediation-arbitmtion should consist of one 
neutral (American Arbitration Association, "Nuis and Bolts of ADR for Business Disputes," 01 
January 1 997, Online Posting, httpY/www. ijx.com/practice/arbitration/O306adrnut. htm, 3 1 Marc h 
1998, and Ohio State Bar Association, "Aitemative Dispute Resolution," 13 March 1998, Online 
Posthg, h n p ~ / ~ ~ ~ . o h i o b a r . o r g / p u b l i J a d r / ~ ~ e . ~  3 1 March 1998). 

I6 This debate has been the catalyst for variant f o m  of rnediation-arbitration. The CPR 
Institute has coined one such process as CO-Med-Arb for Dispute Rcsolution. The CPR Institute is 
a non-profit alliance of mon than 500 gfobal corporations and law FUms (Law Society of Upper 
Canada, Court Annexai ADR: The Ratiode, (Toronto, 1994) E- 1). Another has been t d  
MED/Arb - Opt Out by Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services Inc. ("JAMS"). JAMS is 
located in Orange, California and is prsently the leadhg Amcrican for-profit ADR Company 
(JAMS~Endispute, "Alternative Dispute Resolution Processes," 14 January 1998, 
http~/~~~.jams-endispute.com~whatk&/ADRpr~~ess.html, 3 1 March 1998 & Law Society of 
Upper Canada, Court Annexd ADR: The Rationale, C-27). Both variants are similar in that they 
prescribe a second neutral to the arbitration stage of madiation-arbitration. The most striking 
difference between the variant forms of mediation-arbitration and its Classical counterpart is the 
fact that the disputants in the modem procas are able to choose a diffmnt neutral to arbitrate 
should they so desire. As well, there is more latitude ascnbed in general to the contemporary 



debate is important a s  it allows for a better appreciation o f  the ancient process of 

mdiation-arbitration. In the convention of Greek 'arbitration' as a whole, the ancient 

evidence does not indicate that such a debate existed. The ancient mediation-arbhtion 

neutral's intimate knowledge of the dispute and the disputants themselves allowed him to 

gauge their willingness to compromise. If that willingness were not forthcoming, the 

wutral would move hto  the arbitration stage. The ancient evidence will support the 

contention that the existence of a single neutral in mediation-arbitration is its greatest 

strength. Furthemore, what had before been examùied merely as 'arbitration', fiom here 

on it wiU be exaxnined as 'mediation-arbitration?' 

The foliowing matter to be examined is the idea of "community." -'Community" 

in gened, according to Webster's Nimh New Coliegiate ~ictionarv'~. is defined as, Y b: 

the people with cormnon interests living in a particdm area; broadly: the area itself . . . c: 

an interacting population of various kinds of individuals (as species) in a c o m o n  location 

d: a group of people with a common characteristic of interest liWig together within a 

larger society . . . e: a body of people having a common history or cornrnon social, 

economic, and poiitical history." These definitions illustrate succinctly the kind of 

community which will be investigated. One M e r  note is required. When speaking of 

the plural "people", it must be understood that the 'ixople" are composed of the basic 

process of mediation-arbitration as to the extent of its variant applications. What is notable is that 
the neuîral ui both processes has recouse to mediation and arbitration as rnechanisms to end the 
dispute at hand. 

17 In general the tenn 'mediation-arbitration' will be used. When discussing specific 
translations the t m  'arbitrate' or 'mediate' will be used. It must be kept in min& however, that 
when using these terms they are indicative of the device being used by the neutral during 
mediation-arbitration. Funhermore, when discussing previous scholarship's arguments and theses, 
the conventional 'arbitration' will be utilisexi for the sake of clarity. Where necessary a note or 
discussion will follow in order to reinforce rnediation-arbitration. 



units of the community - fmilius. Moreover, dining the tirne of Homer in pdcuiar, the 

'elite' c m o t  be viewed as separate or autonomous fiom the community. To borrow fiom 

the legal moralist Chrûtopher D. Stone, "At the core of my own aory -- my central theme 

-- is th. Our received ways of defÏnÏng and handimp legd and moral problems grew out 

of relationships arnong ordinary normal persons livmg m a collective community . . . . 

Persons [members of the collective] is limiteci to n o d  adult human beings who, 

possessing fûii human facuities and living as neighbors in time and space, are capable of 

knitting the bonds of a common c o ~ n ~ n ~ . " ~ ~  

The commumty was an amalgamation of each of its individual parts. n i e  

commun@ as depicted by Homer is important because it d o w s  a glrmpse into the early 

formation of the polis.'0 As has k e n  mentioned, approaches to Greek 'arbhation' have 

ofkn focused on the institutionai aspects ofthe method. The hitutions and the state -- 

the polis - are created by the cohesion of the comrnuniîy. "The meation of political 

organs that institutionalized new modes of exercising public authority could in itself 

achieve nothing unless it was backed up by a social body whose motives and desires for 

l 8  Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary 267. 
19 C. D. Stone, Earth and Other Etfiics: The Case for Moral Pluralism, (1 987. New York: 

Harper Br Row, 1988) 20-2 1. 
" Rccent scholanhip has established that Humeric socie!ty should be vicwed as an early 

stage in the development of the polis. Due to the deph required to filly investigate the formation 
of the polis, this present investigation is unable to addrss its development. S e  H. Bowden. 
"Hoplites and Homer: Warfare, Hero Cult, and the Idedogy of the Polis," In War and Societv in 
&e Greek World, 1993, eds. J. Rich & G. Shipley, (New York: Routlcdge, 1995), G. Thür, 
"Oaths," and F. Poiignac, Cuits. Tcmtorv, and the Ori- of the Gr& City-State, tram. J. Lloyd, 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 995). 

Greek scholanhip during the Classical era in particular often divides the polis from the 
oikos - the community. The division of state and community -polis and o i b s  - wiii be discussed 
more thoroughiy in the third chapter. 



u .  were inspired by somethmg other than war.'"' The community was no doubt drawn 

together by a s h e d  need to survive. The formation of institutions required that the 

comrnuI11:ty -- 'the social body' -- share an identity, which wodd m d e s t  itself m the 

development of the polis. 

A comerstone in the development of the polis was the Greek belief m the gods, 

and In religion in generd The polis, m its early stage, reflects the significance of the gods 

and religion. In many Greek cities, the agora -- the gathering-place of the people -- held 

the sanctuaries of the local gods and founding heroes." It is m this place that the 

community not ody gathered ro share their wares, it waç ako the place where the 

commUNty was directly hvoived m the process of conflict resolution. "[The early polis] 

should be considered a s  a social entity founded upon a network of religions between the 

various memben of a temtoriai conimunity, aii of whom are involved in the emergence of 

a new form of social cohesion in which intemal tensions, too, find a new fiamework of 

expression."" The agora indicates the cohesion of the community around its gods. 

Moreover, the polis indicates the desire of the community to corne together in order to 

Say intemal and extemal tension. 

The Homeric community was marked by violence. It was threatened by the ever- 

present danger of extemai confiict and also by the possiibility of piracy and cattle thefL2' 

'' Polignac, Cults, 15 1. 
m - Polignac, Cults, 8 1. 145. One examp k of a sanctuary in the agora cornes fiom Megara, 

where the tomb of the Argive Koroibos lies. Koroibos was the mythical founder of the sanctuary 
of Apollo Tnpodiscos. 

ZJ Polignac, Cuits, 78. 
" Borner, "Homer," 20. Scveral exampla of cattle theft and pillaging are: The Odvssey 

19.396, the matemal pndfâther of Odysseus was a skilîùl thief; 0d.  21.22t Iphitos lost his life 
trying to recover stolm horses fiom tierakia; 17.471e men who protect their anle and sheep 
were wounded. 



Homer depicts m the Shield of Achilles ( h d  18.509-540)~' a society piagued by war and 

pillaging. Specifidy, the passage descnis the siege of one of the cities (1 8.509-5 1 0). 

Greek history suggests '' a world . . . where war was a constant and serious menace. 

where defeat rnight entail the subjection or even the destruction of the vanquished 

The communj. was also threatened mtemaliy by blood feudsZ7 arising fiom the 

use of self-help. 'Self-help' impiies that the disputant who was 'wronged' m u t  seek 

justice without the support of a central authority. It was assumed that disputes between 

mdividuals were a private affair and thus outside of public jurisdiction. Self-help, 

therefore, codd prove quite costly and dangerous to the public order and the community's 

sur~ival.'~ The disputes of the individual were an additional factor which imperilled the 

survival and solidarity of the community. It is not surprising. therefore, that the 

community sought to deviate the intemal threat by favouring the use of mediation- 

arbitration. 

The hk between the community, custom, arbitration and mediation could not 

remah passive when it was threatened internally fiom the possibly destructive nature of 

self-heip. Nor could the community always rernain uninvolved in the individual disputes of 

Borner, 'Homer," 24. 
The Shield of Achilles is descnbed to have been fashioned with various pictures. In it 

Hephaiaos made the earth - Z v  pév p î a v  (1 8.483) - and fashioned in it two fair cities of 
men - E v 6 È 6 U o x o i q ~ x o ~ ~ ç p e p h ~ v a v û p u j l w v ~ a ~ ç  (18.490-491). These examples - 
ET&*' and ~roiqcx - imply that the depictions on it s hould be cons idered as panels. 

Tod, Ancient Inscrhtions, 42. 
G. Th&, "Oaths and Dispute Seâîlement in Ancient Greek Law," Greek Law in it 

Political Setting, (eds. L. Foxhall and A. D. E. Lewis, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996) 67. A 
blood feud could begin because of the murder of a famity/clan member or the theft of livestock. 
The fnid would then be resolved by a blood price. 

" O. Murray, Earlv Greece, (Brighton: Harvester Press. 1 9 80) 6 1 . 



63 memben. As a remit, public opinion was mobilised by the people m order to ennne 

that the disputants sought an alternative to self-heip -- mediatio~arbitration'~ Mediation- 

arbitration became the custornary method m the resolution of conflict, and it was 

legitimised by the opinion of the co~~l~~luniry. "Public opinion . . . suppon[ed] the man 

who was wilhg  to arbitrate his differences with a fellow-citizen."i0 The decision of the 

neutral was supported by the social pressure brought to bear, k s t  as a pragmatic means of 

deviathg the danger of self-help and then in conjunction wiîh its acceptance as a 

custom" 

Previour Approaches 

The idea of a 'central authority' introduces the final section of this chapter. It is 

ofien impiied that, as early as the age of Homer, there elcined a formal centralised 

authority developed to resolve conflict.'* That centralisation is often centred on the 

conscious irnplementation of arbitration as an institution to M e r  the needs of the 

nobdity. That a formal procedure did evolve is not in question. What is, is whether the 

fonnalay indicates a central authority, which was oftm assigned conscious agency in the 

development of arbitration. Agency means that an individual or group of Ïndividuals -- an 

'elite' - was consciously manipulating or utilising arbitration as a tool. This assurnption 

appears to stem fiom the presumption noted above of the need to divide adjudication 

( c u s t o d y  taken to be indicative of a centrai authority) fiom arbitration (assumed to be 

a pnvate method). As verification of this contention, previous scholarship has identified a 

Humphreys. "Legal Process," 230. 
Borner, "Homer," 24. 

3 1 Borner & Smith 42-43; W. R. Connor, "The Histor in History," in Nomdeiktes: Greek 
Studies in Honour of Martin Oswald, eds. R. M. Rosen & J. Farrell, (Am Arbor: The University 
of Michigan Press, 1993) 8. 



division between 'state' and 'community'. The reality, 

supposition. The comrmity was itseif dwctly invoived 

however' seems contrary to this 

in both mediation-arbitration and 

adjudication. In k t ,  both methods were le-d by the coxnmunity. 

Establishg a linear evolution has k e n  necessary because it 4ows for the 

validation of a central authority. Previous mvestigations have often approached arbitration 

theoretically, in the sense that there is an overridmg attempt to establish a hear evolution 

for the Greek legal system The theoretical approaches to arbitration, and more generally 

legal methods themselves. reveal tbree schook of thought. The kst and earliest school 

contends that the juridiction of the organs of the state designed to resolve contlict 

evolved kom voluntarily accepted arbitration." The Shield of ~ c h i l l e d ~ ,  it was argued, 

illustrateci voluntary arbitration in the age of Homer. 

'Voluntary' in this instance refers to a society whose previous avenue to justice 

was self-help. Voluntary, therefore, means that the disputants waive their right to self- 

he$ in favour of arbitration. Volunîary arbitration, as society becomes more complex and 

a central authority becomes established due to the needs of a growing community, 

develops into a system of binding judgement, i e., adjudication. This development 

assumes that the disputants' choice of a neutral is superseded by the state. In turn, the 

binding decision of the arbitrator creates an adjudicative process, but without the ability of 

the disputants to choose the neutral. During this evolution, seEhelp is discouraged by 

- - -- - - - 

j' Bonner, "Homer," 23; Hamson, The Law of Athens, 2.68; Wolff, "Origin." 34E 
33 Harrison, The Law of Athens, 2.69. The argument of votuntary arbitration as the 

predecessor to judicial procedure belongs to the first half of the century. It  was not untii 1946 
(Thür. "Oaths," 58) that voluntary arbitration was challenged by Wolff. Following the challenge 
of Wolff. Homrnel, in 1969, argued for a process of dispute se!ttlemmt which was based upon 
compromise (Thiir, Oaths," 59). 



public pressure and by the authorky of the aristocracy. Once the state becomes 

consoiidated m the form of the polis, legal institutionahation of arbitration occurs. Thus, 

voluntary arbitration was an alternative to self-help, and was intended to resolve contlct ni 

peaceful manner. Bmding judgement evo lved fkom vo luntary ar bitrat ion as society 

became more cornplex, which necessitated in turn that the cornmunir): gants authority to 

the state. 

Since the introduction of the theory of voluntary arbitration, many critics have 

repkced the concept of a 'naturaiistic' evolution of procedural law with a method of 

evolution which States that arbitration and adjudication developed pardel to one another. 

"[Plrivate arbitration and procedure [adjudication] before state-authorized judges were 

not two stages of a single evolutionary method, but developed as pardel but basicaiiy 

different phenornena" " Arbitration was an important part of a -primitiveT society, but it 

did not deveiop the same way. 

In addition it was c h e d  that 'procedural law' could have evolved f?om an 

anempt to bring about peacefbl solutions to conflict by regularising and neutralising 

nniggle.j6 

poluntary arbitration's] fundamentai defect is that it 
gloses over the vital step in the development. the step 
which açsociated the m a h g  of a decision to end a dispute 
(a judgemnt) with the sovereign power in the state, 
whether tbat power was a king, a body of nobles, or the 
popular assembly. It is not plausible to suggest that 
voluntary subrnission of disputes to arbitrat ion became 
compulsory simply by the eflux of time and the force of 
custom. On the contrary, an essential element in the 

-- 

3 4  497-508. This passage is often referted to as the primary piece of evidence in 
regard to the first indication of Greek arbitration. 

" Wolff, "Ongin," 32 & 34. 
36 Gernet, Anthropolom, 1 7174. 



situation must fkom the very beginning have been the power 
of the community acting though its organs Ocmgs, nobles, 
assembly) to iimit the bounds of self-hefp or to brmg to an 
end disputes which were h y s  a potentiai threat to the 
public order. Thus senlement of disputes by arbitration and 
the intervention of an organ of state to brhg to an end a 
kind of minor civil war were ratber two parallel methods 
than rwo stages of a single method." 

Iust as the theory of voluntary arbitration bas been criticised, so too has the theory 

of pardel development. Parailel development has been confÏonted by the theory of 

conscious evolution, which has attacked the evolutionary natures of both voluntary 

ar bitration and parallel development : 

One characteristic of the earlier approaches to legal 
evolution which now seems obviously defective is its 
attempt to seek the ongins of legal rnethod in procedures 
which in relation to its developed institutions appeared 
marginal. Thus the debate on the origins of judicid 
iitigation among the Greeks was concerned with the relative 
importance as a source of early Greek kgal institutions of 
self-help and arbitration. The defect of the approach is that 
it starts 50m a division of means of dispute settlement into 
three categories - self-help, instmitionalized trial and 
voluntary arbivation - and then assumes that if the central 
category is taken away the others will retam the same 
contours and defhitions. 

The 'evolution' which is traced here is not a passage 
through a sequence of developmental stages supposedly 
common to all societies, but a specific historical method in 
which changes are consciously introduced by reformers 
whose perceptions of the defects of exkting legai 
mstitutions, and of the ways in *ch they can be overcome, 
are fomed in definable historical circumstances and political 

37 Harrison, The Law of Athens, 2.70. 
38 Humphreys, "Legal Process," 229-230. 



To s w ,  the three prevaillig theories m regard to the evolution of legal 

method fiom arbitration are as follows: (i) volrmtary arbitration, (iii pardel development, 

and, (üi) conscious evolution. Each of these theories adds a necessary element of 

understanding to the legal methods of Greek history. Though the theories of parailel 

development and conscious evolution both interpret the evolution of Greek iegal methods 

dflerently, it is f a i  to cite the c l a h  that both theones also accept adjudication and 

arbitration as dBerent methods: 

[TJhere is a specific difference between arbitration and 
judgement : the latter emanates, directly or indirectly, £?om a 
coilective authority, and is effective in and of itself, instead 
of depending on the goodwiii of the interested parties. 
There is discontinuity between the two institutions and one 
could not have been derived fiom the other through some 
'spontaneous evolution,' an evolution about which it is very 
diflicult to be specific in any case.39 

Agreeing in general about the dichotomy between arbitration and adjudication, 

both theones approach the difference in a diffierent manner. The proponents of paraliel 

development would argue that the legal rnethods of arbitration and adjudication evolved 

together through various progressive stages until their actual institut ionalisationnJo 

Humphreys, on the other hand, would argue that the changes required to bring about 

institutionalisation were necessitated by conscious agency, rather than through a 

theoretical method of hear or evolutionary stages.'' Neither theory seerns to repudiate 

the other. On the contrary, there would seern to be strength in the synthesis of the two 

59 Gemet, Anthropolow, 174. 
10 G. M. Cahoun, Introduction to Greek L m 1  Science, ed. F. De Zulueîa, (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1944, 7. An example of an evolutionary process of G r a k  law is as follows: 
i) ~ÉPOVTEÇ: Elders or advisors - identified with the Horneric ma; 
ii) Baorky: Hereditary King - associateci with the age of Hesiod; 
iii) nolq 



theories. To base a theory sole@ ody  upon the conscious agency of mdividds wodd 

seem highly improbable. A synthesis of an 'unconscious' evolutios which was then 

recogniçed consciously and thus fonvarded actively by an mdividual or group of 

mdividuals wodd be plausible. As a result, it is impossible to amibute conscious agency 

as fàr back as Homer. The second problem, mherent to both theories, and in general to 

mon approaches to Greek arbitration fkom îhat of Homer to institutionalisation in Athens, 

is that previous investigations mto Greek arbitration have concerned themselws with legal 

method and the 'ïdea of law." The 'idea of law' and its relation to arbitration is best 

iuustrated by the following: 

From the moment that a plamtif is instructed to formulate a 
c i a h ,  and the defendant is instructed to deny it before a 
court - however rudimentary - what we c d  the "idea of 
law" develops. The conditions and, to coin an expression 
the "social space" are quite different fiom those prevailing 
when this idea of law was satisfied in traditional legal 
fulfiiment - that is, in activity that is totally private and. in a 
way, a priori legitimate. 42 

In short, previous scholarship has attempted to apply a modem c o ~ r u c t  of legai 

method to the Greek evidence. As a result, it has been necessaq- to design a theoreticai 

legal h e w o r k  to fit the Greek evidence into a contemporary understanding of 

procedural law. In order to ensure the continuity and reliability of the fiamework, it has 

been necessary to apply it to the entire Greek legal tradition Once a legal hmework is 

removed as a parameter with which to examine the ancient evidence, it becomes possible 

to idente  a diffèrent process designed to resolve conflict, namely mediation-arbitration. 

41 Humphreys, "Legal Process," 229-230. 
' 2  Gernet, Anthro~olow, 1 73. 



What will become evident is that the legitimacy of mediation-ditration lies not wÏth a 

centrai authority, but with the people, the comunity &If. 



III) Homer and Eady Mediation-Arbitmtion 

The Archaic period contains the fint examples of the use of mediation-art,itration 

in Greece. In particular, two authors offer examples of the use of the process: Homer and 

Hesiod. It is the intent of this section to establish mediation-arbitration as a social method 

designed by the community to resolve both internai and external threats. Moreover, this 

section will be the bask of the following chapters, in that the evidence of Homer and the 

Archaic penod offer a fiamework withia which to gauge the involvement of the 

community in the method of mediation-arbitration. 

The first indication of the use of mediation-arbitration in the Greek worid cornes 

fiom Homer in the description of the Shield of Achilles (IZiad 18.497-508). It is on these 

fe w lines that investigations into early Greek arbitration have often focused .43 

43 Borner, "Homer;" Hanison, The Law of Athens; Wolff, "Origin;" W. Leaf ed., I b d ,  by 
Horner, ed. W. Leaf (New York: Macmillan, 1900) 6 10-6 1 1. Leaf identifies the three prirnary 
questions: 
i) What is the main debate before the people in the Agora (497-500)? Is it whether the blood- 
money has been accepted, or if it should be paid? 
ii) What is the exact function and relationship W e e n  the imup and the y+ovaç? 
iii) What is the meaning of the two talents of  gold in 507-508? 

The focus of this examination will concentrate upon the second question in its relationship 
to mediation-arbitration as a social practice. The other two manm will be investigated only to the 
extent which the relationship can be further understood. 



But the people were gathered m the agora [communal gathering 
areal; there a quarrel had arisen, two men were arguing in regard to 
the blood-price of a man who had k e n  killed; on the one band one 
of the men, sethg forth his case to the people, maintaiwd that he 
paid everyihmg, while the other man denied that he had received 
anything. By an arbitratoru both men desired to take the decision 
But the people were cheering for both of them, defending both 
sides. Straightway the heralds were restraining the people; the 
eiders were siîîing on polished aones in the sacred circle, holding in 
their hands the staves of the loud-voiced heralds; thereupon with 
these they sîarted up, in succession they gave judgement. And in 
the rniddle lay two talents of gold, to be given to him who arnong 
thern speaks the fairest judgement. '' 
The focus of previous investigations has centred on the individuais in po wer as 

opposed to the cornmunity itseif, but their examinations are based upon a faulty premise -- 

m e l y  that legitimacy lies only with the aristocracy. This supposition tends to create a 

Society which is more bureaucratic than hierarchical, and rhus more easiiy paraileled with a 

central authority, or the evolution thereof. As a result, the indications of a central 

autho~ty can then be examuied in the context of 'institutions' and 'procedure'. In 

creating such a pictme it has ken  easy in the past to examine only those aspects which are 

more readily understood in cornparison with modern legal constnicts. Though the passage 

itself obviously indicates the use of conflict resolution processes intended to address a 

conflict as early as Homer, it haç often k e n  examined solely on what can be discerned 

fkom the judgement of the Eiders and the si@cance of the two talents? 

4.4 In this instance the term imop has traditionally been taken to mean arbitration (see 
forthcoming discussion, 23ff). It must be noted that in this instance the neutral is using arbitration 
as the prefmed device in that the disputants were not disposed to work colIaborativeIy. 

" Unless othemise indicated, the translations are the author's own. 
Wolff, UOrigin," 39-49. The 'tcctuiical' methods indicated by the two talents and who 

may have put up the amount lies outside of the scope of this chapter. What is of importance is how 
the talents themselves indicate the connexion of the community with legitirnising mediation- 
arbitration. The talents were a means of ensuring that the fairest decision would prevail. The 



In order to k g m  an investigation, therefore, it is necessary h to examine what 

evidence cm be found fiom the primary source &self. There can be no doubt that a 

conflict has arisen and that the disputants are in need of resolution The disputants, 

therefore. fis submit their dispute to a mutudy acceptable neutral - the iorop.'" He is 

unable, however, to resolve the situation on account of the mvolvement of the cornmunity 

and their O bvious emotion. The iorop, therefore, tramfiers the dspute to the Elders. The 

role of the Elders -- the yépovrq -- is obviousiy adjudicative in nature due to the 

talents were the incentive for the Elders to judge truly, whiIe the comrnunity was responsible for 
choosing which decision they thought was just. 

a7 Leaf 61 2. "The sense of the word i m p  is settled by Y 486, where it means a referee 
or a dqsman, one who knows the facts of the me. It seems likely that the reference is here a legal 
formality; the matter is placed in the hands of a judge, who on inquiry decides that the matter is one 
which inter- - the comunity at large and must be decided not by an individual, but by the council 
of eIders. 

The overall thesis seerns sound, but the influence of 'legaf formality' dirninishes the true 
role of the imop and his connexion with the community. The isrop was chosen directly by the 
disputants as a neutral, nut out of legal forxnality, but for the sake of alleviating their conflict. He 
was not, however, able to decide the matter b u s e  of the people's attachent, and he therefore 
referred the matter to the judges, as  Leaf suggests. Furthermore, the imop referred the case 
because of the cornmunity's interest, but the final choice, as the text iIlustratw, was with the 
community and not with the Elders, as Leaf would contend. The role of the neutral in mediation- 
arbitration, therefore, was two-fold - to attempt to reconcile the disputants, and should that not 
prove possible, to ensure that dispute was r e h e d  to another avenue of redress which would avoid 
the danger of self-help. 

Some fiirther examples of various translations of i m p  are as follows: 
i )  am iaropt - by arbitration (Bonner, "Homer," 27); 
ii) exr iarop - by an arbitedreferee (D. B. Monro, ed., Iliad, by Homer, 2 vols. fourth edition, ed. 
D. B. Monro, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1894, 1903) 350); 
iii) imop - knower (Eric A, Havelock, The Greek Concent of Justice: Frorn Its Shadow in Homer 
to Its Substance in f lato, (London: Harvard University Press, 1978) 136); 
iv) i m p  - mediator (J.A.S Evans, "Review Article: 6 New Studies in Herodotus," AJPh, 
1 1 l ( 1  N O ) :  95). 

These vanous possibilities with which to translate isrcup indicate that the convention in 
regard to this text iliustrates the difficulty of the Greek. Furthermore, with the possible 
translations ranging from mediator to arbitrator, it is also an indication that the term possesses a 
nuance which is only understandable if the tenn mediation-arbitration is utilised. Men mediation- 
arbitration is used, it becornes clear that the ï m p  was one who made use of the devices of 
mediation and arbitration in order to resolve the issue. Though it is difficult to establish whether 
the neutral was expected to mediate or arbitrate, the Greek would seem to answer this because 



expectation of a judgement. One decision of an Elder must be accepted, however, and 

thus legitmiised by the community. The central theme throughout the illustration offered 

by Homer is not a central authority or  legal methods, but acceptance by the community. 

The emotion of the people furthet mdicates the community's direct mvolvement 

and influence on the process utilise to resolve con£iîct. Monro @lies, though it is not 

directly stated, that the fervour of the people mdicates that "ihe ïmop h d s  the case too 

grave for hirn to decide aione, and accordingly brings it before the ~ l d e r s . ' ~ ~  Not only 

could the i m o p  nor reconciie the disputants in his role as mediator, he was also unable, as 

a rhird party ro arbitrate, because of the great involvement of the public. Moreover, the 

method of adjudication itseif -- r@ 60pw Ôç ~ E T Ù  soîcn G i q v  iOi>viara ~ i x o i  (1 8.508) -- 

was also dependent upon the approval o f  the people in regard to wbat is perceived as a 

fair judgement. The decisions of the Eiders were not absolute, for they had to be 

perceived as fair, and were thus Iegitimised by the people. The authority of Homeric 

rnediation-arbitration and adjudication thus derived fkom a cornrnunity wherein the 

*bath men desired to take the decision" If the ïmaip were mediating, the disputanü would not 
have sou@ a decision, but a reconciliation. 

s8 Monro 350: Connor, "Hisror," 3. Connor ad& that the term ï c m p  should be 
understood as an arbirrator who gathers knowledge fiom "looking into things." 

MacDowell. The Law in Classical Athens, 20-2 1. MacDowell addresses the three possible 
interpretations of the roie of the h p  as depicted in the Shield of Achilles: 
i) A presiding judge who is the king or an Elder; 
ii) An Elder whose decision is considered the best by the people. or; 
iii) The use of the singular 6ni ï m p i  should be considercd to indicate the decision methoci of the 
Eiders themselves. 

MacDowell identifies that any of thse  interprctations is plausible. The fkst interpretation 
is weak however, because nowhere in the text is the imop refmed to as an authority figure. As 
for the third, it is awkward since the Greek does not readiiy suppon such a translation. 
MacDowell accepts the second possibility, espezialiy in regard to the emphasis placed on the role 
of the people. 

Furthermore, the second possibility reinforces that the i m p  was a neutral who attempted 
to utilise arbitration to resolve the dispute. He was unable to do so, however, on account that the 



aristocracy or high stranim was a fùlS mtegrated part and which was not mdependent and 

sovereign. The extent of the community?~ sanction of mediat ion-arbitration and 

adjudication û obvious when it is considered that the settlement offered by both the 

mutually chosen neutml and the Elders occurred within the ugom. "n ie  reason why 

judgements are given in the Agora is that they are given in accordame with the sentiments 

of the people assembled ~ h e r e . ' ~ ~  The use of the agora is notable. as it was the place 

where the sanetuaries of the community were gathered. 

It is important to remember that what is king  investigated is not 'rechnically' a 

legal method. The employment of the two talents was used to ensure that the Elders came 

to a fair solution. The enforcement of the decision did not depend upon the Elders 

thernselves, rather the decision had to be acceptable to both parties. as well as to the 

cornrnunity itself. The two talents represented a fee which was earned for the fairest 

decision offered by one of the Elders. The legitimacy for the decision lay with its 

acceptance by public opinion.50 

disputants and the community were not willing to have the decision resolved in a collaborative 
fashion. 

49 MacDoweil, The Law in Classical Athens, 18. 
!XI Murray, Early Greece, 6 1. 
"This [the ShieId of Achiiles] describes a formal arbitration. The procdings are public, 

with al1 the ceremonies appropriate to a Full assembly. The Elders act as individual mediators not 
as judges; no decision can be aûorced, rather the solution must be acceptable to both sides, and the 
elder whose opinion is accepteci receiva the mediation fee offered by one or both parties in the 
arbitration The oniy sanction available to produce a solution is the pressure of public opinion, 
which at presmt is qually divided." 

in gemral, Murray xmis correct in assigning the legitimisation of the method to public 
opinion and the cornrnunity. There are two matters which must be addressed. One issue is in 
re!gard to his description of the method as 'formal'. As has been addressed above, at this point in 
Gr& hisrory it is too tenuous to assume fonnality beyond the use of ritual and custom which 
must not be paralleleci with legal formaiity. The finai matter is his use of describing the Elders as 
d i a t o r s .  Since they were expected to offër a bding judgement, it cannot be stated that they 
were mediators. Mway illustrates previous scholarship's generous use of the temis of conflict 



It is the comunity which is present during the mediahon-arbitration and the 

commrmity which must legitimiçe the decision of both the neutral in the arbitration phase 

of ~nediation-arbitration and the adjudicative decision of the Elders. It is apparent that 

what is king dealt with is somerhmg which is not &y paraile1ed by a contemporary 

understanding of legd procedure. From this passage it seems obvious that no nich 

distinction existed at this point in Greek history. It illustrates that as the need amse for 

reso Iutim, the first route taken was mediation-arbitration Mediation-arbitration would 

offer the disputants a more equitable solution than adjudication. This was not possible in 

this case, so a judgement was required, one wfiich was not given independently 5om the 

disputants and the cornmunity. The method for resolution, therefore, must have been 

necessitated by circumstance, and no distmction was drawn between mediation-arbitration 

and adjudication except need. Mediat ion-arbitration and adjudication, then, according to 

the earliest Greek source, were considered two available applications to resolve a 

dispute.'' The application used, ho wever, was no t dependent upon legislative procedure, 

but on necessity. 

It has k e n  argued that the procedure of the arbitration in question could not but 

be viewed as an opportunity to extend the nobility's, i-e. Elders', advantage over the 

c ~ r n m ~ t ~ : ~ ~  "An ambitious aristocracy would not fail to recognke the advantages that 

resolution. To describe the immp as a mediator is faulty due to the fact that a mediator does not 
have any ability to decide a dispute. 

51 Connor, "Histor," 5 .  "Arnong the ancient Greeks voluntary arbitration often tended to 
merge with civic justice." The association of arbitration and civic justice indicates that a 'private' 
mahoci, such as arbitration, Iay at the very h m  of the birirriag of the cornmunity and the state. 
Blumng is used in ordw to emphasise that mediation-arbitration and adjudication were not distinct 
from one another as has been previoudy contended. 

R Bonner, "Homer," 23. The t m  'nobility', which is used here, refm to the period from 
Homer to Hesiod. For the sake of clarity 'nobility' should be understood as those who are held 



would accrue to themsdves fiom the estabikbent of a regubr court of arbitraiion to 

which disputants might refer their differences." Thus, into the period fiom Homer to 

Hesiod. the 'nobiiay' made a conscious effort to bring about formality for their own 

a d ~ a n t a ~ e . ' ~  In light of human nature, this argument seerns plausible. In this 

interpretation, however, the sole agency of action Les with the arisîomcy and not with 

the cornmunity as a whole. As a r e d t ,  the community is void of choice or power. As 

suggested in the passage f?om Homer, however, the community was completely involved 

in the method of mediation-arbitration -- hp$o 6' i é q v  &CL ïatopi mipap éÂÉdat./ 

Àaoi 6' àptpo~iipo~olv é~i(nuov, apqi5 apwyoi./ K $ ~ ~ E G  8' Üpa kCLOv EP~SUOV. (18.501- 

503). 

In a sense, previous scholarship has overlooked the community in order to examine 

legal merhods as a t o m 1  indication of a developed or developmg legal system. 

Mcreover. they have assumed that the legitùnisation of arbitration was derived fkom the 

aristocrac y. Their notions of formality, therefore, predicated the authonty of the 

aristocracy. It has been suggested that pre-Solonian procedure was quite formal." This 

formality was s d a r  to a joust, a garne where the victor won by the decision of the judge 

in accordance hith its d e s .  On the basis of this cornparison done, the procedure 

indicates centralisation. Such centralisation, or 'public authority', dors not in fact 

illustrate the existence of a state judiciary. The very involvement of the comrnunity on 

with respect in the cornmunity. As a result, these individuals and families are empowered by the 
mis t  of the cornrnunity as a whole. 

53 Borner & Smith 42-43. Bonner and Smith fürther contend that the establishment of the 
custom of arbitration aIlowed the aristocracy to use the practice as a pragmatic way in which to 
funher their own ends. As the Homaic passage clearly illusmita the comunity was not 
beholden to the aristocracy. Rather the people thmiselves were responsible for accepting the 
decision of the Elders, and this demonstrates the extent of agency which the cornmunity maintained. 



nich a fundamental Ievel mdicates the greyness or bl-g of the division between a 

'public authority' and the community. The judgement, though offered by either the Elders 

or the arbitrator, had to be accepted by the people. "[Tlhe decision [was]. rffectively, the 

p e ~ ~ l e k " ' ~  

It is necessary to discuss two specific points, custom and oatk which support the 

argument that mediation-arbitration was a social practice. The custom of mediation- 

arbitration was a social practice brought about by the needs of the entire cornmunity. It 

also affected the role and respomiility of the neutrd in mediation-arbitration. Since the 

methods of adjudication and mediation-arbitration were two alternatives. vihich were used 

according to need, it is obvious that the decisions o f  the neutrai and the judge had to be 

viewed as fâir -- 6 i q v  i0uvrara -- by the community. Furthemore. the disputants would 

mutually submit their conflict to a neutral whom they believed to possess rhe appropriate 

qualities. "[Tlhe disputants would seek to obtain the services of a person who had a 

reputation for impartiality and wisdom without regard to rank or official posir ion."56 

The role of Nestor within the Iliad demonstrates the qualities of the Homeric 

neutral. Agamemnon (Iliad 2.370-371) praises Nestor for his wisdom as a counseilor -- 

oup$pu6poveg. Furthemore, he (Iiïad.1.286) refers to Nestor as ".yépov" -- Elder -- an 

epithet of respect.'' Nestor at various tirnes attempts to reconcile Agamemnon and 

s Hamson, The Law of Athens, 2.70. 
55 MacDowell, The Law in Classical Athens, 20-2 1 ; Wolff, "Origin," 10-1 1. Wolff also 

identifia that it was the community which was responsible for the decision. Though the Elders 
off& their 'judgements', it was the people who accepted one of the various decisions. 
Furthemore, according to the text, the disputant appealed to the people first - 6 i p q  m$aWrtov 
(18.500). 

56 Borner, "Homer," 22-23. 
57 Further examples of Agamemnon's use of the epithet of yEpov to describe Nestor can be 

found at 2.370 and 9.1 15. 



AchiUes. In the Iiiad (1.255-283), he rebukes them for fighting and he brmgs hem to a 

reconciliation in order not to undermine the strength of the Achaians. An additionai 

example of Nestor's attempt to reconcile Agamemnon and Achilles is at Iliad.9.96- 1 13. 

Nestor cm be viewed as maintaining the nnvival and expectations of the commmity of 

Achaians. The survivai of the fleet and the Acchaians ovemdes eàher Agamemnon's or 

AchiUes' desire for personal satisfaction. Nestor illustrates that the needs of the 

community outweigh the desire of those who are in conmiand. 

Tne example in Book 9 is ais0 significant because it also illustrates the neuîral's 

use of mediation. Following Nestor's advice, Agamemnon sen& three men to attempt to 

convince AchiUes that he should accept Agamemnon's atonement (9.89- 18 1). Three men, 

Phoenix Aias and Odysseus, are sent. Each man in his own manner anempts to mediate 

the rift between Agamemnon and Achilles. In the end, however, the embessy M s .  Whaî 

is important to redise is that the embassy indicates that the role of the mediator within the 

parameters of mediation-arbiîration is more compiicated than that of his modern 

counterpart. ïhe  neutrai was by his very nature a third party, who was chosen not oniy by 

the disputants, but also by the comunity itself. 

Not only was the neunal supposed to be viewed as a person who was fàir by the 

disputants, but the community itself also had a vested interest in his impariiality. "The 

po tential for violence and protracted feu* provide[d] a strong incent ive to ward 

settlement, but the man needed to be assured that the community will regard his decision 

as appropriate. For that reason both parties [hadl an incentive to go to a public f~nirn."~~ 

- --  

58 Connor, " Histor," 6,118. 



FinaLIy. the decision of  the arbitrator m the mediation-Mitration process had to reflect 

custom and accepted belief or equity as held by the community itself.j9 

.a additionai area in which the cornmunity was able to exert its d u e n c e  over 

mediation-arbitration and all forms of effort to resolve conflict was the oath. The oath 

should be understood as an attempt by the community to use those things which it and the 

disputants held as sacred and tnistworthy. For the disputants m the time of Homer, it was 

the gods by whom oaths were guaranteed. They did not have an active function in the 

oath method. rather. they were caiied upon as guarantors o f  the agreement between the 

disputants. The community's faith and belief in the oath instdied the sense of obligation. 

"As far back as we go. it seems that the major divinities have assumed the role of 

presiding over oaths; but one cm observe that even the rituai does not attribute to the 

gods an active function at the moment of giWig. It û not the gods who create the 

obligation: nor is it the sacrifice addressed to them. They have merely corne to be called, 

, ,760 in a characteristic expression, 'the guarantors . 

'' F. A. Mann, .'Lex Facit Arbitrum," in International Arbitration Liber h i c o r u m  For 
Martin Domke, ed. P. Sanders, (Martinus NijhofF The Hague, 1967) 1 58. 

" L. Gernet, The Anthroooloav of Ancient Greece , trans. J. Hamilton, S.J. & B. Nagy, 
( 1  968, Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 198 1 )  172. Gmet identifies that the gods and 
their role in the oath served to  ensure that the parties adhered to their agmment. Moreover, it was 
the community itself which warranta through the use of the 08th t h  the dispuunts wodd 
honour their joint arrangement. The sense of obligation arisa fiom the community, whiie the gods 
are a manifestation of the people's guarantee of the successfùl conclusion of the method to resolve 
the conflict. Borner, "Horner," 32. The gods were ot?en called upon as witnesses for the oaths 
taken by the disputants. At Iliad3.280, the gods and in particuiar Zeus are called upon as 
witnesses - puprupo~ - to the oaihs between the Achaians and the Trojans. At 7.76, Zeus is cai1ed 
as a witness - papmpoç - between Hector and the Achaian willing to meet him in combat. Borner 
points out that, "[the gods were] not ody witnesses but sureties or guarantors of the compact or 
treaty, because they punish the pejurers. For the person in whose interest they act they are 
protectors." 



The passage descnbing the Shield of Achilles, however. does not mention the 

importance of the actual use of the oath, ahhough it is atteaed eisewhere in the Iliad, e.g. : 

One example of the use of the oath occurs in Book 23-58 1-585: 

Antilochos, corne now, one cherished by Zeus' as is the 
custom., stand before your horses and the chariot. and take 
in your hands the slender thong, with which you indeed 
drove before as was your wont, holding your horses swear 
by the upholding Earth-shaker that you did not fieely 
constrain my chariot wïîh cunning. 

Foliowing this challenge Antilochos fieely adrnitted that he was in the wong.  What is 

crucial to note is that he did not take the oath. The oath servsd as a practice which 

ennired the honesty of the disputants. and the challenge itself \vas a means to resolve 

conflict. The importance attached to the oath by the comrnunity must be understood in 

this context. Antilochos was king obiigated by the challenge of the oath ~ o r n  Menelaos 

with Poseidon as guarantor.6' Antilochos, however, could not takr the oath because of 

his guilt, and the community's standards enforced the need for the truth. .%n example of 

the significance of the oath a s  a means of ensuring the truth c m  be found at ILiad.3.280. 

Prior to the arranged battle between Alexander and Menelaos, Odysseus invokes Zeus to 

ensure that the oaths are no t taken fàlsely. 

The connexion between the oath and mediat ion-arbitrat ion is identified between 

the use of the verb -- ~ L K ~ @ I V  -- wtUch is found in the form 6iraGov (18.506) in the 

passage of the Shield of AcMes and the noun 'challenge' -- xpotdqai; -- and its verbal 



variations -- xpo~aAkopa~ and irporaAi<opat. An erample of this chailenge c m  be 

found in Ihd.7.50. Helenos, the son of Priam, goes to Hector and mforms him that he 

should challenge -- npoitakmai -- the Achaians to put their best wanior @nst him in 

battle. The taking of the oath, however, must ratify the challenge. "The oath is not 

actually 'decided' until the oath swearing has k e n  completed. But according to this 

archaic procedure the parties are said 'to judge' [6 i~a&iv]  by agreeing on the means of 

settlement, the fonnula to be foIiowed in the oarh-swearing." In this contes. rherefore the 

traditional translation of -to judge' for &KU<€LV should be understood to mean, '70 

propose a means of settiing a dispute.'"' 

It is difficult to ignore the lack of a direct connexion between the oath and 

mediation-arbitration because nowhere in the passage of the Shield of AchiUes does it 

indicate that any oaths were taken. The i m u p  was unable to decide between the two 

parties because of the emotions of the Due to the nature of the passage, which 

should be considered as a series of pictures, the specific aspects of Homeric mediation- 

" Gernet, Anthro~olow, 189. 
62 D. C. Mirhady, "The Oath-Chalknge in Athens," a, 85(1991): 81. Mirhady cites 

Thür and he accepts the translation of 6 ~ ~ a c e i v  as "to propose a means of settiing a dispute." 
Thür, "Oaths," 59, 6 1, 66-67, 69. Thür introduced the idea of 'decisory oaths' in 1970. "If the 
oath was successfulty taken the party swearing won the case and no fùrther judgement was 
necessary." The only questionable concept is his interpretation of i m p .  His conclusions are 
similar to those of the present investigation. He contends that the oath was an important aspect of 
the dispute on the Shield of Achilles. Moreover, he also shares the belief that it was the faith of the 
community which sanctioned and legitimised the oath. The problem, however, is that he Iooks 
internally hto the Achilles passage and uses imup to hdicate the validation of the process by the 
go&. Thür takes the term to mean the go&, or more succinctly 'the witnesses of the oaths'. 
Though his thesis that the go& indicate religious sanction cannot be disputed, his Iiberal use of 
imop is questionable as the Greek does not support such an interpretation, but clearly illustrates 
that the i m p  was an active part in the process. The ody interpretation available, therefore, is 
that the imop was in fact a mutually acceptai neutrai who indicates a communal attempt to 
resolve conflict. 



arbitration m m  be assumed. It is fair to hazard that the disputants in this scene were 

obligated to take an oath that they wodd abide by the decision of the neutrai in his role as 

arbitrator. and of the Elders. As has been demonstrated, without these oaths king 

exacted. there existed no rnanner in which to ensure that the disputants were king honest, 

and, perhaps even more irnportantiy. without the oaths neither disputant would feel that 

the decisions of either the Elders or the neutral during mediation-arbitration would be 

respected by the other. Through the oath the community was able to bring social and 

reiigious pressure to bear in order that the disputants wodd both abide by the decision and 

that the? would honestly report the facts as they pertained to the dispute. The verdicts of 

the neutral. if he was unable to £kt reconcile the disputants, and of the Elders were to be 

fair and \vise. A wise decision cm be defined as "one that meets the legitimate interests of 

each side to the extent possible, resolves conflicting interests fàirly, is durable, and takes 

the community interests into acco~nt . ' ~ '  

Though Homer offers no easy connexion between the use of the oath, mediation- 

arbitration and adjudication, a sirmlar incident c m  be found during a trial where the oath 

was employed. The paraliel can be found in Aeschylus' Eumenides. The case occurs 

between Orestes and the Furies. Athena is to be in charge of the case, but she declines 

because the case is too di£Ecult and she therefore refers the matter to trial. 

- --- - 

. - 
" It should be recalled that MONO (350) identifid that the text indicates that "the 

iomp finds the case too grave for him to decide alone, and accordingly brings it before the Eiders." 
64 R. Fisher, et al., Gettine to Yes, 198 1, second edition, (E-Iarmondsworth, England: 

Penguin Books, 1 99 1 ). 



ATHENA 
The matter is very serious, if any monal thinks to judge this; 
Tnily it is not right even for me to decide a case of sharp- 
angered murder; especidy since you have come to my 
houe cleansed and harmless, as one who has done ail that is 
required of a suppliant; Thus 1 respect you as not king a 
danger to my city. These women, though, hold an office 
that is not easily sent away, and should they not obtain a 
victory in this matter, the poison f?om their pride will fall on 
the ground aftenvards causing an mtolerable and homd 
siclaiess to the land. 
Such is the situation; Either way, to let them stay or to send 
them away, both seem disastrous and diEcuit to me. Since 
this rnatter is here for examirÿition, 1 will choose judges of 
homicide, who are bound by oaths and 1 will establish the 
institution for d tirne. Cali for your witnesses and your 
proof5, succouring oaths for the case; I will come back 
when 1 have chosen the best fiom my citizens, to decide this 
matter tnnhfuly, bound by oath to not adjudge against the 
law . 

The smiilanties between the passage of the Shieid of Achilles and the speech by 

Athena are ~trikin~.~' In both instances a person has been asked to decide a dispute. The 

65 The paraIlel between the passages has also been noted by Leaf 6 12, C o ~ o r ,  "ffistor," 
6, Mirhady, "Oath-Challenge," 78 and Wolff, "Origin." 



case, however, is too ciif£îcult and as a result it is r e h e d  to adjudication Though the 

two passages are mnilar, it is necessary to rexnember that the laps of t h e  between them 

is sqpificant. The Shield of Achilles is Archaic in date, whereas Aeschylus' d .  though 

set in an heroic time hune. was written in the fifth century, a period when legal 

institutionaiisation of arbitration had begun. Though Greek legal concepts may have k e n  

more systematic during the £ifth century, %orne recollection of [the Homeric method] stili 

existed in the fifth centuqCd6 

Athena's speech offers a firther glimpse into the scene presented by Horner in 

regard to the oath and its role during mediation-arbhtion and adjudication. At one 

point, when Athena is stiii to decide between the Furies and Orestes, the Furies cornplain 

that Orestes was unwilling to take the oath Athena responds by saying, " 6 p ~ i o ç  rci pi 

b i ~ a i a  p i  v~ icûv  Uyo" ('9 say that oaths must not conquer justice." 432). The oath, 

therefore, was not o d y  associated with the method of adjudication - icpivaou 6' àmov 

rGv Cpov ra pÉkara iico. Gia~peîv roiko xpâyp' éqNpoç, 6 p ~ o v  xopovraç piq6Èv 

~ K ~ L K O V  $pacr~ïv (487-489) -- but also with the role of the neutrai during mediation- 

arbitration. Moreover, not oniy were the judges to be bound by oath and expected to 

adjudge properly, but the participants m the method itselfwere also expected to swear the 

truth of matter -- Gpeiç 6é popnjpta a   ai aicpGpta ~ a k i d l ' ,  a p o y a  qç 8 i q ~  

opuujpa~a (485-486). 

Aeschylus rnakes up, in part, for the silence of Homer. Both of Athena's speeches 

directly c o ~ e c t  the methods of rnediation-arbitration and adjudication with the use of the 

" Wolff, "Origin," 47, 70-7 1 .  Wolff uses the paralle! between the two passages to argue 
that the Homeric, though more 'primitive*, still evidences a cmtral judiciary. Themost that can bc 



oath. The pardel, though, camot be pressed any fiutha to assume centralisation of 

judicial authority during the M i e  of Homer, rather it mdicates only that the oath was vital 

in both cases. Pnor to the fifih century, the oath was ofien used to ensure that the oath- 

taker was king honea. The pressure of community opinion ensured this honesty. By the 

fifth century, particdarly in Athens, though the oath remained important, it was 

nonetheless augmented by a forensic approach to the presentation and use of evidence. 

During the age of Homer, the oath and the custom of mediation-arbitration demonstrate 

the comunity ' s desire to deviate any interna1 threat . Mediat ion-ar bitration and 

adjudication, were the means through which the community attempted to satis@ its desire 

for a safe alternative to violence. 

Mediation-arbitration and adjudication are directly reiated during the Homeric era 

in that they arose out of the need of the comunity to counter the threat presented by self- 

help. The role of the adjudicator was to make a judgement which offered an acceptable 

solution to both the disputant and the community. Both Homer and Aeschylus 

demonstrate the method of the adjudication, obviously because b th  disputes reached the 

stage which required a judgement. The role of the imop, however, is vague. 

From the evidence of Homer it seems that there exkted two associated process 

available to the people - mediation-arbitration and adjudication - which were sanctioned 

by the community in regard to the resolution of connict. Evidence for mediation- 

arbitration is &O found m the Works and D q s  of Hesiod (700 B.C.). The dispute 

drawn fiom the two examples is that the passage fiom Aeschylus indicates the method used during 
the Homeric ma. 



concens the idmitance of Perses and the M y  estate, in which Hesiod contends that bis 

brother had won the majority of the estate by brîbïng the judge ( W&D 27-39). 

It m u t  be understood that the evidence fkom Hesiod is highly biased because of 

the p e t ' s  obvious hostility towards the loss of the majority of his estate by the decision of 

the aristocracy, the B a d  jcç. Furthexmore, the evidence is weak and. though logical 

assumptions may be derived fkom the brief passages below. aq-thing more m u t  be 

seriously considered in regard to Hesiod's subjectivity. 

It bas oAen k e n  maintained that the use of mediation-arbitration in Hesiod is 

compulsory, and that by the time of Hesiod voluntary arbitration kcame hstitutionalised. 

so that disputants were obiigated to bring their cases to the a r i s t o ~ r a c ~ . ~ ~  It  would seem 

more Iikely that it was adjudication which was made compulsory. wliereas mediation- 

arbitration remained within the reah of the community. This is best indicated by the fact 

that Hesiod denounces his brother for resoning to the 'bribe-devouring kings'. and in turn 

he offers to submit their dserences to a ?rue judgement' as sanctioned by Zeus: 

But instead let us settle our dispute with a true judgement, 
which is best fkom Zeus. For we have already divided the 

67 Bonner, "Hesiod," 17, 20-2 1; Ham'son, The Law of Athens, 2.69. Bonner and Harrison 
contend that the evidence of Hesiod indicates that arbitration was no longer voluntary, but had 
becorne obligatory. 

What is most important to understand is that there was -ter regularisation of 
compulsory legai methods in the age of Hesiod (Calhoun, Introduction, 18). Regularisation should 
be undentood as the change fiom non-compulsory 'state' authorised processes to a more 
obligatory procedure. To  what extent this regulansation was legally systemised, however, is open 
to conjecture based on the hostile nature of the evidence offered b y iiesid. 



inheritance, but seiziog the mon you carrieci t O& gMog 
great honour to the greedy lords, who love to judge this 
case. 

in this short passage, Hesiod illustrates two notable points. The k t  is rhat he and 

Perses had submitted their dispute to the lords, and this nibmission would have k e n  

mandatory, as is indicated by Hesiod's hostility and cynicism towards them m Works and 

D ~ S ?  What is sigrilficant, however, is that the use of arbitration as a device of 

mediation-arbitration remained an important private method of redress for disputants: 

Hesiod's c a l  for a mue judgement.' In addition, the honesty sought by Hesiod is further 

strengthened by his referral to Zeus a guarantor. 

One further piece of evidence to be drawn fiom the text is that oaths continued to 

be an essential part of both mediation-arbitration and adjudication: 

If there is anyone who knows the cases and is w i h g  to 
spea!! about it, to hun Eir-seeing Zeus gives wealth; but 
whoever willingly Lies in witness swearing falsely, causing 
harm to justice thus king forever harmed, the fàmiiy of that 
man fiom thereon wiii become obscured; but the M y  of 
the man who swears tnily fiom thereon wiu be bener. 

In this passage, Hesiod mirron the observations drawn fiom Horner, narnely that 

the oath was viewed as an important aspect of the methods of dispute resolution. This 





The legitmiacy of any decision, whether fkom a wutral during mediation-arbitration 

or a judge, rested M y  with the community. What is most foreign to a contemporary 

understandmg of these methods is the fact that mediation-arbitration and adjudication 

were not legally distinct methods. Furthemore, the role of the arbitrator himself is 

significantiy different than his modem counterpart. The neutrd's prirnary role \vas to 

resolve the disputants, m either the role of arbitrator or mediator. 

Mediation-arbitration and adjudication were dependent upon the need of the 

community and the disputants. The social practice of resolving conflict rndested itself in 

mediation-arbitration and adjudication, which were not separate or distinct in a legal 

understanding, but only dserentiated by the need of the cornrnunity. 

In a society composed of legai institutions, the mechanimis of enforcement Lie with 

the 'state' . Archaic Greek society, ho wever, lacked such institutions. Rather, t wo social 

devices created by the cornrnunity -- the use of custom and the oath -- dorced  the roles 

of the neutrai during both mediation-arbitration and adjudication. Both devices ensured 

tbat the disputants, the decision-makers and the communiry itself would adhere to the 

social practice of mediation-arbitration and adjudication through the application of public 

opinion. Public opinion contained within it the comrnunity's sense of right and wong,  but 

more importantly, it held within itselfthe instinct to survive. a sunival dependent upon the 

individual's adherence to the methods of the mediation-arbitration and adjudication. 

WÏthout that the connnunity of the ancient Greek world could not hope to sunive the 

rmlity of constant piüaging and warfare. 

-- -- - 

attention to Workc and Duys.37 1 where Hesiod illustrates that the litigants were required "to 
substantiate their statements with testimonial evidence." 



III) The Fifth Century 

In order to understand mediation-arbitration as a social p t i c e  m Greece and a s  

reciprocal connexion with the community, an investigation is dependent upon glimpses of 

its use, even though rather Sequent,  as  in the case of Homer's depiction of the Shield of 

AchiUes. Once mediation-arbitration has been identified as a method used by the 

community, it is then necessary to move to the next set o f  evidence, in order to hvestigate 

whether there does e.& any continuity. The next significant sources of evidence are 

Herodo tus and Thuc ydides. 

The fkst objective of this chapter is to examine the Greek terms themselves, which 

are used by Herodotus and Thucydides, 61aiqni5, GtaAAaicq~ and r a ~ a p n e p ,  which 

indicate an arbitrator and mediator. This examination is necessary, as  it wili Uustrate the 

reaiity that the Greek, in the case of 'arbitration', does not fit neatly into the rigid Limits of 

the English terms. 

Any investigation, which requires translation, is ditFcult. This dficulty arises 

f?om the nuances which the transfated ianguage possesses and which is not easily brought 

out. Greek is no exception to this k t .  In order to flicilirate the examination of the Greek 

terminology a few seps w i l  be used. FUS, an etymological break down of the word will 

occur. Next, the definition as given by Liddell and Scott w4.i be dis~ussed.'~ Finally the 

conventional translation of each word WU be illustrated. 

The fkst rem to investigate is 6ia~nlnj5, a noun associated with the verb 

b~auoo. to vend one's Me (with a sense of according to an accepted way). A~aiqmiç, 

7 1 Al1 detinitions for Greek vocabulary are deriveci hom Liddell and Scott's, 
Intermediate Greek-Eneiish Lexicon, 1889 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992). Supplernental aici, in 



therefore. should be understood to mdicate someone who prem'bes a 

solution/mvestigates a Me lived accordmg to accepted principles. The noun Gianqiç is 

dehed as an arbitrator or umpire." 

It is significant that underlying the noun is the fact that the arbitrator's mandate is 

to solve disputes according to accepted principles. Those principles king fairness and 

equity. The m e r  in which these principles were enforced would be through the use of 

custom and the oath. 

Herodotus oniy uses the term once (5.95.2.1 1). In fact, S i u ~ q n i ~  is not used 

extensively until the fourth century, where it occurs extensively in the orations of 

Dernoahenes. other forensic speeches an in the work of Aristotle. The generaily accepted 

translation for G i a i q i ç  is arbitrator. 

ilicrlla~dq and the noun 8iaMayii are associated with the verb GiaAkuaao. 

AicUumh is defined as 'to alter or change', and is used in the sense of an exchange of 

one aate of mind for another, e.g. hostility to fiiendship (with the preposition  LU, it gives 

the meaning of givdtake in exchange and the preposition &self adds the sense of %y 

means of. through'). The noun GraMaici5 is applied to the person who effects the 

change. 

Liddell and Scott have generaily accepted that the term denotes a mediat~r. '~ The 

term, however, possess the general sense of a neutral who attempts to address a dispute as  

a third party. The character of the neutrd is hdicated by the nature of leading one fkom 

hostility to fkiendship. 

particular to grammatical structure and/or nuances, cornes fiom W. W. G d w i n ,  A Greek 
Gramrnar. 1879 (Hong Kong: Nelson, 1992). 



Thucydides uses the term d y  (4.60.1 & 4.644. The term ishter adoptai 

heavily by Aristotle, d o s e  most striking use is to portmy Solon as the mediator during 

the social crisis in ~thens." In general, the term does seem to support a modem 

appreciation of a mediator as opposed to an arbitrator. As weU. it seerns to stretch the 

present presumption of a process, which combines the roles of an arbitrator and mediator. 

There are two matters that m u t  be recognised, however, which re- the 

present thesis that the sense of arbitration and mediation is bettrr understood as 

mediation-arbitration. To define an ancient term, most translations are based upon the 

sources which use the term most often. As has been indicated, Thucydides uses the term 

only twice and the rnajority of its occurrences are d e r  the fourth centur).. usually in a 

legal setting. The second point is that the term should be understood as mediator, but 

w i t h  the parameters of mediation-arbitration. This is borne out by the foliowing 

example, which dkectly relates 6 ~ a k k a ~ r i i q  and G L U L T T U ~  and in which the t e m  are 

used kterchangeably. In an actual court document -- uuprupia -- the term G ~ a k k a ~ r i ( ç  is 

used to refm to the 'arbiîrator' - a term which has just k e n  demonstrated to mean a 

'mediator'. Jun prior, however, in the speech itself, the same person is described as a 

6 ~ a 1 q ~ à ç  -- an arbitrator @em. 59.7 1). It is not the intent of this exarnination to redeke 

the terni G i a M a ~ i ~ ,  rather to illustrate that the traditional transiations of the t e m  are 

too rigid and do not take into account the cultural and social blurrhg of the process. 

Liddell and Scott, 188. 
" Liddell and Scott, 190. 
74 ftutarch also describes Soion as both a mediator and legislator - vopoût%qq 

(Solon.lO.1, 14.2). Both Plutarch and Aristotle poaay Solon as a mediator -- ~ L U & K ~ <  

(Athenaion Poliraio.5.2). It rnust be stressed, however, that the present investigation and sources 
are far rernoved from Piutarch's use of the tem. T h e  does, however, exist a bridge for the word 
in that both Aristotle and Pfutarch use it in a similar fashion. 



The final term to be examined is ~ o s a p n ~ p ,  which cornes fkorn the verb 

cipn<o, which means 'to prepare'. The noun is associated with the compound verb 

~ a s a p n  jo, which means to adjust, anange or rearrange properly ( ~ u ~ a  adds the sense of 

section by section in an ordered fàshion). K a r a p n e p  then refers to one who perfomis 

t h  function of adjustment. Liddell and Scott accept the term to mean a mediator." 

.is with 8~aMaicni;, ~ a ~ a p n d p  also must be transiated more flexiily m the 

context of mediation-arbitration. This flexibility is mdicated by the traditional translation 

of the tenn itself. -4s with both of the preceding tenns, icarapnaflp is used inf?equently. 

In fact it is the only used twice by Herodotus and does not in fàct occu. in the traditional 

t e ~ o l o g y  of contlict reso lution in the fourth century (4.1 6 1 -2.22-23 & 5.28.1.1 7- 1 8). 

-& mentioned above, the term itself has k e n  transiated in a flexible manner. What 

this means is that the translation of the term has been used Lrtercbgeably with 

arbitration. This interchangeability does not mean that the generai definition of 'mediator' 

is incorrect, but that it should be understood that the t e m  possesses the previously 

established sense of a neutral in mediation-arbitration -- a tbkd party chosen to resolve 

conflict and reconcile disputes in a m e r  based upon established principles. How and 

Wells agree that the use of icarupnmrip shouid be undemood to mean 'to set right what 

is out of order'. They go on, however, to indicate that the process was an "arbitration 

between parties."'6 

What these three terms -- 6iaiqni5, GiuMarM~ and ~arapnonip -- best 

indicate is the blurring nature of mediation and arbitration. When examinmg these terms, 

'' Liddell and Scott. 4 14. 



it is best to conrinue to use the traditionai translations, but it is also wcessary to 

understand that the terms must be acknowledged to possess a meanhg fk wider than the 

modem. 

Xfediation-arbitration when studied in the context of the community, M e r s  an 

appreciarion of its role within the 'private' reahn of Greek society. Previous schoiarship 

has not ofien approached arbitration within the context of the comrnunity because, too 

ofieq historical arbitration has k e n  paralleled with contemporary society's need to 

validate a modem non-codÏontationai means of resolving mter-state contlct. "An 

emorional attitude towards the aspirations of bodies in the modem world such as the 

League of Nations or the United Nations hîs ofien coloured in retrospect the Greek 

prototype for arbitral 

Contemporary society's interest often manifests itself in an investigation of 

arbitration within the sphere of international ju~isdiction'~ Moreover, any modem 

discussion of Greek ditration most often divides arbitration and adjudication Uito two 

separate avenues of redress. The Archaic practice of using mediation and arbitration by 

one neutral was rnirrored in the international arena of the worlds of Thucydides and 

Herodo tus. 

The k s t  strp required to develop the connexion between Homeric mediation- 

arbitration and the international Hellenic world of Herodotus and Thucydides is to 

-- - -- - - - - - - - - - - 

76 How and Wells, Comentary, 2.1 1 .  How and Wells also cite Herodotus 5.95, 6.108, 
7.145 and 154 as examples of arbitration between cities. 

7 A.J. Marshall, "The Survival and Development of International Jurisdiction in the Greek 
WorId under Roman Rule," M W ,  2.13(1980); 628. 

78 Phillipson International Law, 1.1 27. Phillipson offers the following definition of 
international arbitraiion: "international arbitration, in the strict sme,  presupposs the existence of 
independent and autonomous States recognized as resting on a bais ofjuridical equality." 



examine the p r k q  sources themselves; the second, to establish the limits withm wtiich 

mternational mediation-arbitration was eqloyed. In order to meet this objective, it is 

important to discuss previous investigations of international Greek mediation-arbhtion, 

especiaüy those which attempt to draw paraiiels between the classicai and modem 

processes. 

The k t  source which speaks to international aspects designed to resolve contlict 

is Herodotus. Herodotus uses two nouns, ica-rapnsrilp and 6iaiqril5, which denote an 

arbitrator and mediator and parallel Homer's use of imop. 79 

The Pythian commanded them to procure a rnediator fiom 
Mantinea in ~rcadia." 

79 Homer, Herodotus and Thucydide a11 use t m  which dmote an arbitrator or 
rnediation. In each instance, the role of the neutral is legitimised by his prestige or perceived 
wisdom and fairness 

In fact. the importance of the tenn ï m q  is illustrated within Herodotus' text. Dewald 
("Narrative Surface and Authonai Voice in Herodotus' Histories," in Herodotus and the Invention 
of Historv, ed. D. Baedeker, Arethusa, 20(1987): 154-164) offers the four following categories in 
regard to ïmop. in its variant forms and implied meaning, as an investigator. As 'onlooker', the 
variant occurs over 300 tirne, some examples of which occur at 1.195.2, 5.58.3 1, 8.124.3 and 
8.135.1. As 'eyewitnas investigator', it occurs 31 times (2.29.1,32.113.1 and 6.47.1. As 'critic', 
Dewald cites over 500 critical cornments by Herodotus (4.167.3, 8.87.3 and 9.68). The final area 
which is identified is as the wriîer 2 19 times (1 -2 14.5, 3.103,4.16, 5.36.4, 5.1 85.1 and 7.184.5). 

What m u t  be noted is that the idea of the ïorop as an investigator or seeker of the facts 
continues fkom Homer to Hmctdotus. Though Dewald's argument is lengthy, it is worth noting the 
sense of the meaning of i m p  in its variant and implied meanings is used by Thucydides and 
Herodo tus. 

XI W. W. Uow & J. Wells, A Commentaw on Herodotus, 19 12 (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 
196 1) 1.354. In this passage the mediator who was chosen was Demonax. The traditional 
consthution of Kyrene had becorne inadequate on account of an increase in population, a problern 
in the ascension of the royalty to power and a recently disastrous defeat of the Kyrenaians at 
Leukon by the Libyans. 

Al1 highlighting within the text is the author's owm and is used to indicate the most 
pertinent aspects of each passage. As well, the translation of the text iüelf is also modified for the 
sake of clariîy. The intent is to allow the reader to quickly parallel the Greek with the 
corresponding translation. 



ii) roko  y yap ~arapncriîpaq EK X ~ W U V  'EiU.+w 
~ Y k o v ~ o  oi Milfimol. (5.28.1.17-18) 

For the Milesians had chosen them [the Parians] out of  all 
the Greeks to be their mediaton." 

Periander, the son of Kypselos, reconciled the Mytilenians 
and the Athenians for they refmed to hmi as arbitrat~r.'~ 

Thucydides also addresses international Greek arbitration and uses the term 

And hertce forth we wiii never bring in any outsiders, neàher 
allies nor rnediator~.~~ 

These three temis. G i a n h a i t ~ ~ ,  ~ a r a p n o n i p  and 6ta~qniç,  are important as 

they indicate that there was no one generdy accepted international term wbich indicated a 

neutrd. In extension, it follows that the use of these various nouns hdicates a more 

regionai character, rather than a centralised concept or process." This regional character 

is the 'glimpse' of the community's role in establishkg the process of mediation- 

arbitration, and thus the legitimisation of the practice within the international arena. 

" How & Wells, Commentav, 2.1 1. The situation in this instance is similar to that of 
Demonax. The Milesians had suffered intemal sedition. 

a In this passage, Herocîotus cites Periander as responsible for reconciling the Mytilenians 
and the Athenians over a conflict about Peisistratos' capture of Sigeum. Peisistratos was the 
tyrant of Athens at the time. His family would dominate Athenian politics fiom c. 546-5 10 BC 
until the exile of Peisistratos' son Hippias. 

83 In this speech, Hermokrates is atiempting to convince the Sicilians not to accept any 
foreign aid. He argues, especially in context of Athens, that such aid is only given in order to take 
advanbge, and ultimately to gain control of the island itself Thucydides afso uses the term at 
4.60.1. Here the speaker, again Hemnokrates, is appealing to the Sicilians to reconciie among 
thernselves. 



The various Greek terms are sigmficant. but it is necessary to expand upon this in 

order to gain a M e r  picture. The disputants during the Homeric era had a direct and 

reciprocal role in the practice of mediation-arbitration They were not ody expecting 

justice. but they were required to be involved actively in the process. This reciprocal role 

was formalised through the use of custom The custom of mediation-arbination 

manifèsred itself in severai aspects: public opinion, the role and expectation of the neutral, 

and the use of oaths to bind those invoIved. 

Disputants were expected to conform to public pressure and resolve their confXct 

in a non-violent m e r ,  but in tum, during mediation-arbitration, the neutral had to be 

someone whom the disputants could trust. "[Ulnder ordinary circirmstances Greek feeling 

appears to have demanded that a state should prove its sincerity and its codïdence in the 

justice of its daim by accepting the proposed arbitration . . . . When the principle had been 

accepted by both sides, negotiation n o d y  led to a speedy determination on the precise 

conditions.'"' 

The need for a peacefûl resolution of a dispute is evident at the dornestic level, and 

public opinion supported the person who was most willing to resolve codict peacefully, 

in order to ensure the stability of the comunity. In the sarne manner, the pressure or 

opinion of the international community fàvoured those who were willuig to arbitrate their 

dserences. without thratenhg the iarger Greek M y  with armed cordict. 

The strength of public opinion during the course of mediation-arbitration in the 

Homeric example is echoed within the text of Thucydides: 

81 Comor, "Histor," 7. 
85 Tod, International Arbitration, 7 1. 



"And they declare that they were the £ira to want ro go to 
tri& yet it is not the one who has the advantage, stands - 
f?om a position of safety and who caiis for resolution who 
should be respected, but the one who before resoning to 
arms is Eely to make his actions and words equal.'"' 

Initidy, the passage wouid seem to indicate a vagueness as to when an offer to 

resolve a confiict shouid occur, before or after the use of successtùl aggrcssion. The last 

h e ,  however, would seem to support the fact that an individual state would be more 

respected, Xprior to the use of violence, it offered to resolve the matter." 

The role and responsibility of the neutral was just as important to the practice of 

mediation-arbitration as was the submission of the disputants to rhe process itsrlf. In the 

previous chapter, it was established that a neutrai had to have --a reputation for impartiality 

and wisdom without regard to rank or official position."88 The international character of 

mediation-arbitration shared this need for 'irnpartiality ' and wisdom' . The ordinary 

process within the international conflict resolution was to choose an urnpire or city whom 

a6 This passage is the Korinthian response to the Kerkyraians. Korinth founded Kerba. 
Both cities in tum had proceeded to establish various colonies together. one of them being 
Epidamnos. In 433 B.C., Epidamnos was caught in the grip of a civil war, and Kerkyra anempted 
to increase its own power by supporting one side against Korinth. 

87 A. W. Gomme, A Historical Comrnentarv on Thucvdides, 5 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1 959) 1.174. Gomme notices the odd character of this passage which in one instance seems 
to indicate that it is more honourable to offer arbitration fiom a position of snength, and thm in the 
next Iine to appear to be a slight on the character of the Kerkyraians, whom the Korinthians claim 
only offered to resolve their conflict because of the dificulties in which they found tbemselves. 
Gomme, however, wciuld seem to be correct in claiming that "there is something to be said for the 
argument that, if sincere, you shouId offer arbitration before rather than after successfiil 
aggression." 
' B o ~ e r ,  "Homer," 22-23. 



both parties held to be mipanni, and thus in whom they were ~onfident.'~ Lmpartiaiity and 

wisdom. within the international arena, were often associated with the prestige of an 

individual or state. 

There are several examples of neutrals who were chosen on account of their 

prestige. As mentioned above. both the Athenians and the Mytiienians jointly chose 

Periander as their arbitrator (Herodotus 5.95).90 Periander was chosen as a neutral who 

used the mechankm of arbitration -- 6 ~ a i q ~ i j .  The authority, which iay behind the choice 

of Demonax as the neutral for Kyrene. rested with the religious authority of the oracle at 

Delphi. Demonax. as opposed to Periander, was expected to utilise mediation -- 

ra~a~n<rri(~o.~'  

From the outset of this thesis it has been maintained that there was no 

'authoritative' body which dictated policy or was a centre intended to resolve contlict 

amonga the Greeks. In some instances, however, previous scholarship has becorne 

interested in attributing to the Amphictyonic Council at Deiphi this centrai role. In doing 

so, any parailels could be -validated' by comparing the Council at Delphi with modem 

University 
90 

J. Piescia, The Oath and Periuw in Ancient Greece, (Tallahassee; Florida State 
Press, 1970) 72. 
Adcock, Diplomacy, 2 12. Another example of an arbitration occurred just prior to the 

Battle of Marathon in 490 BC (Herodotus 6.108). Plataia had sought allegiance with the 
Lakedaimonians. The Lakedaimonians, however, had told thern to align themselves with the 
Athenians. Once this allegiance had been secured, the Thebans rnarched on Plataia. Athens went 
to support her ally and at the begiming of the conflict, Korinth peacefûlly intervend and arbitrated 
a resolution to their conflict. 

An additional example occurs also boom Haodotus (6.42). Artaphemes had summoned 
the defeated lonians to make peace with one another and to establish a process to submit any legal 
differences. Tod (International Arbitration, 66) has inferreci that the line ï v a  6awi6i~ot  e k v  - 
that they submit themselves to justice - Uidicates a body devoted to arbitration The Greek itself 
does not, however, bear out this loose translation. It is fair nonetheiess to assume that some sort of 
process was intended to alleviate conflict, though whether a formal process of arbitration, 
adjudication or a combination of the two in not clear. 



counterpans such as the United ~at ions.~ '  The Amphictyonic Council 

possessing the 'actual macbery of arbitration'. This machinery was to 

was viewed as 

be seen in the 

extensive involvernent of the Council with its members, who would vote and discuss 

rnatters atfecting individual States. The Councii would then vote on a resolution. 

The Amphictyonic Councii, however, was not a National Assembly. Furthemore, 

it neither conducted policy for the larger body of Greece. nor settled disputes, especially 

between the more prominent ~it~-states. '~ The most innuence which the Councii. or even 

the Delphic Oracle itself possessed, was in its religious jurisdiction, through which it was 

able to recornmend proper candidates to act as third party neutral~.~' "The inability of the 

Arnphictyonies to develop a red lasting poiiticd iduence is nowhere so clearly s h o w  as 

by the fact that they were not cded  upon to arbitrate even those cases in which both of 

the disputants belonged to one and the same religious league.'"' 

Not only was the prestige of the neutrai sigdicant, but so too was the expectation 

that the process of mediation-arbitration would be impartial and f&. The validation of the 

procedure was reflected by whoever was chosen to resolve the conflict of the disputants. 

There are several e m p l e s  of this expectation of m e s s  in Thucydides: 

i) 6 i q  6C uazu 5a5 {uv&i~aç E T O ~ ~ O L  E ~ V ~ L  B ~ a i i l i ~ d a ~  
r tq i  rôv éy~hqpcisov éxi ïcq   ai opoia. (1.145) 

Conceming their complaints they were ready according to 
the treaty to reconcile bv an im~artial and tiir iud~ement.~~ 

'' Herodotus 4.16 1.2.22-23. 
9? Adcock, Diplornacy, 2 13; Phillipson, International Law, 2.133. 
93 Darby, Intemational Tribunais, I 1 .  
91 Ager, Why War?" 3-4. 
95 Westennann, "International Arbitration," 2 10. Ager, " Why War?" 3 fi. 
% Here T hucydides describes the Athenian envoys' response to the Lakedaimonian offer of 

arbitation in regard to Megara. The offér was simply that Athens revoke the Meganan Decree 
which excluded Megara from the harbours of the Athenian Empire, as well as Attica itself. 



ü) éroipoy yàp d v a ~  'Apyeioy Siraç 6oiivai  ai 
6éeaoBa~ ioaq  ai opoiaç, (5.59.5) 

For the Argives were ready to accem and submit to an 
impartial and fair senlement .97 

"Thev m u t  submit to imvartial and fair settlements as 
dictated by ancestral c ~ s t o r n ~ ~ ~ ~  

Each of these passages is important, owing to the fact tbat they reprat the sarne 

Greek vocabulary, and allows for the conclusion that the process of the resolution of 

conflict was expected by the disputants to be an honest forum- The forum the actual 

process of the resolution of conflict, was directly related to the statu of the adjudicator 

and arbitrator. The link between the expectation of faimess during the process and fiom 

the beginning of the procedure is nowhere more express. associated with custom than at 

Thucydides 5.79.1. Within the actual text attributed to the treaty agreed on between 

Argos and Sparta, impartial and fair judgement -- G i ~ a i .  . . ru< k a ;    ai opoia~ -- are 

iinked with ancestral custom -- raria xarpia -- by the dkputants thrrnselves. The use of 

ancestrai custom is also noteworthy as  it supports the contention that the tlurd party and 

the process itseif were expected to adhere to eaablûhed principles. 

Custom &O involved the use of oaths to ensure that the disputants would adhere 

to the decisions of the person chosen to resolve their disagreement. The oath (5.1 8.4) was 

97 The background for this passage is that the Spartan King, Archidamos, was informed 
that if he did not press for battle against the Argives, they were willing to resolve their conflict 
amicab ly . 

9s In 41 8, Argos renounced her alliance with the Mantineans, the Elians and the Athenians 
and formed one with Sparta who at the time was rhreatening her. 



called upon in conjunction with the use of trial in order to entice the other party to resolve 

But up to this point we ourselves are not involved in a .  
such tbing, nor do we that you are, we c d  upon you, while 
wise counsel ail: exists by fiee choice, do not break the 
treaty, nor transgress our oaths, let us resolve our 
dikences by iudgement as  is set out in our agreement.'' 

"Should there be a dispute between one another, they have 
recouse to trials and oaths, according to which they are 
bound."'"o 

It has been demonstrated that both Thucydides and Herodotus offer 

varying temis which each denote 'an arbitrator' or 'mediator'. This dive* has furrher 

indicated tbat mediation-arbitration was not legitimised by a central authority but by the 

comrnunity. Though Herodotus offers the reader an initial 'glirnpse' of the Greek reaiity 

in regard to mediation-arbitration, it is only with Thucydides that any extensive evidence k 

At this point. prior to the outbreak of hostilitia between Athens and Sparta, Athens was 
attempting to sway Sparta fiom enterhg into armeci conflict. Atiiens claimed that neither of them 
had yet over-stepped the bounds of the 30 Years' Peace, and she urged Sparts to enter into 
negotiations. 

At this point it is important to note that this offer has often ben assumed to indicate an 
arbitral clause in the 30 Years' Peace. Though it is iikely that there was a clause, which addressed 
resolving confIict peacefully, there docs not exist any evidence as to what was the specific clause. 
See forthcorning discussion in regard to the formulait use of 6~+6i6o(ii (54n). 

lm In 42 1 the Peace of Nikias was concluded between Sparta and Athens. The war at this 
point had neither side in a more advantageous position than the other. As well both had suffered 
severe losses in both people and resources. The Peace of Nikjas recognised the staw quo and was 
rneant to last for 50 years. 



found. In addition, the txaditional corpus of evidence for 'arbitration' offered by 

Thucydides mon& suggests a process mtended to resolve con£lict but, in most instances, 

not what method was intended. 

Previous investigations, because of their presupposition of a centrai body, have 

viewed the Greek evidence as indicating a fonnd process of arbitration. Since there was 

no actud formal body or process, it is necessary to examine the Greek text and gather a 

%ue hisrorical perspective' of international Greek mediation-arbitration. Prior 

e.vaminations of the Greek have focused upon a formulait expression, which has k e n  used 

to indicate: -to submit to arbitration7. The formula is most often made up of two words, 

one of which is Giicr(v/Siraq, which most often on its own is defked as meaning a 

judgement. a triai or the lawsuit itself. The second word, is o h  the verb 8i8op~. which 

is defhed as 'to give' or ' to offer'. The foilowing examples are those most often refemed 

to in regard to the formula 6 i q v - 6 i 6 a p ~ :  

i) ~i 6 É  ri avnno~oûvra~ ,  Giituq jûeÂov &oGvai év 
Iieloxovmioq xapà nokm ai5 Üv ap$6r~poi jupp6mv- 
ro~Épov 6' âv G i ~ u q e j  &vat rip WOLICL~V. Z O ~ O U Ç  

~ p a s ~ i v .  (1.282) 

But if they made a clah, they were willing to submit the 
rnatter to a settkment to any states within the Peloponnesos 
which they both agreed upon; to whichever of the two the 
colony was adiudged, these would take possessioa'O' 

101 In this passage, the Kerkyraians in 435 were atternpting to resolve the dispute over 
Epidamnos in a peacetLI manner. They offered the Korinthians that should they remove the 
gamson fiom Epidamnos, they would be willing to attempt to resolve the dispute in a peaceful 
manner. 



as they are ready to submit to a settlement. 

W e  are willing to submit to a settlement as is stated in the 
treat~,'~' 

'bThev mut submit to impartial and E?ir settlements as 
dictated by ancestral custom." 

These four examples illustrate the more tradit ionai formula usually dçhed 

102 Prior to the Lakedairnonian decision to go to war, the Spanan King, Archidamos. urged 
the Spartans to accept the Athenian offer to resolve their conflict without violence. 

IO3 Perikles is discussing the Lakedaimonian offer to resolve thrir dispute peacehlly if the 
Athenians are willing to revoke a previous decree which stipulated that the ~Megarians were not 
permined to use any Athenian port. 

1w Tod, hternationaf Arbitration, 67. 
Tod goes to the extent that he accepts 6 i ~ a i  6t6oviq in 5.79.1. and in genera 1. to indicate 

an 'arbitral tribunal'. Tod also cites 4.11 8.8 (Year's Armistice 423) and 5.18.4 (Treaty between 
ArgdSparta 4 18) as indicative of a tribunal within each of these treaties. Adcock (Di~lomacv, 
2 1 1) and Phillipson (International Law, 2.136) also accept that the Treaty of 1 1  8 between Sparta 
and Argos indicates a process of arbitration. 

S. Homblower, A Cornmentarv on Thucvdides Volume 1: Books 1-111, 1991 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1992) 1.129. Homblower also accepts the 6iqv-8i6wp~ formula. in particular 
in 1.28.2 and 1.85.2. Moreover, he also contends that the verb ~LKU+I. which is defined as to 
judge or give judgement, should be translated as indicating a judgement by arbiaation. This 
translation, however, is base. upon his previous acceptance of 8 i ~ u ç  ... 6oGvur in its more 
traditional translation. As shall be demonstrated, the S i q v - S i 6 ~ p t  formula is a loose translation, 
without which 6iraSo must merely indicate to judge. 

Westermann offers a more neutral translation of the formula bi~qv&6opi, which is "to 
submit to a judicial award." Westermam, "International Arbitration," 200. Westernanri is 
speaking specifically to the 30 Years' Peace (1 J8.4, 1.140.2, 141 -2, 145, and 7.18.2). It is fair, 
however, to apply this neutral translation to SiqvdiGopi  and its derivativs. 

Liddell and S a ' s  translation of 6iqvdi6o)ri also supports this neutral translation - 
&cas 806vai, to s u b i t  to trial (203). 

Ralçton, intemational Arbitration, 157, also accepts that the formula shouid be more 
neutral. "A cornparatively early illustration of a [compromissory] clause is furnished by the year 
444 B.C. in a tmaty of alliance between Sparta and Athens by which the contracting panies 
undertook to subaitute a pacific setîlement for a violent solution of their dificulties." 



ï h e  most common variantios of the formula Giqv-6i6aipt is the substitution of the 

verb 6 É ~ o p a i .  Aé~opai is defined as -to accept, receive' and 'choose'. Liddell and Scotî 

It must be stated, in order not to rnislead, that both Westermann and Raiston were 
investigating %ternational arbitration' and were using Thucydides and Herodonis as ancient 
examples of the practice. What is important, however, is that they also translate the Greek as 
neutral in this example. 

105 There are several variants for the verb bibopi, which are as follows: 
i) fiv 6 i ~ a q  Ê e É b 0 i .  6i6ovat. a.i>Toi O* &c 6 i ~ a ;  
xpo~aAoup~vov r6v 'A&lvaiov.,.Ec 6 i ~ a ç  ~ tpo~a~ou~lÉvov  
r6v A a ~ ~ 6 a i p o v i o v  O ~ K  i e î b v  &m~pÉrcEw, (7.18.2-3) 
The Athenians were willing to submit to a settlement, the 
Spartans did not respond to the Athenian cal1 to settIement ... the 
Lakedaimonians called them to setîlement, yet the Athenians were 
not willing to refer the rnatter to iudaement, 

In this passage the Spartans realised that they were at huit for not having accepteci the 
Athenian offer to resolve their conflict prior to the outbreak of hostilities. In the second part of the 
passage. the Lakedaimonians have offered to resolve their conflict peacefully as was specified in 
their treaty, 

The verb usrd is n p o ~ a U o ,  which is defined as 'to cal1 forth, challenge' and 'invite'. By 
the fourth century, xpo~aAÉw did in fact corne to refer to a legal process: 'a cal1 tokhallenge to 
arbitration.' This meaning, however, is particular to Dernosthenes and the oraton. As shatl be 
dernonstrated, this discrepancy does not weaken the present investigation. In fact, it supports the 
explanation that in the era in which Thucydides and Herodotus wrote there existed no 
regimentation in Greek rnediation-arbitration. This is indicated by the fact that there is no one 
regularised formula as is found in Attic law in the fourth century. 

ii) 8 i q  6é xara rà5 iuvqicaq Éroîpoi &ai 61aAkda~ =pi 
r6v &y-tcAqpQ~av  EX^ icq   ai opoiq. (1.145) 
Concerning their cornplaints they were ready according to the 
treaty to reconcile by an impartial and fair iudment. 

Here Thucydides describes the Athenian envoys' response to the Lakedaimonian offer in 
regard to Megara following Perikles' speech. 

iii) "Ai~aç  TE titbovai x ~(~LLv  ai 6piv ~ a ~ a  TU ~ a ~ p ~ a ,  
TO ap@iAoya 6 i q  GtaAGowaq aveu 1ro2kpou." (4.1 18.8) 
"Suits brought against us and those we bring against you shall be 
sertled according to custom, those points in dispute shall be 
resolved bv iudgement without war." 

In 423, the Athenians and the Spartans concluded an armistice for a year. The Athenians 
agreed because Brasidas was threatening to encourage more Attrenian allies to revolt. The 
Lakedaimonians hoped that some rwpite fiom anned conflict would motivate the Athenians to 
extmd the armistice. Following the armistice, Athens was preparing to destroy Skione b u s e  she 
had lefi the Athenian alliance two days afier the conclusion of the peace. The Lakedaimonians, 
however, infomed the Athenians that this would be a breach of the armistice, which stipulated that 
the courts and oaths were to be used, rather than relying upon force: 



have transiated the variation as ''6. aoûvai uai W a d m  to submit differences to a 

peaceful settlement, T ~ U C . ? ? ' ~ ~  Several examples of this variant formula are as folIows: 

For it was stated that we should acceDt and submit our 
dinerences for one another to a settlement, keeping those 
things which each held at that t h e ,  they themselves neither 
asked for a settlement nor did thev accept o u  offer. ' O 7  

ü) ~ r o i p o x  yap  ;lebat 'Apyeiouq 6 k a ç  6oûva~ icai 
K a o û a t  ioaç   ai opoiaç (5.59.5). 

For they were ready to acce~t and submit to an im~artiai 
and fair settlement. 

Once the presumption of a central body is removed, the Greek formula is more 

neutral in meaning, in the sense that there is no specific designation of the process 

uitended to resolve contlict. To borrow fiom an advocate of institutional arbitration, the 

treaties and passages indicate that disputes were to be settled 'by legal means without 

recourse to arms'.'Os 

If there was no specinc process indicated by the Greek, what then is meant? As 

has k e n  illustrated in the case of the scene on the Shield of AchiUes, a dispute was 

supposed to be reso fved in a non-confÏontational marner. ï h e  process, however, involved 

The Spartans were ready to determine the matter bv trial. The 
Athenians, however, were not willing to risk the matter bv a trial, 

The terni used in both of these passages is &alGa, which is defined as to dissolve, and 
reconciie. 

106 Liddell and Scott 203. 
1 O7 In this speech, PerikIes discusses the reasons why Athens is in a more favourable 

position to enter a war. One of those reasons was that Adiens had proposed to abide by the Thirty 
Years' Peace. 

'" Adcock, Diplomacv, 2 10-2 1 1. 



two possible avenues: mediation-arbitration or adjudication. The Greek that has k e n  

cited refers ody to a process, without i d e n t w g  the avenue entailed. Previous 

mvesîigations have been correct in attniuting to the formula 6iqv-6i6opi a process 

intended to resolve conflict in a peacehl rnanner. Due to the presumption of 

centralisation however, they have b e n  too liberai in desiring to identify a regimented 

process of mediation-arbitration. Since the general use of Siqv-6iSopi does not refer to 

an actual case of rnediation-asbitration. it û necessary to examine a case that did in fact 

involve mediation-arbitration. Such an example can be found in the dispute between Elis 

and Lepreum, which was arbitrated by ~ ~ a r t a . ' ~ ~  

As has k e n  noted in regard to the 8i~qv-6i8ap~ formula. there is no actual 

indication of whether the dispute was to be settled by adjudication or mediation- 

arbitration. It is fâir to assume, however, that depending upon the circurnstance, either 

avenue could be utilised. In this case an additional Greek term is introduced. Entrpomi -- 

a case referred to an arbitrator.' 'O 

109 Thuc. 5.3 1. 
110 'Exi~pomi is derived fiom the verb h~tpÉxo,  'to commit' or 'entrust', and 'to refer the 

matter to a person, lave it to his judgement'. An example of the use of the verb can be found in 
Thucydides, wfiere &ntp&m has been used as an alternative for 6i6op~. As has ben  discussecf, 
however, a more neutral and literal translation is necessary in regard to terms which do not 
specifically denote arbitration. Only the nouns k r p o r r i l  and GtaMaicqç should be accepted to 
mean an arbitrator. 

fiv 6i~aq &@Âwar GrGovai, a k o i  0% &c 6 i ~ a g  
~~oncx)LOqmmv x6v 'Aûqvaiw ..kc ~ ~ K U Z  X P O K ~ ~ U & ~ V  T&V 

Aa~e6a ipov iov  OGK m v  i x i t p & ' ~ t ~ i v .  (7.18.2-3) 
The Athenians were willing to submit to a settlement, the 
Spartans did not respond to the Athenian cal1 to settlement . . .the 
Lakedaimonians called them to setîlement, yet the Athenians were 
not willuia to refm the matter to iudgement, 

In this passage, the Spartans redised that they were at fault for not having accqted the 
Athenian offer to resolve their conflict prior to the outbreak of hostilities. In the second pan of the 
passage, the moral ground this tirne stands with the Lakedaimonians who have offered to 
peacefulty resolve thei  conflict as was specified in their treaty. 



oi ' H k i o i  p i  ïaov Ejetv. a v f v z ç  riiv Enirpomjv 
A~rrpear6v *v y î v  éapov.  (5.3 1.3) 

And the case was referred to the Lakedaimonians, the 
Eleans suspected that they would not receive an impartial 
hearing, they left the arbitrator and they laid waste to the 
land of the Lepreaens.' ' ' 

. ~ o t h e r  e m p l e  of the use of éxirpofi can be found in the dispute arising 

betweeo Sparta and Argos: 

Initially the Argives thought that they should be dowed to 
submit their case conceming the Kynourian land to - 
arbitrator, either some city or a private individual. ' l 2  

It  is notewonhy that éxtrporril is the ody noun which occurs with 61~j to denote 

an arbitratorhrbitration. This in itseif furthers the argument that the formula 

Siqv-GiGopr and its variants should be considered more neutrai, due to the Eact that there 

does not exkt any noun qualifier to ïndicate whether either adjudication or mediation- 

ar bitration was intended. 

The Elean &air is important because it is used as a pivotal point for those who 

have accepted that the 'international process of Greek arbitration' was ineffective. The 

II1 The background to this arbitration lay in a previous agreement bmveen Lepreum and 
the Eleans. Lepreum had gamered the aid o f  the Eleans against the Arkadians, with the agreement 
that the Eleans would receive half of their land. Following the war, the Eleans Ieft them with the 
land, but required thern to pay a tax. This agreement worked until the Lepreaens used the war 
b e t w m  the Peloponnesians and Athens as a pretext to stop their payment. Lepreum referred the 
matter to the Lakedaimonian head of the Pelopo~esian Alliance for arbitration, but the Eleans did 
not trust the Lakedaimonians and so refused them. Sparia, however, wmt ahead and found for the 
Lepreaens. 



question has k e n  asked: who wouid have been able to enforce the decision of an 

arbitrato r?' ' 
Elis lefi the proceeding when she suspected the impartiality of Sparta as arbitrator. 

Sparta however. went ahead with the arbitration and found for Lepreum. In this context, 

it would seem that cynicisrn is warranted. If one of the disputants left and was adjudged 

against. justice would not seem to have k e n  deait. The problem with this interpretation, 

however. is that it does not take into account first of all why Elis was dowed to leave. 

and second. why Sparta was able to continue with the arbitration when only one of the 

disputants was present. 

In a modem iegal context this would appear to be an aberration. Yet it did occur, 

and no western legal construct can address this issue, which in fact goes to the very centre 

of the difference krween a modem and ciassical appreciation of arbitration. For Sparta to 

have k e n  uiitiaiiy chosen as a neutral, boîh parties must have been cornfortable with her in 

that position. Homer, Thucydides, and Herodotus have attested to this process of choice. 

For Elis to have been able to leave the process must mean that she had not as yet taken an 

oath to abide by the decision of Sparta. The oath was the point through which the 

disputants adhered to the ternis of arbitration. The use of iaov would fùrther Thucydides' 

"' Pnor to the alliance between Lakedaimon and Argos in 4 18, the Argives had atternpted 
to resolve one of the issues between thernselves and Sparta. The reason for this action was that 
Argos was begiming to feel isolated within the theaîre of war. 

I l 5  Adcock, Diplomacv, 2 12. Adcock poses this question in order to validate what he terms 
the 'cynical' thesis of the enforceability of Greek arbitration, and draws upon the fact that, though 
Elis had withdrawn from the arbitration, Sparta ail1 went ahead (5.3 1 ). 

Ager, "Why War?" 8, also supports this contention: "Oaths had been taken when the f30 
Years' Pace] was put in place. But no policing agency, human or divine, was going to enforce 
Sparta's adherence to the arbitration clause, and her opponent Athens was of the same rnind when 
it was her own tum to respond to an offer of arbitration." 





departure of one of the disp~tants.''~ It is possible, therefore, that with the departure of 

one of the disputants, Sparta was forced to assume the role of an adjudicator and not an 

arbitrator. Thuugh her decision would no doubt be criticised, it seems imlikely that she 

would be able to arbitrate on the issue before her without both disputants present. As a 

result, with one disputant niil present, Sparta may have forced the issue by utilising the 

adjudication process available to her as the head of the Peloponnesian League. The 

circumstances for Sparta were quite extraordinary. By controiiing Lepreum as she did 

through the installation of a garrkon, though it was evident that at the least she was 

tamishg her record, Sparta perhaps would be able to boister her strategic position in the 

south-western Peloponnesos, which had been sorely bniised by the loss of ~ ~ 1 0 s .  ' l6 
A Discussion of EnforceabiIity 

International Greek conflict resolution processes have rnost ofien ken  emnined in 

two aspects: procedural processes and parallels with Rs modem counterpart. P r o c e d d  

processes should be understood as those which may indicate a centralised institution. 

Previous scholarship has used as its premise the fact that Archaic and Classical Greek 

arbitration were dependent upon some central organisation which could be found to exkt 

within its procedure. 

language used by Thucydides in 5.3 1.3 - ~ E V ~ E Ç  flv Exr.rparri(v. 
1 I S  There is one possible justification for the action of Sparîa mthin the reah of custom. 

If Elis had been justified in removing herself fiom the arbination stage because of the question of 
Sparta's impartiality, it may have been this that caused Sparta to place a garnison in Lepreum. As 
discussed, the events of a dispute dictated the avenue of redress betwem disputants. Sparta. as 
head of the Pelopo~esian League, may have then been forced, because of her position, to continue 
the dispute process on behalf of Lepreum though Elis had left. Since the arbitration phase was no 
longer a possibility, Sparta rnay have been able to use the avenue of adjudication to her advantage. 

II6 Thuc. 4.5K 



Herodotus and Thucydides offer the primary evidence for Ciassicai Greek 

arbitration. One of the fkst premises previously utilised when studying ancient Greek 

arbitration has b e n  its degree of development. "The diplomacy of mediation and 

arbitration, as a means of resolving disputes, was highly developed in ancient ~reece."' I7 

This 'development' has k e n  used to indicate the existence of a centralûed process. The 

prernise of 'development', however. oniy indicates a process of formaiity based upon 

custom and not necessarily centralisation. Ttùs chapter has Uustrated a less 

'institutionaiised' process based upon evidence that indicates that the procedure to resoive 

conflict was composed of two avenues - mediation-arbitration and adjudication. As weil. 

most of the evidence offered by Thucydides has k e n  demonstrated to be vague, and in 

ody a few instances can mediation-arbitration be specincdy identifird as separate fiom 

adjudication 

The following passage best illustrates such a scholarly presupposition of 

If Herodotus shows some pessimism over his feilow 
Greeks' abilÏty to negotiate and mediate thanselves out of 
armed codict, it may be because he was able to observe 
fint hand a rather spectacular failure of the processes of 
arbitration and rnediation, a failure that was documented by 
the younger Thucydides. The efforts to employ arbitration 
in the prelude to the Pelopomesian War, and the failure of 
those efforts, illuminate some of the problerns which the 
institution faced in the ancient worId and still faces in the 
modem. '" 

There can be no doubt that both Thucydides and Herodotus reveal a 'pessimisrn' about 

the Greek condition. Such terms as 'processes of arbitration and mediationT and 

"' Ager, "Why War?" 2. 



‚ institution', however, conjure preconceived notions of legai authority and centralisation. 

The use of 'processes' is not in itseif indicative of an argument for a cennal body of 

authority. When used in conjunction with such ideas as 'vital interests', 'honour7 and 

. . 
-mdependent sovereignty' li9. however. there can be no doubt that a paralle1 is king drawn 

between 'process' and 'innitutionalisation' in order to evidence arbitmtion's dependency 

upon a central authority. In addition, these terms in nini can confuse the understanding of 

the 'central authority' behind the 'processes of arbitration'. As iliustrated, the sanction, or 

more aptly the legitirnisation of mediation-arbitration as a social practice. lay with the 

comuniry and its use of such devices as custorn and oath to enforce the resolution of 

conflict. 

As mentioned at the outset. previous approaches to ancient arbitration have been 

concerned with international judicial processes. The remit is that the discussion centres 

on such questions as: why did the Greek institution fail and what was its intrinsic 

weakness, which allowed for instability? "Yet the Mure of arbitration to avert a 

Il8 . Ager, " Why War?" 7. 
II9 Ager, "Why War?" 7-8, 13. "The consensus of legal opinion emerging frorn the 

nineteenth century was that no nation could be required to submit disputes involving its 'vital 
interests', 'honour' or 'independent sovereignty* to an outside authority for resolution." Following 
this passage, Ager uses several examples of UN actions, ranging from World War to the Gulf 
War to illustrate that this idea has continued to this day. In particular, she cites the "Connally 
Reservation", an action which aliowed the US to determine what constituted its domestic affairs, 
and thus limited the proactive action which the UN may have b e n  able to take to arbitrate 
disputes. 

Ager openly achowledges that though there were no such Greek concepts per se, they 
were npnetheless a reality. As weil (1 3), she states, Wiat t h e  were few findamenta1 differences 
between ancient and modem arbitration," and concludes that both historical processes must share 
the same drawbacks. Any process designeci to resolve confiict must in the end share the same 
drawbacks, not on account of sirnilarity, but due to the nature of human diversity. To conclude, 
however, that there were no fundamental differences with ancient arbitration takes away fiom the 
exceptional depth and diversity which is so different fiom its modern counterpart. F urthermore, as 



disastrous war [The Pelopo~esian] did not, as some observers may have feared at the 

time sound the death-kneii of the iastmnion It emphasized the tmth that arbitration does 

not act automaticdy, that it is an instrument the efficacy of which lies in its use." Thus 

Greek arbitration failed not because of the inadequacy of a centralised body, but rather 

simply upon its ~tilisation."~ The utilisation of mediation-arbitration was dependent upon 

the strength of custom to enforce the resolution of conflict, and not on the enforcement by 

an authorkative body. 

has been discussed and which shall be fùrther expanded upon, rnedistion-arbitration was linked 
dirzctly from the comrnunity to the 'elite', not fiom the 'elite' to the comrnunity. 

1 =O Tod, International Arbitration, 177 & 60. Though Tod seems to accept that Greek 
arbitration was derived tiom custom as opposed to a central authority, his primary intent is to 
paraIIel modem and ancient arbitration around the premise of 'centralisation' through an 
argurnentum e silentio. "'Questions arising on the construction of Treaties' are recognized by 
modem international lawyers as amongst the dificulties susceptible of arbitral settlement. In this 
view the Greeks shared, as we may infer from the references in the fkst book of Thucydides to the 
terms of the Thirty Years' Peace, and ahhough the repeated appeal to arbitration was then rejected 
time after tirne because the tension of national feelings was too great to acquiesce in any pacific 
settlement which might Iowa the national prestige, yet there rnust have been many occasions, both 
before and after the Peloponnesian War, on which arbitration prevented an outbreak of hostilities." 

in regard to Tod's argumentwn e siientio, Ager, "Why War?" 5, has the following to Say: 
"It is dangerous to rely on this kind of argument as a general approach to anything." Following her 
dismissal of Tod's argument, Ager proceeds to cite as evidence modern examples of the failure of 
international arbitration. She begins by illustrating that fiom the Archaic to the Hetlenistic era 
there were between 150-200 examples of Greek arbitration, and she contends that there does not 
exist any evidence that these examples ended in a successful resolution. At this point she draws 
upon contemporary examples, such as the 25 years following World War II. In that period, the 
United Nations has had at least 50 disputes before it in regard to international disputes and of these 
50 only 11 went to actual arbitration. Ager's use of the United Nations to validate her thesis seems 
weak for the simple fact that she is assuming an 'International' character of Greek arbitmtion, 
which was dependent upon a central authority, such as the United Nations. A central authority 
w hich has been demonstrateci to have no parallel in the Greek context. 

Tod's use of modem international lawyers paralkls such bodies as the League of Nations 
with the Greek experience. His thesis fails when accounting for other occasions which must have 
successftlly utilised arbiaation in order to prevmt hustilities. Both this passage and the above can 
only be verified if in fact the authonty of arbitration lay not with a central body. but rather custom 
and the community. As Tod indicates had the process of arbitratior; been dependent upon the 
disputanu going to a central authority, the Peloponnesian War and its ramifications would most 
definiteIy have sounded the institution's 'death-knell'. 



The need for the remlution of conflict arose out of the community's need for 

survival. The comrnunity, which should be remembered as behg composed of ail 

segmems of the populace, was O ften threatened by extemai and mternal unrest . The world 

of Herodotus and Thucydides was not reaily different than that of the Homeric Er% except 

perhaps tbat the scale of extemal violence had increased with the formation of the polis. 

"@mipides and Herodotus] saw a world of Greek States constantly plagued by fighting, 

and consistently unable or unwilling to take other avenues of approach for resolurion of 

their c~nflicts.""~ 

Most cases of Greek international mediation-arbitration concern temtonal 

disputes, which could range fiom Yiontier-delunitation' to the value of land based upon 

access to splings and to a viable port.''' The argument is ofien put fonvard that the 

Greek process of international mediation-arbitration was not on the whole very successfùl. 

"' Ager, " Why War?" 2. Phillipson, International Law, 2.127. Phillipson offers an 
interesthg observation on violence in Greek antiquity: "For deciding disputes, practices other than 
war were fiom time to time adopted, amongst which were mediation and arbitration. But, on the 
whole, references to arbitration were few. We do not find any general system, any regularized 
procedure, any accepted body of niles." The lack of a regularised process must then indicate the 
regional character of international mediation-arbitration at this point in Greek history. Each state 
may very well have introduced locally a process to resolve confiict, hence its acceptance within the 
international sphere. That acceptance, however, does not indicate an 'accepted body of rules,' 
though there must have ben  general principles which were agreed upon, e.g. how to choose an 
arbitrator. 

In Tod, International Arbiiration, 53-57. Many of the examples range from the Archaic to 
the late Hellenistic period. As a result of this span, though specific examples may be lacking for 
the period under investigation, it is safe to assume h t  the silence of the sources does not take 
away fiom the importance of the overall list as compiled by Tod. An example of 'frontier- 
delimitation' is the question of controi of Sigeum between A thens and Mytilene (Herodotus 5 -95)- 
Thucydides oRms an example of border disputes in the following passage, wwch is found within 
the Treaty of 4 18, which was agreed upon by Argos and Sparta: 

"Ai 6E nvi  i ü v  no)riov 5 tip@hoya. fi 7âv Qvsoç f i  sûv è ~ r o ç  
iIehovvacm. aite =pi opav aire =pi ii&u nvoç. 
& a ~ p t ~ v . * '  (5 . lM) 
"Should there be any dispute for any one of the cities, either 
within or outside of the Pelopomesos, whether about borders or 



The effectiveness of international Greek m t i o n  is ofien etaiuated fiom 

argumentum e silentio. There can be no doubt that any utilisation of such an approach 

must be used cautiously. Just as importantly, hcwever, the use of a modem pardel m u t  

be qualitïed, if it is to establkh any indication of what may have k e n  a Greek reality. In 

fact, it has k e n  iUustrated that there was no 'centrai organisation' such as the United 

Nations in the ancient Greek world. 

If. however. it is remembered that during the Homeric period, the authody behind 

mediation-arbitration was the community itself, it becomes evident that mhat is king 

investigated is a process dependent upon the acceptance of custom and use, and not 

enforcement. The comunity's use of such devices as custom and oatk during the 

arbitration stage of rnediation-arbitration, has been demonstrated to have b e n  utilised into 

the Late Classical period, and, therefore, the international sphere must too have been 

dependent upon acceptance of these tools as opposed to the use of force. 

Some have contended that the institution of arbitration prior to the Peloponnesian 

War Wed because no one would be able ro enforce a peace between Athens and Sparta. 

In a modem pardel that would be a logical conclusion. Modern legal understanding relies 

upon the use of force to suppon judicial decisions. It is not difncult, therefore, to view 

the Greek practice of mediation-arbitration, during the Peloponnesian War. as ineffective, 

because contemporary international arbitration is associated with the need to enforce 

decision with might. 

conceming any other matter, we shall decide the matter 
judicially." 



Most of€en the argument nms that arbitration Eiiled because there was no one to 

enforce the process. The irony, however, is that there never was a process of conflict 

resolution begun between Athens and Sparta. The r e m n  might be advanced that it was 

not enforceable, jet alI that has k e n  illustrated would seem to argue for the opposite. 

Athens and Sparta did not enter into mediation-arbitration because it would not work -- 

they did not enter into it because it W O U ~ ~ !  12' 

Cireek mediation-arbitration did not need the legitimisation of a central body or its 

ability to enforce its decision; it was directly legitimised by the community. The Greek 

people, regardless of their individuai poleis or political alliance with either the 

Peloponnesos or Athens, had developed a process enforced to resolve contlict through 

custom The tools of custom were the oaih, which bound the disputants, public opinion 

which pressured the disputants to resolve thek con£iict peacefuliy, and the expectation of a 

f i  and impartial hearing by a tnistworthy neutral. Every person who interacted at the 

internat ional level bro ught a similar process designed to resolve conflic t. Mediation- 

arbitration however, was only effective upon use. Athens and Sparta, dong with many 

others during the Pelopo~esian War, did not make use of the practice because of the need 

for an emaordhary arbitration. Mediation-arbitration was not utilised because it would 

not appeass the desires of the individual disputants. 

'" Gomme, A Historical Cornmentary," 1.453. argues that if an arbitral hearing had bcen 
initiated between Athens and Sparta, it would not have been concemed with the question of  
domination and empire, but rather with specific questions such as Poteidaia, Megara and Aigina. 



IV) The Fourth Century 

A thenian Imtitutionalisation 

It has been shown that by the end of the Pelopomesian War mediation-arbitration, 

as a practice, had not been institutionalised beyond the formality of custorn Foilowing the 

Peloponnesian War, however, a large amount of evidence does corne into the record to 

illutrate that the practice of mediation-arbitration was beginnùig to be f o d y  integrated 

into the legal fiamework ofthe state."' The b a t  indication of uiis uitegration arises fkom 

the proEc record found fiom fourth century Athens. It is fiom the Attic tradition that a 

large record can be examined, which indicates that, at lcast in Athens, mediation- 

arbitration was consciously woven into the legislative j ~ d i c i a r ~ . " ~  It is the intent of this 

finai chapter to examine the process which led to institutionalisation of public mediation- 

arbitration. Iz6 Innitutionalisation will be examined 

127 private processes. 

The foiiowing section wiU be grounded in an 

in context of both the public and 

investigation of the primary sources 

for the fourth century, with an empiiasis on Ariçtotle and Dernosthenes. These sources 

"' The most abundant evidence, which exists for the period following the Peloponnesian 
War, is Athenian. It is worthwhiie, however, to keep in mind that the method of mediation- 
arbitration has been illustrated $0 be a practice which was shared by the Greek cornrnunity at large. 
Though the rnechanism discussed in this chapter may be specific to the fourth century in Athens. 
it is fair to assume that the role of the comunity in rnaintaining the legitimacy of mediation- 
arbitration also continued in the Greek communities outside of Attica. 

125 'Consciously' should be understood to mean that the communal method of arbitration 
was intentionally used as a fiamework with which to establish the public. 

l x  In certain instances the terms 'public arbitration' and 'private arbitration' will be 
maintained because of the conventional use of these terms. [t must be noted, as with the previous 
chapter, that these t m  must be seen as a manifestation of mediation-arbitration. In geceral, the 
term 'Mediation-Arbitration' wiII continue to be used. 

127 'Institutionalisation' to this point has been understood as a central 
authority/mechanism, which was consciously devetoped in order to regularise the method of 



will be examined in order to explain the role of the neutrai m mediation-arbbtion with 

the community. An a d y s i s  of the primary sources will be divided into an examination of 

private and public processes, and then M e r  classified into fàrniiy, procedure and oaths. 

The final pan of this chapter wiU examine a contemporary paraliel between the 

Athenian and modem Western practice. The primary intent of this finai section is to 

address the contentious question as to how successful the public process was."' The use 

of contemporary statistics will further enhance an appreciation of the possible rate of 

success during the classicai era which in t u n  will aid in a better appreciation of the 

Athenian sense of comrnunity. It m u s  be understood, however, that the intent of this finai 

section is to paraiiel and not ro compare the ancient and modern processes. Overarching 

each of the ancient and modern processes is the Athenian concept of commUNty which 

will be discussed in geater depth. 

In order to e.Yarnine institutionalisation, it is necessary to refer back to the reforms 

of Peisistratos at the end of the sixth century, as it is generaiiy held that these refomis 

culminated in the regularisation of arbitration into the public reaim by 399.Iz9 When, in 

fact, is arbitration most kely to have k e n  institutionalised? 

Prior to the fourth century, ihe Greek convention of mediation-arbitration did not 

dserentiate between the public and the private. By the fourth century, however, the 

arbitration. Instihttionalisation has bem demonstrateci not to have in fact been in use fiom Homer 
to the end of the Petoponnesian War. 

'X  Ager, "Why War?" and Harrell, Public Arbitration. Ager and Harrell contend that the 
Greek process of arbitration within both the domestic sphere of Athem and in general in the 
international arena was not successfiil. 

'" MacDowell. The Law in Classical Athens, 207. Humphreys, "Jxgal Process." 239fE. 
however, argues for an earlier date of between 508-505, has countered this traditional dating of 
public institutionalisation 



Athenian public process was re-modeued f i e r  the private.t30 Before proceedmg, the 

t e m  -public' and 'private' must be defined. Pnor to this juncture in the mvestigation, 

these terms have not been used as they have generdy b e n  applied in the context of 

3nstitutionalisation'. The practice of mediation-arbitration does not in fact seem to have 

k e n  regularised up to the Peloponnesian War. In Attic law of the fourth century there 

exists an obiious attempt by Athenian lawmakers to distinguish the private fiom the public 

process. 

The private method of mediation-arbitration was not f o d y  controlied by the 

state and it was left to the family and the comunity  to resolve conflic:. The public 

process was controiied and regularised by the state. The pnvate process. in general, was 

applied to the family/community or the oikos, whereas the public process was associated 

with the state or the The public process evolved out of the need to deviate 

quickiy and effectively a conflict between disputants. As a result, the state t m e d  to a 

process which had already proven effective in private. namely, the practice of mediation- 

arbitration. Though this wiU be discussed in more depth as this chapter procreds, it is 

important to idente that the public process of mediation-arbitration was designed to 

address contlict efficiently within the courts. It was in turn modeiled upon the practice 

which has k e n  exarnined from Homer to the Peloponnesian War. 

'" V. J .  Hunter. Policina Athens: Social Control in the Attic Lawsuits. 420-320 B.C., 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), 67. 

"' Hunter, Policine Athms, 67. Hunter says that the private process of the oikos. "it was 
a private mechanisrn evolved to serve the needs of a society where kinship and the reciprocal 
obligations of kin and fiiends predominated." She further adds that in public arbitration, "the 
courts were only a final stage in a cornplex disputing process which allowed, indeed encourageci, 
adjudication to coexist with arbitration and mediation." 



Ciassical scholarship, in general, has ken 

corn its private sphere -- oikos. This propensity 

prone to divorce the Gate - polis -- 

bas perhaps sternmed fiom the rather 

legalistic nature of western culture. The inherent danger of this approach is that it 

diminishes the overaii picture to be drawn fiom Classical Athens. By divorcing the private 

and public spheres of Athenian society, a risk is nui of creating a picture of  a bipartite 

society, which is fiactured and uprooted from the whole."' 

Recently there has been some re-evaluation of Classical society. Todd and Millett 

have seen the Greek commUNty as composed of various community interests -- 

koin~nia!~' For Fdey,  "[tlhe polis was a koinon, a community in the strict sense.""' As 

'" M. H. Hansen, "On the Importance of Institutions in an Analysis of Athenian 
Democracy," C&M, 40 (1989): 1 1 1- 1 12. ExampIes of this can be drawn fiorn two instances in 
Hansen's article, "On the Importance of Institutions in an Analysis of Athenian Democracy": 

In the Greek polis political life was separated from social life by 
being the prerogative of the politai. In the social sp here citizens 
rningled with metics and ofien with slaves; and some social 
activities were open to women.. . But in the political assemblicts 
the citizens isolated themselves, and al1 other groups were 
excluded. Political life was reserveci for cit kens and exercised 
when they met publicly, . . . 
If power and political influence had b e n  based principally on 
extra-institutional factors, such as family ties, Friendship, local 
influence and wealth, then rhetoric would have played a much 
smaller role than it obviously did. The issues would ofien have 
been decided informally in private negotiations among the 
members of the elite, 

in general, Hansen is correct in identiQing that the political systsm in Athens was the sole 
'prerogative' of the polirai or male citizens. The politai dictated the dornestic and international 
administration of the state and this cannot be disputed. The problern with Hansen's assertion, 
however, is that it rnoves beyond merely identifiing the apparent hierarchy of the polis and 
establishes instead that the state existai independently of its social institutions. In addition, he 
further isolates the public r e a h  fiom the private by using rhetoric as an exarnple of the separation 
of the state fiom the oikos and its 'extra-institutional' components. There can be no doubt that 
r k o r i c  piayed a large part in the public sphere. To daim that rhetoric subordinated the 'extra- 
institutionat factors' of society, however, would seem excessive. Pubitration, in its capacity as a 
social institution, can be used as a strong piece of evidence which can address this 
misrepresentation of the relationship between the polis and the oikos. Mediation-arbitration as an 
institution acts both within the state and the home. Moreover. the public process was an 



shail be demonstrated in the discussion of the private process and the M y ,  it is the 

koinon or the comunity which in fact acts to legitimise private and public mediation- 

arbitration as a social institution.''' 

ANtotle presents the prixnary piece of evicience associated with the kginning of 

the institutionalisation of mediation-arbitration, m the foilowing passage refenuig to 

Peisistratos: 

Wherefore he made judges for the townships, and he himseif 
often went out to the country to examine and reconciie 
disputants, in order that the men would not have to corne 
down to the city and neglect their work. 

institutionalised mechanism aimed at conflict resolution, whereas many of its own tools geared 
toward defusing disputes were in fact drawn fiom the private domain. This reciprocal nature of 
private mediation-arbitration actually undermines Hansen's contention, and it is this nature of role 
of mediation-arbitration which will be pursued. 

153 R. Develin, rev. of Nomos: Essavs in Athenian Law, Politics and Societv, by P. 
Cartledge, P. Millett and S. Todd, a. 37 ( 1993): 62; S. Todd and P. Millett, "Law, Society and 
Athens," in Nomos: Essavs in Athenian Law, Politics and Societv, eds. P. Cartledge, P. Millett, 
S. Todd (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990) 16. Develin justifiably points out that 
the term koinonia must be used cautiously since it is not utiiised in the context of arbitration by the 
orators. In a general context. however, the term is valid to the Athenian society in its entirety. 

'" M. 1. Finley, Ancient Historv: Evidence and Models, (London: Chano & Windus. 
1985) 103. 

V. I. Hunter, "Gossip and the Politics of Reptation in Classical Athens," Phoenix, 44 
(1990): 322. Gossip also serves as an exampIe of this connexion between the private and public 
spherw of Athenian society. Hunter States that "[g]ossip.. .represents a point of articutation of 
family and community, oikos and polis. It was one of a number of ways in which the rules of life 
in the polis reached and affected members of the oikos". Gossip can be used, therefore, as an 
examp Ie of a socia t mechanism w hic h crosses the boundaries of the polis and its politai, merging 
them with the private household. 

The discussion which Hunter introduces is beyond the parameters of the present 
investigation. Her findings. however, are important in that they establish various avenues of 
reciprocation between the polis and the oikos. This nature of reciprocation tiirther weakens the 
contention that the polis and oikos should be viewed in some marner as divorced from one another. 



T k r e  are several rnatters which m u t  be addressed. The f5st g e n e d y  held 

assumption is that the Greek t m  roiy G~a@popÉvoy, which denotes 'disputants', 

refers to *civil cases'."6 This premise would seem to be sound, because the Thirty Judges 

established by Peisistratos evolved into the Forty by the founh 

responsibility of the Forty to resolve disputes which fell undex 

iaw.I3' 

century, and it was the 

the jurisdiction of civil 

In addition the words ro*  ara 8 i p o u ~ .  . . b i ~ a o i a ~  are loosely transiated to 

mean 'nird judges'. whose role it was to travel and 'reconcile' -- G~alhw -- the cases of 

anyone on their circuit. The k s t  issue is that the Greek is accepted to mean judges and 

not neurrals operating w i t h  the process of mediation-arbitration. The second is that 

G m k h v  indicates that the rural judges used the mediation stage as a means of resolving 

conflict. whiie they ais0 possessed the ability to bind the disputants by th& de~ision.'~' 

The rural judges, therefore, present the first indication of the state consciously tampering 

wit h the mediat io n-arbitrat ion process. B y their very nature, the 'judges' could no t 

arbitrate any disputes which came before them because they were appointed and not 

chosen. In this instance, therefore, it is obvious that adjudication had k e n  

institutionalised with the mediation application of rnediation-arbitration. Moreover, this 

attempted fusion iilustrates a conscious recognition on the part of the nate of the 

effectiveness of the private process. 

'" Bonner & Smith, Administration, 184; Harrell, Public Arbitration, 1. 
157 See the following discussion for a more detailed account o f  the Forty (77n). 
"' Borner & Smith Administration, 183-1 84, 194; Harrell Public Arbitration, 1-4. 

Harrell has the following observation to fùnher an understanding of the Thirty Judges and the rural 
judges of Peisistratos: "Very Iikely the Thirty Judges had found arbitration extremeiy effective and 
convenienr in handling disputes that came before them." 



The nuai judges were abolished probably afier the end of the t p n n y  of the 

Peinsaatids in 5 11/10 and then reintroduced as the Thirty Judges in 453/2 during the 

archonshrp of Lysikrates. 

The fifth year after these things, during the archonship of 
Lysikrates, the Thirty Judges k i n g  cded  rural judges were 
appointed again (Ath. Pol. 26.3). 

~MacDoweii accepts that the Thirty Judges possessed the same responsibilities as 

the rural judges, though their specific role is ~ncertain.''~ The evidence of Arhotle would 

seem to be consinent with this interpretatioh since Aristotle specificaliy States that the 

Thkty were again instituted, once king called rural judges -- oi ualoiiuevol icasa 

Gipoq*. Furthemore, it would seem that the oniy rural judges to whom &-kt0 tle could 

be referring are those appointrd by Peisistratos. '''O 

It is obvious that the development of the rural judges and the Thiny Judges 

indicates a stage of institutionalisation. That institutiorialisation however. does not 

contradict the previous hdings associated with the practice of mediation-arbitration. The 

evidence of Aristotle furthers the conclusion that mediation-arbitration was merely one 

avenue of a process designed to resolve confiict. The other avenue. adjudication, cm be 

seen to be associated with the 'binding decision' of  the judges. It is important to note 

before proceeding, therefore, that the evidence in regard to Peisistratos and the Thirty 

139 MacDowell, The Law in CIassical Athens, 206; P. I. Rhodes. A Commentary on the 
Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia, 198 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985) 2 15-2 16. 

110 Rhodes, A Cornmentarv, 33 1. Rhodes does not accept that the evidence is conclusive. 
He comments that Ath. Pol. 26.3 does not refer to the rural judges of Peisistratos, but may be 
accounted for by the growhg complexity of the Athenian State at that time 



Judges r e a f h m  that the role of the judge was to resolve conDict whether by utilising 

mediation or adjudication. What is different tban the previous discussions of mediation- 

arbitration, is that for rhe first t h e ,  there is available legai documentation uhich illustrates 

the dual nature of Gresk conflict resolution. 

The next ackno wledged point in the evolution of formalised mediat ion-arbitratio n 

occurred in 403/2. The law below, as presented by Andokides, illustrates the fÏrst piece of 

Athenian legislation that f o d y  recognised the process of the private process. When 

this law was initially e h e d  by modem scholarship, it was fïrst assumed that the Iaw 

re ferred to public mediation-arbitration. It is now, however, genedy accepted that this 

law in fact refers to the private process. because Andokides does not mention the right of 

appeal, which was asociated only with the public process.'i' ïhus it pre-dates the 

introduction of legislation in regard to the public process. 

NOMOZ. - Tuç 6é 6iraç  ai i q  6~airag ~upiaç e i v a ~ ,  
oxooai év 6r(p~paroupÉq n o k ~  ~ y ~ v o v r o .  roi5 6E 
vopo~; xp joûai an* E k k i S o u  ÜPXOVTO~ (Andokides 
1.87). 

Law. - Private cases and arbitrators shall di be under the 
authority of the democracy. Only those laws passed since 
the archonship of Eukleides SM be valid. 14' 

At this juncture it is necessary to once again tuni to Aristotie: 

IJ 1 Borner, "The [nstitution of Athenian Arbitrators," 192; Hunter, Policinn: Athens, 
20611 17. 

142 Humphreys, "Legal Process," 240-24 1. Humphreys does not accept that the Athenian 
state would have been concerneci with legislating private arbitration, and in tum she concludes that 
this law must refer to rhe public process. The fact îhat the private process was utilised by the 
cornmunity would seem contrary CO this thesis, in that with the growth of Athens, some public 
recognition of the influence of private process would seem ntcssary. Furthmore,  t h t  the law 
mentioned by Andokides does not mention the right to appeal, semis a compdling argument to 
indicate that the law does in fact indicate private mediation-arbitration, because the public process 
containeci a legislateci appeal process. 



é ~ a m q j ,  i ~ p &  0% ni5 6&q G i i c q  layxavouolv oï 
a p o ~ ~ p o v  pév joav rp ia~ovra  rai raxi h p o q  
-piCiw~i Èaira<ov, p e t  E fiv &xi iGv ~ p i a u o v r a  
obiyap~i UV .t~rrpai;ovca yey6vamv. 

They a h  elect the Forty by lot, four fiom each t n i ,  before 
whom other suits are brought; previously they were the 
T ' h i .  Judges and travelling around to each deme they tried 
cases, but since the oligarchy of the Thirty they became the 
F o q  (Ath. Pol. 53. l).lJ3 

The fint item to note fkom the passage is that there is obviously a continual 

acceptance fiom the r\thenian State of the need for neutrals who were able to alleviate 

conflict. The use of borh rural judges and the Thirty Judges entailed either mediation or 

adjudication, most probably dependkig on circumstance. It is with the increase of the 

Thirty to the Forty, however, that the first indication of the institutiooalisation of 

mediation-arbitration itseif c m  actuaiiy be seen Moreover, t must be stressed that the 

function of the Forty indicates a conscious effort on the part of the Athenian legislature to 

divide the avenues O C mediation-arbitration and adjudication 

The Athenaion Politeia (53.1-6) of Aristotle reveals a great deal about the 

mechanics of the public process of mediation-arbitration. Each trik had four judges 

selected by lot, which to talled forty. It was the responsibility of the Forty to hear private 

suits. Cases, which exceeded ten drachmae, were fist referred to mediation-arbitrati~n.'~~ 

143 The Thirty Tyrans, who were appointeci by the Spanans, rose to prominence in 404- 
403 at the end of the Peloponnesian War. They were oligarchs who wished to depose of the 
democracy in Athens. The oligarchs were able to overthrow the democracy because of the 
unification of the extremists led by Kritias, and the moderates led by Theramenes. The two leaders 
then approacheû Lysander for aid. AAer the overthrow of the democracy, Kritias, following the 
execution of Theramena, initiated a reign of terror. 

tu Arbitrators also heard the private cases of metics (residmt aliens) and proxenoi 
(representatives of foreign states) - r6q pesoira5 rai ime2cn irai sois x p ~ & v q -  which feil 
under the authority of the PoIemarkhos (Ath. Pol. 58.2). 



The public arbitrator was chosen kom a iist of aMilabIe men (53 3). ï h e  neutrai was first 

to attempt to bring about a settlement; then, should that not prove possible. he was to 

decide between the disputants. This process. therefore. waas niii that of mediation- 

arbitratioa It was first necessary for the neutral to initiaüy attempt to reconcile the 

disputants and should that pro w unlikely, he \vas then to arbitrate. If the neutral had to 

arbitrate. the disputants had to agree with his hdings in order for them to be binding. 

Shouid one party be dissatisfied, the dispute wvas then referred to the courts -- ro 

6 i ~ a e  piov (53.6). AU of the pertinent testirnonies, challenges and laws cited by both 

the defendant and the plaintiffwere then sealed in separate jars -- è ~ i v o ~  -- dong with the 

verdict of the neutral.''' The case was then handed over to the four judges of the 

defendant's dernos. The special d e  that applied to this institutionalised process was that 

the evidence pemiitted to be presented during Litigation was only that which had k e n  used 

during arbitration. The arbitration stage of mediation-arbitration in the public process is 

fàirly similar to its modem ~0un te r~a1- t . ' ~~  

The cases -- z à ~  6~a ia i ç  

assigned by 10 t : érridq poümv. 

-- which mediation-arbitration 

lf a citizen did not become a 

neutrals heard were 

neut r d  in mediation- 

145 HarrelJ, Public Arbitration, 27. Hanell illustrates that the reason that witten evidence 
was used was because the method served to expedite backlog. 

The use of the sealed jar can be found in Dem. 45.8, 10 & 17. The actually sealing of the 
boxes - ioryiav&pav oi dkîvor - is found in Dem. 47.1 6. The deposit of depositions before the 
arbitrator - paprupiav p~ éppaGdai n p o ~  tov G ~ a r q n j v  - can be found in Dem. 49.19. 

146 K. J. Kelly, in How to Represmt vour Clients in Mediations and Arbitrations, 
(Procadhgs of the Canadian Bar Association - Ontario Continuing Legal Education, Saturday, 
February 1, 1997, Toronto: CBAO 1997) 6. The modem application also requires that evidence 
be presented, witnesses heard and arguments made. Following this, the arbitrator then decides. A 
few differences, however, are that counsel in the modem process does not find translation in the 
ancient, and that the arbitrator in the ancient public process does not have recouse to entail a 
binding judgement on the disputants. In general, however, the use of evidence, presentation of 
evidence and witnesses ends a suitable parallel. 



arbitration at the expected age of 59, he could be diseimanchised by law - O yàp v6pq 

hrq pq h r a ~  6ia~q+ jhiriaç ra&licoiwr(ç Ünpov ekxt i;~kki.'*' If 

someone felt that he had been unjustiy trkd - àSiqEj -- by an arbitrator he could appeal 

the decision. If the appeal was found to be just the arbitrator was dûedianchised. '" 
C hronologically, the frst author to mention public mediation-ar bitrat ion is Lysias 

~ Z . Z . ' ~ ~  His speech contains a technicd formula denoting an appeal of an arbitrator's 

decision -- p i  oUaa5 BIO~~XELV."~ This speech has been dated to the period between 401 - 

398. This date is then closely associated with the legislation which was enacted by the 

restored democracy between 403-400. Moreover, it was this legislation which created the 

Forty and the public arbitrators. "' 
MacDoweU offers the foliowing argument which places the date of 

institutionalisation at 400/399, which in turn places Lysias 32. at 399198. There has been 

147 The only exceptions allowed to service as a public arbitrator were if you were abroad at 
the time or if you were holding another office (Ath. Pol. 53.5). 

118  An example of the disenfianchisement of an arbitrator can be found in Dern. 21.92. 
Strato, the arbitrator between Meidias and Demosthenes, was disenfianchised at the instigation of 
Meidias. 

The background for Dem. 21 is that Dernosthenes was seeking damages fiom Meidias on 
account of his abusive behaviour to both his rnother and himself. Furthmore,  Demosthenes was 
also trying Meidias because he stmck hirn (Demosthenes) while he was performing his officia1 
dunes during the Dionysia. For those cases which are particularly pertinent to this paper and are 
discussed fiequently, a brief synopsis of the case will follow in the fom of a footnote. 

149 Hunter, Policinp Athens, 209n32; MacDowell, "Chronology of Athenian Speeches," 
270 & 272; Rhodes, A Commentary, 588. Other exampla of public arbitration in Lysias are 19, 
33, and 37. 

Lys. 32 is about a certain Diodotos who had died d u ~ g  the Pelopo~esian War. Prior to 
his depamire fiom Athens, however, he had willed his brother, Diogeiton, as the guardian of his 
children. The case was brought forward aga* Diogeiton for misconduct of his guardianship by 
one of the husbands of the granddaughters of Diodotos after she had reached her rnajority. 

I M Borner, "The Institution of Athenian Arbitrators," 192- 193; MacDowelL "Chronology 
of Athenian Speeches," 272. The basis for the designation of this term as 'technical' would seem 
to be grounded in that the term is used regularly in the courts of the fourth century. 

"' Anstotle States that aAer the oligarchy of the Thirty was overthrown the Forty replaced 
the T hirty ludges- prà 6E e v  Eni rcZv ~ p r a ~ o v r a  6Aryapyiav retmparovra yeyovamv (53.1 ). 



some question as to whether the public practitioners of mediation-arbitration were 

introduced at the same time as the Forty or just after. In the following reconstruction of 

events. it is clear that the appointment of the Forty preceded the institutionalisation of the 

public process. 

Lysias 23 deals with the question of c i t i z e n ~ h i ~ . ' ~ ~  According to the Athenian 

constitution as outhed by Aristotle, a person whose citizenship is in question has two 

avenues of recouse ( A  thenaion Politeiu 56-58). If tried as a citizen, then this person 

must go to his or her owm deme; ifas a metic, then to the Polemarkhos. In this speech 

there is no indication that the judges had to travel to the case. Thus the Forty, who heard 

cases at Athens, had corne into k ing  no eariier than 400/399, due to the fact that the 

Thirty Judges travelled."' Furthemore, the speaker, when arguing whether to try 

Pankleon as a citizen or a metic, mentions that Pankleon would be tried by the court of the 

Pclemarkhos. Aristotle indicates that the case of a metic's citizenship would be passed on 

kom the Polemarkho s to the mediation-arbitration practit ioners (A thenaion Polifeiu 5 8 -2). 

Lysias 23, therefore, must have occurred in the short t h e  between the institution of the 

Forty and public mediation-arbitration MacDoweli, therefore, concludes that the fïrst 

public mediation-arbitration must have b e n  instituted in 400/399 and Lysias 32 is the first 

example of its implementation in 399/398.'*' 

'" In this case, the speaker is answering the plea by which Pankleon brought his case 
before the Polemarkhos, by claiming that he was Plataian and thus bad the statu of an Athenian 
citizen. The speaker, however, contends that Pankleon was not a Plataian, and thus the case was 
moot, as Pankleon did not have the right of Athenian citizenship. The specific grounds uçed to 
bring fonh the charge, however, are not clear. 

153 For a more in depth discussion of those speccha, which do not directly indicate public 
arbitration, see MacDowell, "C hronology of Athenian Speeches." 

1st MacDowell, "Chronology of Athenian Speeches," 270-271. Humphreys, "Legal 
Process." 140, has introduced a different time fiame for the introduction of the public process. She 



Ow last note of mterest m u t  be stressed in regard to the F o e  and the Thirty 

Judges. It has ken dernonstrated that the Thirty Judges were an example of the first 

attempt to institutionalise a variant fonn of mediation-arbitration. On the other. with the 

creation of the Forty, it is evident that the state must have realised that the strength of the 

mdiation-arbitration neutral was his dual role as mediator and arbitrator. and not 

mediator and adjudicator. It is probable that since the disputants, under the Thirty Judges, 

were not able to choose dieir neutral, they suspected the partiality of the Thkty Judges 

shodd theu dispute progress to the point of requiring a binding judgement. 'j5 

Though it is possible to assign a date for the inninitionaiisation of mediation- 

arbbtion, it is much more dficult  to discover a cause. In fact. any reason anributed to 

ùtstitutionalisation would amount to grounded speculation based on the tàcts. What is 

known is that the Peloponnerian War had k e n  costly in resources. bo th materiaily and in 

accepts t h t  Peisistratos introduced the rural judges and that they were abolished between 5 1 1/5 10, 
when the tyranny of Peisistraros ended, and 453/452 when Lysikrares introduced the Thirty Judges. 
Humphreys argues that Kleisthenes was responsible for this abolition and she adds that he would 
have had to replace the rural judges with something. Humphreys. therefore, concludes that 
Kleisthenes replaced them with public arbitrators. Humphreys furthers her argument by claiming 
that though the fifih century sources are silent in regard to public practitionérs of mediation- 
arbitration, this dws not, in effecr, mean that there were none. She acknowledges that Lysias is the 
first to acknowledge the public process, but Humphreys does not accrpt that it is the tirst instance 
of public Mediation-arbitration. 

The fact that Aristotle himself does not associate the public procss with the reforms of 
Kleisthena is important. Furthemore, the chronology as put forth by MacDowelI. would seem to 
indicate that public mediation-arbitration could not have been innoduced prior to the introduction 
of the Forty, which is not associated in any way with Kleisthenes, but is linked with the reforms of 
the new Iy reintroduced democracy . 

Hunter, Policina Athens, 2091132; M. Ostwald, From Ponular Sovertientv to the 
Sovereigntv of Law, (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1986) 60. Hunter and Ostwald 
accept the reconsmiction of events as proposed by Profissor MacDoweIl. 

155 It is interesthg that this reconstruction fin& echoes in the previously discussed modem 
apprehension of rnediation-arbitration. T hat fear was that the disputants would not divulge enough 
Uifomïction to the neutral during meûiation-arbitration on account that they might not feel that 
should the case enter arbitration, the neutral might be biased. In this instance, however, the neutral 



hes. Though Athens and Sparta had been whittiinp away at each other throughout the 

course of the war, by 413 B.C., Athens had lost the most substantial amount of resources 

at one time in the fàiied expedition to ~~racuse.'~~ Foiiowing 413 B.C., the Ahnian 

demomcy was overthrown by an oligarchy which lasted until 410 B.C.? when the 

democracy was restored. 15' 

B y the end of the mh century, Athens had suffered greatly during the war. This 

fact is furthered by evidence found in Aristotle in relation to the i n s t i t u t i o ~ t i o n  of 

rnediation-arbitration. As cited above. a mediation-arbitration neutral was expected to be 

a man of at least 59 years of age. This would rnake sense if it were considered that prior 

to instinitionalisation the jury system was entailed to solve disputes. The war, however, 

had effectively eiiminated a large amount of the male population. It must have k e n  

dif5cult, therefore, to appoint juries. As a result the state needed to address rhis problem. 

The answer would lie in the adoption of a proven dispute resolution mechanism - 

mediation-arbitration. The private process offered the state the ability to rewlve disputes 

in a manner which was not only equitable and efncient, but also one which was acceptable 

to the cornmunity at large. 

A thenian Mediaiion-A rbitration 

At the beginning of the fourth century, mediation-arbitration was incorporated into 

the Athenian body of legal institutions. In the fïrst two decades of the twentieth century 

there began a steady concentration of scholarship on Athenian institutional arbitration, 

which not only funhered an understanding of the Athenian legal system, but also offered 

is not an arbitrator, but an adjudicator, and it is due to this role that the comrnunity may have b a n  
wary of the dual nature of the Thirty Judges. 



the possibility of developing a modem appreciation of the process. From the outset, 

therefore. Athenian arbitration has been approached in context of its association with the 

legal system This association has resulted in an approach which has narrowed an 

understanding of the full depth of the significance of mediation-arbitration to Athens as 

not O+ a polis. but perhaps more importantly as a social method, which in itseff was 

reciprocal in nature to the polis.'58 

This reciprocal nature is denved fiorn the fûndamentd character mediation- 

arbitration as an aEair of the comrnunity. The initial stage is to defuse conflict through 

compromise and consensus between the mutants .  Foilowing that the neutrai, who was 

rnutually chosen in the private process, was able to arbitrate, while maintainhg the mores 

of the comrnunity. The adoption of mediation-arbitration into the Athenian legal system 

broughr to the polis certain characteristics of the oik~s'~~, such as 'pnvate' arbitration to 

the public sphere of the polis. Various aspects of the private process were adopted that 

balanced the adversanal nature of the Athenian law courts. Osborne has observed, 'ihe 

work of the .4thenian law courts was at the level of regulating c~ntl ic t ." '~~ Public 

mediation-arbitration, therefore, acted as a balance to adjudication in that it was intended 

to deviate. not regulate conflict. 

'% Thuc. 7.87. 
"' Thuc. 8.97. 
:" Hunter, Policinpr Aîhem 55-67. The only anernpt to approach arbitration as a 

reciprocal relationship between the oi K O ~  (househome) and the polis has ben  that of Hunter. 
nolis @ o h )  should not only be undmtood as the 'city' of Athens proper. but it should 

also be considered to indicate the state and the public realm in general. 
IS9 O ~ K O Ç  (oikos) will not refer only to the 'house/horne' of Athens, but should also be 

understood to indicate the comrnunity and the private realm in general, which consisted of rnany 
such oikoi. 

160 R. Osborne, "Law in Action in Classical Athens," J-, 105 (1 985): 52. 



Mediation-arbitration was a process which allowed the disputants to enter a setting 

of reconciliation with iittle co&ontation Its prhary role was to resolve conflict and 

ensure that the sense of commmity would be preserved. Private cases of mediation- 

ar bitration were concerned with facilitating settlements between fafnily members and 

fiends. Todd and Millett state, "[lin order to preserve that sense of community, disputes 

amived in court only after anempts at arbitratioa formai and informaL had failed.'''61 The 

expectations of the cornrnunity were directly transrnitted fiom private mediation- 

arbitration to the process adopted by the polis. 

In order to establish the cornmunity's legitimisation of mediation-arbitration as a 

social institution, it is necessary to examine just who exactly cornposed the -comrnunity'. 

It wiU then be necessary to investigate the toois which the comrnunity lent to the 

practitioner of mediation-arbitration to d o w  him to exercise his mandate. The final 

analysk will be devoted to the procedure involved in mediation-arbitration and the 

significance of the oath. 

The cornmunity in a general sense is a group of people who share cornmon 

concem and who inhabit a shared space. In the context of private mediation-arbitration it 

refers spec5cally to the fiiends and f a d y  of the disputants. The expectations of these 

hends and famiy as a group best illustrate those of the cornmunity at large in regard to 

arbitration. The community of  the disputants served to pressure them to subrnit their 

conflict to a process which was perceived by them as  equitable. Moreover, the SM of the 

average demos piayed a large part in the ability of the community to app1y pressure. With 

161 Todd and Millett, "Law," 16. 



the average demos king composed of 120 duit d e  citipns, it is not hard to imagine the 

inhate knowledge shared by the mdividuais in a c ~ n n n i m i t y . ' ~ ~  

Mediation-arbitration was validated by the insisteme of the family on the 

remlution of a dispute. In Lysias 32.2, the speaker attempted to persuade Diogeiton and 

his relations to submit their conflict to h s t  a neutral party - éxeim roi5 @ikq 

163 f xiy&i. One reason for submining to the private process was that the Athenians 

were nispicious of referring their disputes to public ~i t i~at ion, '~~ as it exposed the private 

Lves of no t only the disputants, but also their relations. Athens was a society where deep 

anxieties existed about what people will say'.16' This d e t y  is iiiumated m e r  in 

Lysias 31.2 when the speaker indicates that he desired that the disputants use the private 

process so that as few people as possible were aware of their affaDrs -- nepi noAlou 

notw'pevoq ra roVrov rrpkaia pq6Eva rmv 6liÂov &&ai. 

It was not only the disputants or their representatives who pressured for 

mediation-arbitration, but also their families and fiiends. In Demosthenes 4 1.14, it was the 

fiends of Spoudias who wanted to settle the dispute - ~ u b p b m v  i p i s  TG $&Sv 

162 Hunter, "Gossip" 30 1. Hunter illustrates by drawing upon 1s. 3.13- 15 and 1s. 6. IO- 1 1 
that the demos was aware of such intimate information as to who had been acting like a prostitute 
(1 3- 15) - €ra~p~ia - and the particulars in regard to others' marital status (6.10- 1 1). 

Attika was divided into geographic areas of varyhg s h  each called a demos by 
Kleisthenes in the late sixth century BC (Ath. Pol. 2 I .4-5). 

IG Further examples of the disputants' relations bringing pressure to bear to s a l e  their 
dispute by arbitration can be found at Dem. 5 1. i and 48.2. 

Dem. 52. is concerned with a suit brought forward by Kallipos a g a k t  Apollodoros. 
Kallipos is attempting to recover 1 640 drachme, which he daims Pasion, Apollodoros' father, 
had wron3afiiIly paid out to Kephisiades. The chosen arbitrator, Lysitheides, had ben known to 
Pasion. 

1 €J Hunter, Policinp Athens 57-58. 
155 Hunter, "Gossip" 322. 



6 i a l ~ e l v . ' ~ ~  AS well. in Demosthenes 52.21 a pnvate mediation was resolved by the 

fiends of the disputants, Lykon and Megakleides -- riiv SÈ ' ~ p p ~ i u G q v  icai roiq TOU 

disputants. therefore. directly involved themselves in the process of defushg codîct . 

Xot only did the cornrnunity apply social pressure on the disputants to settle their 

contlict bu mediation-arbitration, but it also facilitated its successful completion. The 

community had a direct involvement in the process because it was composed of the people 

who held information pertinent to a resolution. In Demosthenes 27.1, it is clear that 

pnvate arbitration Ircnefited by the tàmily's awareness of the facts -- aa$& ~ i & r a ~ . ' ~ ~  

"[llt was.. .exceedingly valuable to be able to produce a Wtness who was kin or fiend 

bot h to the litigant and his opponent. If a witness had ties of loyaity to both sides, it might 

be supposed that the tmth would prevail."'69 This observation is illustrated in 

Dernoahenes 29.58-59' when Demosthenes -tes that not only was Aphobos condemned 

'& Dem. 4 1 is concemed with a conhised set of marriage arrangements which end4 in the 
following case: Polyeuktos had given his two daughters in mamage, one to the plaintiff and the 
orher to Lzokrates. his brother-in-law. The plaintiff was to receive 40 minae as dowry. but in fact 
had oniy received 30, and the rernainder was to be made up by L e o h t e s  after the death of the 
women's father. Prior to his death, however, Polyeuktos had a falling out with Leokrates, who 
then gave up his wifi  and her mamiage portion. The daughtsr was then marrïed to Spoudias. In 
general the case concerns the remaining 10 rninae and whether Spoudias was responsibie for them. 

'" Dem. 44 is another example of a mediation-arbitration was settled by the family. The 
oration is about the dath of Arkhiades, who left no heir, and the subsequmt attempts to claim his 
estate. The private process occurred between Leokrates, the father of Leostratos, and Meidylides. 
The process was initiated because Leokrates had himself entered as the heu of Arkhiades, while the 
rightfùl claim should have gone to Meidylides, who was not in Athens to oppose him. The question 
before the rhird party was whether or not Leokrata should remain in his newly adopted position. 
The case was referred to arbitration and resolved at the urging of the farnily. 

'" Dem. 27 is the first of three cases in which Dem. 29 is the last. The series of cases is 
concerneci Demost henes' attempt to recover the estate which was lefi to him by his father. During 
Ms youth however, the appointed gardians squandered a great deal of it, which necessitated the 
need for civil action. 

An additional example of the knowledge of the disputants' relations can be found at Dem. 
51.14. 



by the official arbhator durhg the mediation-arbitration process -- rab rlqponw 6è 

6ia~qalqv -- but also by his own fkiends -- t o 3  roVrou $iAoq. The mfonnation and 

knowiedp held by the reiaiions of the disputants was directly associated with the success 

of mediation-arbitration. 

The c o m m ~ s  involvement in mediation-arbitration is an indication of the 

extent to which the private process was important. The community was responsible not 

oniy for the initiation of the process, but also for its successful conclusion, both as the 

mediation-arbitration practitioner and the witnesses. As a social method, the community 

hvested a great deai m the private process in order to settie their conflicts without the 

mvolvernent of the whole of society. Moreover, the abw of the private process to 

function as a social institution was benefited by the reiatively compact size of both the 

geographic area and the population m which it held jurisdiction 

With the role of the conmunity in mind, it is now necessary to examine the 

reciprocal role of private mediation-arbination to the public process of the polis. The 

community's involvement was limited in the application of the public process in a number 

of ways. In regard to procedure, the public process was initiated by the state and not by 

the relations of the disputants. Moreover, the community was not hvolved in the public 

process of decision making. Both the process of initiation and the outcome were 

superseded by the jurisdiction of the state. The question therefore is, wherein lies the 

reciprocal nature of mediation-arbitration as a social institution in regard to the polis? 

Though the community was not directly involved in decision-making, it 

nonetheless held a notable role in the outcome of a senlement. As with the private 

169 S. C. Humphreys, "Kinship Patterns in the Athenian Courts," GRBS, 27 (1 986): 88. 



pcess, the iawwledge of the witness pkyed a key d e .  in Dernosthenes 45.60 the 

f&ds and associates of Phormion - @ihi &VUL rai buq6eioi  @oppitovt - were 

cded as witnesses during the arbitration stage of mediation-arbitration to attest to the fact 

tbat Stephanos had stolen a dep~s i t ion '~bemos thenes  39.22 also illustrates the 

sigrdicame of the community's mvolvement in the public process. Mantitheos attacked 

Boiotos' clami that he was recognkd on the tenth day d e r  his birth by his Mer, 

Mantias, and he produced witnesses to that effect. "' Mantitheos, however, undemined 

Boiotos' argument by iüustrating that those who had been &esses for him were 

unknown to Mantias - 015 ÉKE~VOÇ o U O E I I O ~ L O ~  G$ûq ~pujpevo~ .  The role of the 

comunity, therefore, in the public process served to ensure adherence to the truth. 

In public mediation-arbbtion, the community rehquished its authority over the 

private process and served to validate the adoption of aspects of the private process by the 

state. The private process was often concemed with facilitating settlements between 

M y  members and fiendS. As the state became more centraiised and with the influx of 

more trade, some disputants may not have k e n  related or even açsociated. It would be 

dficdt for them to arrive at a consensus as to who should act as an arbitrator between 

the two. "So there was a need for a 'public' arbitration, in which an arbitrator, having 

authority to give a decision without the need to hold a full-sale vial by jury, was 

appomted by the state authority ." l n  The prEnary ro le of medktion-arbitration, therefore, 

lm Dem. 45 is ~ 0 ~ f X t e d  to D m .  36 (note 60) which Apollodoros k t .  In this case, 
therefore, Apoiollodoros attempted to undermine his loss by challmging the testimony of S tep hanos. 

171 The tenth day was important for the Athenians because it was the day on which a father 
would recognise the legitimacy of a new born child- 

'" MacDowell, The Law in Classical Atkns, 206; Hunter, Policinir Athens, 21 81140. 
Hunter supports MacDowell's contention that with the birth of the state, there was a need for 
institutional srbitration, which to that point had b a n  served by the community as a whole. She 



was to ensure that the sense of conmiunity, which had traditionaliy been dorced by the 

various commimities themselves - 6ijpoi (demoi) - would now be preserved by the state. 

The procedures of both private and public processes wiU help to iliustrate 

mediation-arbitration as  a social institution Moreover, the study of procedure will attest 

to the adoption of certain inîrinsic characteristics by the state of the private process and 

thus its reciprocai nature to the polis. 

A sigmfmnt piece of evidence is found m Dernosthenes 21.94: 

'If there are some disputhg wah one another about private 
contracts and they wish to choose an arbitrator, it shall be 
possible for them to chose whornever they want. After they 
have chosen in accordance with cornmon practice, they 
must abide by the decision of hixn, and they shaii not 
transfer the same charges nom him to another court, but the 
decûions of the mbitrator shali be binding.""' 

nates that [wlith the ernergence of the state and the development of an inninnional judicial system, 
some of the procedures of private arbitration were incorporateci with the [public process]." 

173 Before an analysis of the law as cited in the above passage is bcgun, it is h t  necessary 
to address cenain criticisms that have arisen in recent scholarship, which argue against the 
authmticity of the Iaw. MacDowell, The Law in Classical Athens, 204, contends that the law in 
question is not genuine, because the law addresses private, as opposed to public arbitration, which 
at this point in the speech would be more logical @. M. MacDowell, in Dcmonhenes, Aaainst 
Meidias (Oration 2 1 ), ed. D. M. MacDowell, (Oxford: Clarendon Ress, 1990) 3 17-3 1 8). 
Furthmore, MacDoweil argues against Harrison, who bclicves that though the law was in fact a 
grammarian's interpolation, it ni11 reflects the intent of the law (ïhe Law of Athnr, 2.65111). 
MacDowell attempts to discredit Harrison by citing the scholiast L (320 Dilts). He daims that the 
text of the scholiast does not in fact possess any of the above-cited text. 

In general, MacDowell is conect. The Iaw does in fact address private, as opposed to 
public arbitration, and, in context of its position in the text, it is out of place. Furthmore, the text 
is in itself not 'technical' enough to have acnüilly bem a law, and therefore his use of the scholiast 
E would ais0 be correct. The problem with McDomeiiYs overall thesis, however, is that he misses 
the point which Hamson draws: Dem. 21.94 is a Iikely hterpretation of the law and not aaually a 



The disputaots were able to choose the wuaal. This ab- to choose is also 

supponed by Demosthenes 36.14-1 5 and Menander's 32rn.rpéirovreç 

..2rbitrators).720."~ The arbitrators chosen in Demosthenes 36 were Apoliodoros' fkther 

and brother-in-law. and Lysinos and Andromenes. In The Arbitrators, Daos and Syros 

chose Smikrines as their arbitrator. What must be noted is that in b t h  instances the 

choice of arbitrator was not opposed, but was ni fàct agreed upon by both sides. As is 

seen fiom Demosthenes 36 and Demosthenes 33, it was also possiile to be able to appoint 

more than one arbirrator. In Demosthenes 33 both Apatourios and Parmeno appointed 

one common arbitrator, Phokntos -- hi pév 6taiqq Qoicpiup (14.7) -- who was known 

to them as a feilow -country-man' -- x o m  akoiv.  In addition they appomted two 

others, one each to sit with them -- xapeicaûiaa~o -- ali of whom were to corne to a 

citation. The passage contains the essence of the Law without the particulars and adheres to the 
generally accepted process hvolved. 

1 74 Dem. 36 is concerned with Pasion the banker, who on his death freed his slave 
Phormion. Moreover. he directed the fi& Phormion to marry his widow and to act as a guardian 
for his son Pasikles, who was oniy ten and thus a minor. During this tirne, Phormion remained in 
charge of the estate, the shield-factory and bank on behalf of the minor, thus leaving the estate 
intact as per the wiIl of Pasion. This arrangement, however, was not possible to maintain, because 
the older son, Apollodoros, was drawing fiom the estate too excessively. As a result the estate was 
divided, and Phormion remained in controI of the factory and bank At the coming of age of 
Pasikles, Phonnion was released from his responsibilities, and the bank passed to Apollodoros and 
the factory to his younger brother. 

Following the death of Arkhippê, his mother, Apollodoros sought 3000 drachmae fiom her 
estate and was awarded the amount in private arbitration to be paid by Phormion. The oration 
itself. however, occurred roughly twenty years later when Apoiiodoros was seeking a further 
twenty talents hom Phonnion for supposedly misappropriating fun& frM the estate of Pasion. 

Menander's, The Arbitrators, was wntten cira 3 17 B.C., and though somewhat outside 
the time frame of this chapter, it is signifiant because it reinforces the conclusions already drawn 
in regard to the role of the community in the private method of arbitration. The plot of the play is 
concerned with the confusion surroundhg the fact h t  a baby was bom to Parnphile, the wife of 
Kharisios, within five rnonths of their mariage. The assumption, t h d o r e ,  was that Pamphile had 
been unfaithful, and Kharisios therefore left her. The nurse of Pamphile confwsed that she had 
expose. the child. The setiing of the arbitration took place (220-280) afier Daos found a child 



gnreral agreement -- opayvaipov~g. Shouid that not prove possible, two of the three were 

expected to agree. In regard to choice, therefore, the disputants were expected to agree 

on the arbinator(s) to be appointed. Moreover. those appointed were ofien &ends &or 

fa mi^."* F d y ,  in The Arbitraton, Syros asks Smkrines to settle their case -- G~cihuoov 

- d e r  king viewed as a fkir judge -- rpiqv.  . . ïaov. 

There are two specifk findmgs at this pomt which should be addressed. First, a 

private arbitrator obviously received his status as the neutrai who maintained the 

communal noms by the aflirmation of those who chose him It is through choice that the 

commimiry maintained mediation-arbitration as a social mechanism. Second, a private 

arbitrator was expected to be fair and to decide a case in an equitable r n a ~ e r . ' ~ ~  The 

private process, as a social rnechanism, maintanled the sense of community and was 

legitimised every t h e  a mediation-arbitration practitioner was chosen as a person who 

could judge justly. 

As an example Demosthenes 33 will be ex-ed. .At the beginning of the first 

arbitration between Parmeno and Apatourios, it is evident that they drew up an agreement 

- ypbynvrq d+caq (Dem. 33.13- 14). This agreement recorded who were to be die 

arbitrators and the process involved in the decision rnaking (Dem. 33-14).'" It was 

whom he then gave to Syros. The question posed to the arbitrator is to whom should go the 
valuables found on the child? 

"' A. T. Munay, In Demosthenes IV, 1936, ed. A. T. Murray, (Loeb CIassicaI Library, 
Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1 958) 33 3nC. Murray identifies that the arbitraton 
chosm by Apollodoros were both his brother and father-in-law, and that Phormion's 
reprcsentatives were Lysinos and Andromenes. 

1 76 It is interesthg to note that the term fair - iaov - used by Demosthenes is also the same 
as that of Thucydides. 

in fur& on it is stated that the agreement - ai o u v q  ~a t - had b e n  left with AristokIes 
@mL 33.16). Aristokks was Apatourios' choice of arbitrator among the three, while the speaker 
of the oration represented Parmeno (Dm. 33.14). Following the agreement being lefl in the care of 



obvioudy mtended to f o rmak  the decisions of the disputants, but it is genedy held that 

though agreements may have been cornmon, they were not mandatory for the private 

arbitrat ion stage of mediation-arbitration. ' '* 
The next point of procedure *ch must be addressed is the bmding decision of the 

arbitrator. In The Arbitrators, Smikrines t e k  both Daos and Syros that they must abide 

by his decision -- éppweî i  o h ,  EUCE POL, oiç dv O ~ u a m ;  (237). Furthemore, in the 

agreement of Apatourios and Parmeno it was established that the decision of the 

arbitrators was to be bhding -- ~ G p i a  &bu1 (Dem 33.1 5).  The bindmg decision of an 

arbitrator shouid be viewed as a m e r  mdication of the trust placed in mediation- 

arbitration as a social institution by the community. 

As mentioned above, however, the neutral was to arbitrate ody  if reconcitiation 

should fail. The neutral's first objective, therefore, was to reach a reconciliation. An 

example of an attempted reconciliation can be found in Demosthenes 2 1 . 1  1 9, when 

Meidias attempted to convince Aristarkhos to reconcile -- G ~ ~ E L G  - hirn with 

Demosthenes. In addition Smikrines is asked to reconcile Syros and Daos (m 
Arbhators.220). The bluning nature of mediaîion and arbitration is niccmctly Uustrated 

in this example, m that it was the same neutral who was accepted to @om both 

Aristoldes. Apatourios discovered that the arbieaton wae going to h d  against him - 
K ~ Z ~ ~ L ~ L ~ ~ M U S  - and with Aristokles, they destroyed the agreement - âra*8E?pa~ 
zaç m v q ~ a ç  (Deni. 33.16). Mer its destruction, Parmeno demanded, to no a d ,  to see the 
agreement - ras awqitaç (Dem. 3 3.1 7). Following this affàir, Apatourios ciaimed tbat the 
agreement had mmtioned only Aristokies as arbitrator. Parmeno objected and he forbade that any 
judgement against him without his cc+arbitrators would be in contravaition of the agreement - 
pfi w a i m d 3 a ~  zapà ràç o u v m ~ a ç  irae* akoù theu 7OjV Q W ~ L Q I ~ ~ O V .  

178 Harrison, The Law of Athens, 2.66; Hunter, Policinn Athens 56. Harrison believes 
that the tone of 33.14ff implia that a wrinen agreement was expected. Both Hunter and Harrison, 
however, concur that there is insufficient evidence available to dctennine whether it was 
rnandatory. 



processes. The role of the practitioner of mediation-ditration was to resok the dispute. 

First to reconcile and shouid that prove meffective, the neutral was to resolve the issue. 

;\s previously concluded, the mediation-arbitration practitioner maintained and 

enforced the communal nomis and values by his ability to reconcile or arbitrate the 

disputants. In addition, not ody could he reconcile and arbitrate, but also ia the case of 

pnvate arbitration hû decision was bhdmg. Finthmore, the commimity was invo lved in 

ensuring that the private process was able to uphold its role as a social institution by the 

use of -euarantors. The guarantor for Apatourios was Aristokles and for Parmeno it was 

.i\rkhippos (Dem. 3.15). It was the role of the guarantor to ensure that the a rbht ion  

and its agreement were fulfilled (Dem 33.15). The guarantor, therefore, was a 

representative of the community who ensured that private arbitration, as an institution, 

was mainrained by the adherence of the disputants to either reconciliation achieved by 

settlement or to the decision of the arbitrator. 

During the arbitration stage of mediation-arbitration, the neutrai also had the 

authority to demand an answer to a question and to exact an oath to confirm any 

information offered by a witness. An example of this can be found in The Ahhators when 

Smilaines questions Syros m regard to whether or not he had asked for the baby fiom 

Daos (269-274).'79 This ability to challenge a witwss, plaintiff or defendant illustrates 

that the during the arbitration stage the neutrai was given sufficient means by the 

community to m i v e  at an equitable solution 

179 Harrell, Public Arbitration, 23, cites D e m  27.50 as an example of an arbitrator 
demanding i.n answer to a question, and Dem. 29.20 to confirrn or deny information by an oath. 



The procedure of the private process illustrates several key factors wbch denote 

its role as a social instmition. Fim, the choice of the neutml illustrates that members of 

the community confmned his legitimacy. Furthemore, the selection of a mediation- 

arbitration practitioner was qualified by whether or not he was fair and could mediate and 

arbitrate in an equitable marner. The character of the arbitratorhediator M e r  

strengthened his role. He was trusted enough to bring about a resolution with tools 

ranging fiom the use of reconciliation to a bhding judgement. The practitioner's decision 

was binding, and as a result is indicative of the faith placed in the process as an institution. 

Not ody was his ability reidorced by bis binding decision, but aiso. by having recourse to 

challenge a witness, he was M e r  prepared to fulfil the expectations of the comrnunity. 

Finally the guarantor acted as the community's representative to either disputant in order 

to enforce the outcome of the private process, and thus ensured the continuation of the 

institution. 

At this point, the procedure of the public process must be discussed, focusing upon 

those aspects which were adopted f?om private mediation-arbitration. ''O I t is O bvious that 

in the public process there was no choice pennitted to the disputants of a neutral. In 

addition, the authority of the state replaced the comunity's representative. the guarantor. 

Finally the decision of the public arbitrator was not binding, as the disputants had recourse 

180 The particulars of the public process have been discussed above in the section 
Imtittrtionolisation. A summary will therefore suffice. The public prccess was made up of two 
groups of people, the Forty and the mediation-arbitration practitioners. The Forty were expected 
to judge on a case before them, whercls the practitiona of mediation-arbitration pnmary task was 
to r m c i l e  the disputants. Unlike the private process, however, the arbitrator's decision was oniy 
binding should the disputants jointly accept such a mandate. The disputilnts had the ability to 
challenge the arbitrator's decision should either of them have been dissatisfied. The appeal, 
however, could only include the testirnonies, laws and challenges already heard during the 
arbitration stage of mediation-arbitration. 



to an appeal.'" The differences, therefore, between private and pubiic mediation- 

arbitration are quite evident. It is the similarities, however, whîch must be examinai to 

discover the reciprocal nature of the social institution to the polis. 

The decision-making of the arbitrator in both the private and the public process 

was the same. Both were expected fkst to attempt a reconciliation and then to arbitrate. 

The role of the arbitrator in context of the decision-making process was aïil to maintain 

the sense of cornmunity by representïng its norrns and values. Moreover, the public 

arbitrator ako had the ability to examine the evidence offéred during the process. In 

Demosthenes 27.50-5 1, Aphobos atternpts to avoid the arbitrator's questions by 

challenging Demosthenes to accept that the property in question was wonh ten talents. 

Demosthenes, however, responds by challenging Aphobos to prove it to the arbitrator. 

Aphobos is unable to do so, and so the arbitrator finds for Demosthenes. 

ï h e  hdamental abilities of the mediation-arbitration practt ioner were rnaintained 

in the public process and illustrate his capability to meet the expectations of the 

community. The adoption o f  these features represents the state's acceptance of the 

18 1 Hunter, Policing Athens 66. The use of written evidence was obviously different in the 
public process on account of the appeal because the pnvate application did not have such an 
avenue. As a resuit. written testimony and evidence was extremely significant for the b a i s  of the 
appeal as no other evidence was allowed to be presented which was not used during the arbitration 
itself. 

One matter which should be considered is why was the arbitrator's decision not binding in 
the public process? Obviously, one reason was to allow for the disputants to address what they 
may have s e m  as inequity in the process. There is also another plausible reason As mentioned 
above, the Thirty Judges may have been ineffective in the mediation stage, because the disputants 
were wary of his subjectivity due to his dual role as an adjudicator. His role was questioned 
because he was an appointed oficial, and not one who was chosm by the disputants. It is likely, 
that the state realised t h  weakness, and therefore maintaineci the integrity of the mediation- 
arbitration process in the public sphere by indicating to the community at large that the public 
practitioner's primary role was similar to that of the private. As a result, the right of appeal better 



community's trust m mediation-arbitration, and the colmnimity's reciprocal validation of 

the aate's adoption of the social institution of the private proces. '" 
An additional matter to be considered conceming the public process is in regard to 

the appeal. Previous scholarship has assumed that the reason that the evidence used m the 

trial was the same as that presented during the arbitration was because it was a pragmatic 

solution to speeding up the process of litigation.'83 ïhough a sound premise. it seems to 

miss something. There is also the possibility that this evidence was used because of the 

demonstrable t m t  placed ùi the arbitration process itself by the community. As a result, 

the use of the same evidence in both litigation and arbitration may very weil demonstrate a 

balance attained between the two processes. 

.An additional aspect of the procedure which must be considered on its own is the 

role of the oath. It was through the oath that the community was able to apply the 

pressure of social stigma Zone did not adhere to the precepts of mediation-arbitration in 

generai. It is necessary to consider fïrst the role of the oath withm the private process and 

then the public. 

Not ody should it be acknowledged that the arbitrator, m both the pnvate and 

public processes, was given the tools to enforce his mandate, the oath, binding decision 

and the ability to examine, but those same tools indicate the reciprocal nature of the 

cornmunity to the institution of mediation-arbitration. The office of the guarantor is an 

allowed disputants to enter the public mediation-arbitration knowing that if there were any 
questions of bias, they had recourse to appeal. 

la Harrell, Public Arbitration, 28. One of the notable ways in which the public and 
private processes différed was in the speed of the process. The private process could be quite long 
as is indicated by Dem. 40.16 when the arbitrator dies and in 52.15 when one of the parties ais0 
passes away. The reason for the difference between the two processes was that the public process 
had to be more efficient. See foltowing section Discussion: A Modem Parallei ( I OSff). 



example of the cormnimity's ability to legitmiw mediation-arbination as  is the oath. The 

si@cance of the oath is best illustfated by the fact that it ôound the disputants to adhere 

to the truth. Not only were they bound by an oath, but the practitioner of mediation- 

arbitration was too. 

An example of mediation-arbitration and the signifïcance of the oath can be seen in 

Demosthenes 29.58. Aphobos first went to arbitration &er persuading Demosthenes to 

accept Arkhenos, Drakontides and Phanos as arbitrators -- hiphp i  pe xeim; ' A p ~ k c p  

rai A p a ~ o v 7 . l  m i  @ a v q  Aphobos then Ieamed that the arbitrators were going to 

decide against him on oath as guardian, and he rejected the arbitration -- rousous pév 

a h u e v  a~o i j aaç  aircôv on, ei pe0' opcou raihu Bialnjoouai h-asaywioovrai r i lv 

Éniqoxrjv. It is apparent, therefore, that Aphobos did not want to go fonvard with the 

process because he realised that the arbitrators were about to decide against h. 

Furthemore, he would be bound by their decision, whch would be sanctioned by the 

arbitrators' oaths. 

h additional example can be drawn fiom Demosthenes 52.30-3 1. in which 

Kallipos chailenged ApoLlodoros to enter into arbitration. The arbitration, ho wever, was 

not legitimate because the arbitrator did not take the oath when he rendered his decision -- 

avtiporov &ai+ai. There are several important conclusions to be drawn Born these 

examples. The oath of the practitioner in the arbitration stage was necessary, and without 

it his decision was moot. Furthermore, the oath of an arbitrator was required by law, as is 

indicated by Apollodoros hirnseif in the context of private mediat ion-arbitration -- 

'" Hanell. Public Arbitration, 27. 



 ara soi- vopo y (Dm 52.3 1). F d y ,  the oath of an arbitrator was recognised by the 

disputants themselves as binding. 

The oath was a means of 1egiimYsing not only the mediation-arbitration 

practitioner's role in the process, but also that of the disputants. Moreover, the oath 

served as  a direct mechanimi by which the c o m m ~ & ~  exerted pressure on the process in 

order to ensure that mediation-arbitration maintahed its equity, and that the faah phced in 

it by society was upheld. The oath -- op i t o~  - was displayed by swearing -- dpvijp~ -- or 

by challengmg someone -- npora~a ,  -- to enter mto arbitration or an out-of-court 

settlement. "The point to be made is that in the Athenian cases . . . the use of the 

challenge avoids a decision by an outside Party. Through the challenge (xporcicqq), the 

one party invites the other to join with him h sening out the means of senhg the case 

(3iiaiCeiv) for themsel~es."'~' By avoiding the decision of an outside par@ the challenge 

established a means of corning to an out-of-court settlement. The challenge was also a 

mechankm used to enter into private mediation-arbbtion. 

In Demosthenes 52.30, Kallipos challenged ApoUodoros to refer thek dispute to 

Lysitheides for arbitration -- npowakoapevog r@ Aucn&i&q &xilp+i, and in 

Demosthenes 59.60 the f d y  of Phrastor refised to recognise the child of Neaira as a 

member of their gens because Neaira was not an Athenian citizen. They, therefore, 

challenged Phrastor to swear before the neutrai during the arbitration stage of mediation- 

arbitration -- xporaLoiiv~ai airrov oi yewzai  xpos 7o Giaiq$ 6 p k i  -- to the fact 

that the child was his and bom of an Athenian woman who was legally rnarried to him. 

Phrastor did not accept their challenge and refused to take the oath. If he had taken the 



oath he would be muring himself agamst the commimity. The intent of the oath, 

therefore. was to apply pressure fkom the community through mediation-arbitration to 

enforce its role as a social method. 

In regard to the oath, the following conclusions can be formulated: the neutral 

during the arbitration stage was Iegally bound to support his decision by an oath; it 

legitimised hû position; and it was a means by which a disputant could enter mto the 

pnvate process. The Athenians held the oath in high regard. There are several examples 

of its siCIenif4cance, which are austrated in the Rhetorica by ~ristotle '*~: 

i) The oath is compared as a greater danger than a judge 
(1377a13); 
ü) An oath is an alternative to an actual case (1 377a15- 16); 
üi) X person who swears to an oath wili have the case 
(1377a17-18); 
iv) L'sing an oath refers the dispute to the gods (1377a26), 
and; 
V) By the use of an oath, there is no need for a judge 
(1377a27). 

The question which a r k s  fkom this information is, from where does the oath 

derive its legithacy? That legitimacy is found to lie with the community. At its core, the 

communityt in its general sense, is an amalgarnation of the Eimily and kLi relations. An 

oath was a social mechanism which entailed the adherence to the truth through the 

stigmatisation of those who fded to adhere to do so. In this context, truth should be seen 

as being opposed to perjury. Harreil contends that the enfiorcement of an oath was not 

possible, and he hoduces  pejury in the context of the oath. He believes that pejury 

must have been rampant and that this illustrates the irnpotency of the oath. As a resdt of 

- 

Isr Mirhady, "Oath-Challenge," 8 1.  
185 Mirhady, "Oath ChaIlenge,'* 80. 



these two points, Harreil argues that the oath was the means by which pnvare arbitration 

addressed p.jury because there was no redress to a cross-examination.lg6 HarreU does 

not in fact believe that the oath would act as a sufticient mechanimi to deter pe jury: "P]f 

the litkant refused to comply [to swearing an oath] there was probably no way of 

enforcmg the der~nd."'~' In fact, the communif)' itself enforced the oath. The oath 

represented the expectations of the cornrnunity that the disputants would adhere to the 

tn~th. The oah, in context of arbitration therefore, m u t  be viewed as a "sakguard to 

assure a successful arbitration."lg8 The adherence of the disputants to the decision of the 

arbitrators acted as a reinforcement of private mediation-arbitraiion as a social 

institution. ' 8 9  

The oath played an integrai part in ensuring the integrity of the private process. 

The extent to which it was sigruficant in the public mediation-arbitration must be 

estabiished. In Demosthenes 29.20, Aphobos was unwiUingly forced by the arbitrator to 

declare under oath qainst  his uncle Demo. Moreover, in Demosthenes 54.26. during the 

arbitration stage in regard to his beating of  Ariston, Konon exacted oaths on each uitness 

as a stalhg tactic. Though Konon attempted to slow down the process, the fact that he 

'& Harrell, Public Arbitration, 23 & 28. 
'" Harrell, Public Arbitration, 23n25. It is not the intent of this discussion of the oath to 

deny the fact that abuse of either the private or public processes of mediation-arbitration existed. 
The present examination suggests that the oath was a vital mechanism used by the cornmunity to 
ensure that mediation-arbitration was preserved as a social rnethod. 

" HameIl, Public Arbitration, 22. 
f a9 A clear example of the adherence of the disputants cm be found in Dem. 30.10- 1 1 and 

42. Mantitheos recounts how Plangon had deceiveci his father Mantias. She had told him that she 
would deny the legitimacy of Boiotos under oath before an arbitrator for the sum of t h i e  minae. 
Mantias agreed, but on the day of the oath, Plangon reversed her oath and declareci that her 
children were Mantias'. Though Mantias was infuriateci, he had to abide by the award of the 
arbitrator on account of the use of the oath. 



was able to utilise the oath unhindered hdicates that the oath was an miportant mechanism 

in the public process. 

The private practitioner of mediation-arbitration was required to take an oath. The 

oath for the public practitioner was also legislateci, and was kr Eict institutionalised dong 

with the oath of the archon (Athenoion Polifeia 55 -5). Prior to rendering his decision, the 

arbitrator had to take an oath.Ig0 The use and belief in the mngth of the oath crossed the 

boundaries between the private and the public sphere. What was consistent, ho wever, was 

the communal belief in oath-taking as a mechanîsm which ensured that the truth was 

spoken. 

The role of mediation-arbitration was to ensure that the sense of community, a 

sense of what was right and wrong, was preserved. The responsibhy of the neutral. 

therefore, must have k e n  to facilitate this role. The manwr m which he proceeded to 

meet this objective was first to bring about a resolution of the conflct by means of a 

~ettlement.'~' Two examples of a resolution by settlement cm be found in Dernosthenes 

59.45-48 & 66-7 1 . 19' The fist term states that Phrynion, who was Neaira's previous 

lover, and Stephanos were to share the company of Neaira for an equal amount of days 

each month. The second reconciliation involves Stephanos and Epainetos. The mediation 

stage of rnediat ion-arbitrat ion was initiated on account of S tephanos' apparent attempt to 

190 Borner & Smith, Administration, 2.156- 1 57; Harrell, PubIic Arbitration, 2 1 ; Rhodes, 
A Commentaw, 620. Modern scholarship has questioned whetha the oath was required before a 
judgement or upon the assumption of a case by the public arbitrator. The question is dealt with 
fûlly by Bonner & Smith, Harrell and Rhodes. For the purpose of the presmt investigation the 
point is moot. The point which must be noted is that the public arbitrator, Like his private 
counterpart, was required to take an oath. 

19' Hansen, Athenian Democracy 197; Rhodes, A Commentarv, 589. 
'- The oration itself deais with a trial over the usurpation of civic rights - ypaqfi cevias - 

by Stephanos, who was living illegally with an alien, Neaira. 



claim tbat Epainetos had been an adufterer, because he bacf intercourse with the daughter 

of Ne- whom Stephanos had aied to present as an Athenian citizen. Epainetos, 

however. counters Stephanos' atiempted extortion by identifying that Stephanos was 

running a brothel becaw Neaira's daughter was not an Athenian citizen. Both of these 

examples indicate a resolution brought about between the disputants as weli as the 

expectation of the community. 

Arbitrators, in other words, based their awards on the 
n o m  and beliefS of the society around thern, expressing 
what hymen thought was nght or wrong, normal or 
abnormal. As a result, private arbitration and the decisions 
that ernanate fkom it a£ford exceptional msights not only 
into an unusuai method of social control autonomous self- 
regdation, but into the rules by which people lived or 
thought they Lived and the mentality that iay khmd those 
mies. 19' 

The community approached the mediation-arbitration practitioner not to 'uphold 

the law'. but rather to maintain its mores, those mores that reflected the society which in 

fact designed the laws. It is the maintenance of what was equirable according to the 

expectations of the ~ o c i e t ~ ' ~ ~ ,  even in its institutionalised aspect, that best illustrates the 

reciprocal nature of mediation-arbitration as a social institution -- a social institution 

whose aspects were adopted by the state to ensure the community, which itseif was the 

polis. 

To M e r  appreciate the role of mediation-arbivation it is necessary to tum to 

some evidence given by Aristotle. Aristotle esîablishes that to seek equity is the 

prerogative of the arbitrator, but also that the arbitrator is himselfthe rnost tnisted person 

193 Hunter, Policing Athens 62. 



in the community: "Everyvhere (it is) the arbitrator who is most tnined. (it is) the 

arbitrator who is in the middle" -- xavra~oU 6 È  rrimoraroç O Staiqni;. G u n q r i l q  6' O 

péooç (Politica. 12971.6-7). Since the arbitrator was responsible for equity, what he 

decided must have k e n  believed to represent the truth -- the truth of the cormnURity as 

opposed to the desire or expectations of the disputants. This 'communal truth' is 

indicated by Aristotle's juxtaposition of the arbitrator -- Statqrà, -- and the Litigants -- 

h S i ~ o y  (De Caelo. 279b. 10-1 1). In this passage, Aristotle establishes that it is the 

arbitrator, not the iitigant, who seeks the tnith. The responsibility of the arbitrator, 

therefore, was not only to maintain the values of society, but also to supersede the desires 

of the litigant in order to &tain the tmth. The snal piece of e\ridence fiom ANtotle is 

Rhetorica 141 2a. At this pomt Aristotle says Arkhytas makes no differenriation between 

an arbitrator -- Gtaiqri(v -- and an aitar -- Popov, thereby iùrther indicating the 

importance of the ar biîrat O r. 

h o t l e ' s  use of Bopov is important if the Homeric investigation is recaiied. The 

presence and direct involvement of the cornmunity indicated not o d y  the sipdicance of 

the arbitration, but ais0 the place in which it occurred - the agora. The agora, it should 

be r e d e d ,  was the gathering place of the community, and kvas also where the local 

sanctmries and gods were housed. The faith of the cornmunity reinforced the strength of 

the arbitcation stage itçelf. 

Ostwald succinctly links the various threads of what reinforced arbitration as a 

method designed to resolve codlict, and in particular one which was legitimised by the 

1% Hunter, Policing Athens 24. Hunter also suggests that "[the] arbitrator's decisions 
were not based on law but on equity, their aim being to effect reconciliation and harmony without 



corn-; fàith. the divinity, and the involvernent of the comrnunity to ensure that the 

Oaths are public acts, usuaily political or legal in nature, in 
which particular religious beliefi and practices are utilized 
for legai and political purposes - Miefi in that a divînity is 
invoked as witness to the tmths of what is asserted, 
promised or denied, and the practices that certain traditional 
formulas are used to give the oath ~alidit~.~~~ 

Discussion: A Contemporary Parollel 

At the beginning of this thesis it was established that the nature of mediation- 

arbitration in general was fust to attempt to defuse conflict through both compromise and 

consensus and should that prove unlikely to then arbitrate. Mediation-arbitration's raison 

d ehe was that, as a social institution, it offered the polis a mechanimi which was more 

efficient, economical and less con&ontational than its counterpart in litigation. The 

jurisdiction of mediation-arbitration ranged 60m familial matters to commercial interests. 

In addition, because of these various aspects, coupled with the fiequent ability of the 

private process to settle disputes, the public process in fourth-century Athens was 

modeiied after its 'private predecessor'. 

The role of the mediation-arbitration practitioner, private or public, was intended 

to maintain the belieh and mores of the community. Mediation-arbitration ikst attempted 

to reconcile the disputants before attempting to arbitrate. Mediation-arbitration was not 

ody iinked by a close af5n. i~  to the comrnunity, but to the state for reasons of practicality. 

Though it has been the prac ticaiity of arbitration which has most ofien received attention 

of previous scholarship, it is obvious that there exists a method designed to resolve 

recourse to litigation." 
'" Ostwald, Po~ular  Sovereien~, 95-95. 



conflict which oversbadows its institutionai cbaracteristics. A mediation-arbitration 

practitioner was a neutrd who was a third party whose role was to resolve conflict or 

reconcile disputes cirith the took available to both a mediator and an arbitrator. In the 

folio wing section, therefore, an attempt to emphasise the followhg conclusions through 

the use of a modern parallel wiU be utiliseci: 

i) Raison d 'être: practicaiiy, public arbitration served as an 
econornical and efficient altemative to public adjudication 
Moreover. it was Iess confrontational and formai, thus 
allowing for an easier access to dialogue, which in turn 
produced a fertile environment for reconciliation; 
ü) Nature of ancient arbitration (Med-Arb): to defuse 
contlct through reconciliation, compromise. consensus and 
arbitration; 
üi) The pubiic process was modeUed d e r  its private 
predecessor, both of which were significantly successfiii; 
iv) Greek society should no t be examined as bipartite, but as 
a cornmunity -- koinonidkoinon; 
v) Initially private mediation-arbitrat ion was concerned with 
the community, but with the advent of the state, the public 
process had to adopt an aspect of this function to represent 
better the interests of the community as a whole; 
vi) Ro le O f mediat io n-ar bitration was t O maintain the 
expectations of the cornmunity as a social institution, and; 
vii) Ro le O f a mediation-arbitrat ion practitioner was to 
faciiitate the maintenance of the n o m  and values of the 
comrnunity in an equitable marner. 

The more traditional raison d'être for both Classical and modern public arbitration 

has k e n  to deviate the number of cases entering the court system and to offer a more 

economical and quicker process to resolve a conflict than adj~dication.'~~ The 

Calhoun, *'Pnjury before Athmian Arbitrators," 19(l!? 15): 2-3; MacDowell, Th 
Law in Classicai Athens, 303; Hunter, Policina Ath- 57; 

"[Tjhe specific intent of arbitration was to provide a cheap and convenient rneans of 
adjusting minor differences and to relieve the pressure of business on the jury courts (Calhoun)." 

"[Arbitration] was evidently intendeci to Save the tirne and expense of a trial by jury in 
cases in which a settlement could be reached without it (MacDowell)." 



jurisdictions of both modem and Classicd arbitration also mirror one another. Accordmg 

to ANtotle, arbitration covered private disputes (Ath. Pol. 53.2) ranging ftom commercial 

interests (Dem 34) t o  matters conceming legitimacy and the resulting ownership of an 

estate (Dem 39). '" The areas of jurisàiction in fourth-century Arhens were not so much 

dictated by classification of case, as by whether or not they feii w i t h  the parameters of 

the private or public sphere. "In general, the dividing h e  between private and public 

processes separates offences which affect oniy the injured party fkom those that rnight be 

considered to constitute a threat to society as a wh01e."'~~ Modern arbitration and 

mediation are also w d  in spheres such as f d y ,  commercial. international, labour and 

community ~ i t e r e s t s . ' ~~  T'hough pardels will be drawn throughout this section between 

.4merican Arbitration Association ( A M ) ,  "A Beginner's Guide to Alternative Dispute 
Resolution," online posting, http.Jlwww.adr.orgpide.htrn1, 2 Decembzr 1996: K. Morgensten, 
"Considerations Regarding Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Versus Litigation," 70 May 
1996, oniine posting, http://www.jenkens.com/hsu96 3. html, 20 November 1 996; John Pinnock, 
" 1.3 Ombudsman's Ovewiew," in ~elecommunicatio% Indusin Schmie Annual Repon 1 lulv to 
30 June 1995, (Online PubIication, Sofcom Distributors, 1996); 

The AAA, Morgensten and P i ~ o c k  identiQ that modern Alternative Dispute Resolution 
(ADR) is intended to be more economical and faster than Iitigation. In general, this contemporary 
concept is an alternative or a supplement to the present judicial system. ADR represents various 
methods of resolving conflict in a less confrontational manner than the present system of 
adjudication. As a result, the prirnary devices utilised by ADR are most often arbitration andior 
mediation. 

In context of the Classical period in this instance it is public mediation-arbitration and not 
the private process which is being investigated. 

197 Dem 34.2 1. In this oration Khryssipos has informed the jury that private arbitration 
had b e n  haited and sent to public arbitration because Lampis was suspectçd of perjury by the 
private arbitrator, Theodotos. The case is concerned with the failure to m e t  the requirernents of a 
contractual agreement. 

Dem. 39.59. At the hean of this case lies the question of legitimacy of two half-brothers, 
Boiotos and Mantithms. Mantitheos was the recognised and legitimate son of Mantias until 
Boiotos arrived to daim that he was both the eldest son of Mantias from a different Athenian 
woman Plangon, and had been recognised as such. 

1 % S. Isager and M. H. Hansen, Aspects of Athenian Sociew in the Fourth Centui B.C., 
1972, tram. I. H. Rosenmeier (Odense: University Press, 1975) 107. 

199 AAA, "A Beginner's Guide"; Adams, "Changing Role," 8, 16; Pinnock, 
"Ombudsman*s Overview". it is evident that though parallels of jurisdiction betwtxn the 



modern processes and ancient, it is important to reatise ùlat the ancient pro- of 

mediation-arbitration is not strictly comparable to its modem counterpart. As a result, it is 

miportant to state fi-om the outset that a modem parallel can only illuminate, but not 

prove, previously estabiished hdings  based upon the ancient evidence. 

An additional parallel which must be drawn between both the modem and Classicd 

use of  arbitration is that Altemative Dispute Resolution, at its centre, is less formal and 

less codrontational than adjudicati~n. '~~ ADR can be generally defined as a coiiaborative 

process of contlict resolution between disputants, whose underlying theme is negotiation. 

Tho ugh Xthenian mediat ion-arbitration has no t k e n  traditionally exarnined in terms of 

degrees of conf?ontation, it is nonetheless a pertinent point to keep in mind as this 

investigation continues. especially in contes of the private process and the Athenian 

cornmunis. 

One of the moa compehg reasons to parallel Athenian mediation-arbitration is to 

address the contentious issue of its rate of use and success. The argument in regard to the 

use and success of Athenian mediation-arbitration is founded e silentio and has two 

schook. The older claims that the public process was not in fàct very successful and was 

merely an opportunity to prepare for litigation. Harreii claims that "public arbitration was 

purely a formal process that one had to go through before bringing certain types of pnvate 

suits before a jury," and. '-there can be linle doubt that the great majority of arbitral 

awards were appeaied; indeed, one passage in Dernosthenes miplies that it was exceptional 

conternporary use of rnediation and arbitration and the Athenian can be drawn, the modern is 
nonetheless more intricate on account of various factors: technology and population to mention 
only two. ûthers areas in which modem ADR is utilised are insurance, labour relations. 
environmental issues and securi t ies (AAA). 

Hunter, Policing Athens, 65 and AAA, "A Beginner's Guide". 



for a iitigant to abide by the arbitrai deci~ioa'''~' There are two problems, however, with 

his argument. Both stem fiom the w of Dernosthenes 40.3 1 as evidence. The speaker, 

Mantitheos, States that Boiotos did not appeal the decision of the arbitrator'", and 

~Mantitheos proceeds to imply that it is unusual for someone who has been only slightly 

aggrieved not to apped the decision of an arbitrator. The remahder of the chapter wodd 

thus seem to support his contention. Harrell, however, seems to have disregarded a 

notable point. The fonun in which the case is taking place is a jury triai, and as a result the 

device used to support Mantitheos is rhetoric. Mantitheos (40.32) associates Boiotos, the 

person who did not appeal the arbitrator's decision with the ThVty Tyrants. The w of 

rhetoric. therefore. is intended to undermine Boiotos' position in the present case by 

associating him with an historical group which was unfàvourably looked upon by the 

democracy. tt is obvious, therefore, that, in regard to the use and success of the 

arbiîration stage of mediation-arbitratios this piece of evidence m u t  be discounted on 

account of its rhetorical tone. 

A more recent school of thought argues e silenrio that in fâct the mediation- 

arbitration of private suits, 6i~ai, was both encouraged and often settied. Many pnvate 

legal quarrels were settled by mediation-arbitrationm, and private disputes were 

encouraged throughout the process to be senled by the private process.204 The very fact 

that mediat ion-arbitration was institutionalised, however, wodd indicate that senlement of 

pnvate disputes by any 'out-of-court' mechankm was encouraged. In Ancient Athenian 

"' Harrell. Public Arbitration, 6 & 35. 
'O' Dem. 40 is the second anempt of Mantitheos to prosecute his half-brother Boiotos in 

order to rzcover his mother's dowry. 
x3 M. H. Hansen, The Athenian Democracy in the Age of Dernosthenes: Structure, 

Principles and Ideolow, tram. J. A. Crook, (Oxford: Basil BlackweIl, 1990) 1 79. 



Mwtime Courts, Rhodes cites Cohen as claiming that d public arbitrations were appealed 

and states that "[we do not] have the evidence to decide whether that was so .'"** 

There is no case on record in which the arbitrator brought 
about a reconciliation of the parties before rendering a 
decision, and it is not likely to have often happened. The 
very fact of king before a pubtic arbitrator shows that the 
litigants were already su££icientiy at variance to resort to the 
courts; if their di.fEculties were such that they felt inclined to 
settle out of court, they wodd no doubt prefer to resort to 
private arbitration before a man of their own choice. 

Many private legal quarrels were settkd by arbitration and 
only came before the courts if a party appealed against the 
arbitrator's award.'06 

Both of these arguments are based e silentio. Harreil contends that because there 

are no examples of an arbitrator bringing about a reconciliation it did not in fact occur. 

Furthemore, he argues that since one was obiiged to go to a public arbitrator in a private 

casezo7, the disputant(s) must not have k e n  prepared to reconcile by rhat point.'0s 

Harrell's argument, though apparently sound, does not take into account the raisorz dëtre 

of the public process. As a legal mechanism it was designed to deviate court congestion, 

as HarreU does contend. As a social mechanism adopted as a iegal process. however, it 

was intended to defûse conflict. It is for the reason that mediation-arbitration was 

"< Hunter, Policine: Athens 66. 
Rhodes. A Comrnentarv, 589. 

ms Harrell, Public Arbitration, 231128; Hansen, Athenian Democracv 179. 
207 Ath. Pol. 53.2. 
ms Harrell's argument is advanced in the following rnanner: in the present quotation, 

Hamll daims that as there was no example of a reconciliation there must not be any (Harrell. 
Public Arbitration, 23r128). Previously it was illustrated that Harrell argued that in fact arbitration 
was merely a staging ground for adjudication (Harrell, Public Arbitration, 6 & 25 ) .  It must be 
infmed, therefore, that if he contended that there was no reconciliation, he would then insist that 
the disputants would not be willing to accept the decision of an arbitrator. when they could go to 
the jury trial. For Harrell arbitration was a pragmatic solution to an over-burdened judiciary 
(HameIl, Public Arbitration, 8). 



adopted, not to act as a dam merely to wntrol the number of cases entering the jury 

courts. Moreover, if the adoption of mediation-arbitration had not in fact k e n  intendecl to 

resolve codlict, why give the neutrai both the abiIity to reconcile -- Gta3,kat -- and, if 

that was not successfbL to adjudge the case -- y t y v ~ o u o l ? 0 9  Ln summary, Harrell's 

contention is founded e silentio without any evidence which can directiy support his 

thesis. 

In cootrast to Hanell, Hansen would contend that in E3ct many disputes did not 

reach adjudication on acco unt of mediation-arbitration. His argument suffers as much 

~ o m  e silentio as does Harrell's. The very nature of Hansen's thesis is circular. For cases 

to be settled by rnediation-arbitration Ieads to the paradox that they would leave no 

record. If there is no record, their existence must be argued e silentio. Here is the cru?< of 

both arguments: in what m e r  is the silent evidence approached? Both arguments can 

lend to a logical conclusion based, however, on a tenuous assumption of silence. 

In order to address the silence of the sources, it is necessary to find a similar 

process where statistical information is avaiiable. As mentioned at the outset, a cross- 

cultural paraiiel between contemporary Western and fourth-centrtry Athenian mediation- 

arbitration can address that silence. In order to estabkh the validity of the information 

which is examined, two points must be stressed. Cross-cultural data ailows the 

investigator to examine possible similanties which may, as a result, fbrther W e r  analysis. 

At the same the ,  a cornparison of this sort cannot replace Ciassical data, it can only serve 

as a supplement. 

 th. Pol. 53.2. 



I l l  

.-\ccording to the Toronto ADR Centre, 60% percent of cases, which make it to 

the rnediation stage. leave with an agreement. 20% are settled prior to an ADR notice 

king sent and the rernainder decides that adjudication is the route weded.210 These 

statistics rnwt be quaiüied. In the kst case the statistics refer to mediation in general, 

which is the reconciliation stage in mediation-arbiîration It is logiczti, therefore, to 

assume t hat the mediat ed phase of modem mediation-arbitration generally shares these 

rates. ifnot perhaps more so. The reason that contemporary mediation-arbitration, when 

chosen by the disputants, may prove more successful m the reconciliation stage is two- 

pronged: first the m u t a n t s  are atîempting to corne to a rnutuaily acceptable compromise. 

but they are also aware that that they are bound by the decision of the neutral hirnself."' 

In the instance of the ancient private arbitration stage of mediation-arbitration the nature 

of the sources are silent obviously because even shouid the reconciliation have k e n  

successtiil. the arbi~ration would have k e n  binding, and, therefore, no evidence would 

remain. 

''O M. P. Silvcr. *'Mediation of Litigious Disputes." in Weiler, R. I., et. al. An ADR 
Primer, (Procdings of the Law Society of Upper Canada, Thursday, August 29, 1996, Toronto, 
Toronto: t 996) E-6. 

Puinock, "Ombudsman's Overview"; Emest G. Tannis, Alternative Dis~ute ResoIution 
That Works! (Nonh York: Captus Press. 1989) 8, 103. Pimock states that 91 -62% of cases 
submitted in regard to consumer and commercial disputes arising in the telecommunications 
industry have been successfully mediated. McKeon, at the Arnerican Bar Association Conference 
heid in Toronto in 1988, speaking in regard to the Connecticut ADR Project, Inc., stated that it was 
the intent of the projait to apply ADR processes to various insurance disputes, including general 
liability cases, mu lti-party disputes, and cases involving grievous injury and deat h. Afler fourteen 
months the rate of success of cases settled by mediation was determined to be 90%. At the end of 
the trial run. ADR was initiated as a mandatory procss in the Traveller's Law Department. 
Corporate Communications Department and the Clairn Department in Connecticut (Tannis 1 02- 
104). Moreover, according to F. E. A. Sander of the Harvard Law School, in the Universitv of 
Florida Law Review, 90-95% of cases subrnitted to negotiation and ADR at the trial level are 
settled with linle litigation actually occurring (Tamis 8). 



The mtent, however, has not been to parallel mediation-arbitration with the private 

process, but with the public. Both the modern parallel and ancient share a two-stage 

process -- mediation then arbitration. The ciifference, however. lies in the fact that 

arbitration in the public process of mediation-arbitration was not binding. It is important 

to redise, however, that these aatktics, though only supplemental, m u t  mdicate a 

primary reason for the adoption of the public process f?om the private. In tum. it is ke ly  

that the public process must have been fair- successfùl. 

An indicator that the success rate viewed in the modem parallel can be applied to 

the Athenian process is that both have been legislated as mandatory Though the 

following modem examples specificaily address the adoption of mediation and not 

mediation-arbitration, they are noteworthy because the disputants in bo th rhe ancient 

public process and the foliowing were not bound by anyone's judgement -- Litigation was 

dways an avenue open to them at the end. Foliowing the tindings of the Connecticut 

ADR Project, Inc., the Travelers Department adopted ADR processes. including 

mediation as a mandatory process before litigation, because of rnediation's effectiveness 

and efficiency of 90%. 

Recently, Ontario has made it rnandatory that mediation be usrd in commercial. 

familial and civil cases prior to ~ i t i~a t ion .~"  The reasons for its is adoption are two-fold. 

According to the Attorney Generai Charles Hamick, -'[t]he judiciai system can no longer 

'" It is evident that mediation-arbitration in the arbitration phase is 100% successful 
because the decision o f  the arbitrator is binding, which was agreed to by the disputants prior to 
entering the process. 

"' "Ontario to Rquire Mandatory Mediation for Lawsuits." The Saturdav Expositor. 
[Brantford] 3 1 lanuary 1997: A+; "Mediation Mandatory in Lawsuits." The Saturdav Expositor. 
prantfordf 1 February 1997: A+; Ma& Kirk "Move to Private blediators Criticized." Globe 
and Mail. voronto] 4 February 1997: A5. 



afford to have cases iuip&g on the courthouçe steps. We need eariier, fister resohnion 

of disputes.""' Not ody bas the process been made mandatory due to its efficiency, but 

also because it dows the disputants a more satisfying resolution of their disagreement. 

From this supplemental idormation, therefore, it is safie to a s m e  that public arbitration 

in Classical Athens was genedy successfùi, and did not merely serve as a floodgate to the 

jury COLK~S."" 

hcient private mediation-arbitration, as a social institution, offered the Iegai 

system a more efficient and effective process than the adversariai public courts. The 

private process served to defuse conflict. To what extent mediation-arbitration was 

successful cannot be stated with any cenainty, but if only a mere hction of the modem 

paraiiel is accounted for, Classical mediation-arbitration must have k e n  important enough 

to warrant its institutionalisation by the polis. 

"' '.Ontario to Require Mandatory Mediaîion for Lawsuits." 
"' The private process in Athens suffers even more dramatically then the public in regard 

to establishing its rate of succas. The obvious reason for this is because the very nature o f  private 
arbitration was binding, and thus there would be no record. The nature of silence, however, in 
respect to the private process, bas been accepted to confirm that it was often used and successful 
(Hunter, Policine: Athens, 58). 



The similanties between modem mediation-arbitration and its ancient predecessor 

are m g .  It is the respoosiibty of both the modem neutrai in mediation-arbitration and 

the Athenian counterpart first to attempt to reconcile the parties -- btaAibat. Should that 

prove unanainable the neutrai must then proceed to arbitrate -- p y v 0 ~ o u o i . 2 ' 5  Should a 

reconciliation prove unattamable the disputants in both the pnvate process and the modem 

counterpart are bound by the judgement. It is obvious that these two processes share 

fiindamental snnilanties, and it is on account of this s W t y  that the use of mediation- 

arbitration has been utilised as a fiamework with which to investigate Greek 'arbitration'. 

Ancient mediation-arbitration is not a concept which is easiiy investigated. 

Western Iegal concepts limit the comprehension of its ancient counterpart due to the rigid 

and specific rneanings of terms at the end the second dennium.  hcient mediation- 

arbitration was a process which possessed a depth which combines two modern conûict 

resolution processes -- mediation and arbitration. The Greek process utihed a neutrai 

third party whose role was to reach compromise. The nature of the ancient practitioner 

was to defuse conflict -- to reconcile and atternpt to bring about a consensus or 

compromise. Regardless of the mechanisrn used -- reconciiiation, compromise or a 

binding judgement as in the case of the private realrn -- he was to bring about a mutually 

acceptable resolution based upon the principles of custom oath and the expectation of 

fairness. 

Mediation-arbitration as a social institution is illustrated in its capacity as a process 

legitimised by the community. That process was legitirnised by the involvement of the 
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community m every aspect of the procedure. The community was responnble for the 

initiation of the process. Moreover, members of the community served in the capacity of a 

mediation-arbiaation practitioner, and thus the outcorne of the process was influenced by 

theu direct involvement. The cornmunity was also respnsible for the information 

required to cornplete the mediarion-arbitration. The idormation O ffered, ho wever, was 

regulated by the use of the oath which insured that the evidence o&ed was reliable. 

"Arnong kin and fiends . . . one [was] forced to be mithful because they know everything 

already.""6 Furthemore, in the Athenian context, members of the community sewed as 

the guarantors of arbitration in order to ensure the integnty of the private process. 

WhiIe the community was directly mvolved in the process itself, it a h  granted the 

neutrai of mediation-arbitration the necessary tools to accompli& the goals set before him, 

narnely to ensure t int  the process was equitable and maintamed the n o m  and values of 

the community at iarge. The took given to him were his decision-making process, the 

binding decision and the ability to directly confiont evidence offered to ensure its 

accuracy. Finally, underlying this was the expectation of the community t h  any disputes 

would be settled without recouse to iitigation and therefore to public scnttmy. 

Private mediation-arbitration as a social institution was penasive and directly 

associated with 

the community. 

By the Classical 

the cornmunity itself. The public process, however, was no t a creation of 

It was a parade1 institution developed with the centralisation of the state. 

period, the judicial system of the polis was overburdened and needed to 

"'Ath. Pd. 53.2. 
'16 Hunter. Policinn Athens 58. 



mcrease its ability to alleviate congestion. The private process ofhed the state tested 

alternatives which it sought. 

There were obvious dBerences between the private and public processes."7 

Binding arbiaation, choice and guarantors are some of the more notable Merences. A 

study of these dinerences d o w s  for an appreciation of judicial development, both 

coosciousiy and chronologically. The problem, however, is that by focusing upon only the 

ciifferences. the perception of Classical Aîhenian society as bipartite -- polis and 

oikos, public and pnvate -- is M e r  extended. In contrast, the similarities serve to 

illustrate the reciprocal nature of the private process and the public. Paralleis such as a 

shared decision-making process, the ability of the arbitrator to confnn the accuracy of the 

information offered. and the use and importance of the oath m both processes, to mention 

the more obvious, illustrate the connexion between the private and the public processes. 

The adoption of these characteristics occurred for two reasons: pragmatism and 

communai trust in the process itseif. The pragmatic has most ofien received the attention 

of scholarship. The latter, however, if approached correctly, can estabiish rnediation- 

arbitration as more than a legal h b  attached to a much larger body. Once the parameters 

of mediation-arbitration as a reciprocal social institution can be established, the mores and 

values of the society at large can be more M y  mvestigated and appreciated. 

Oniy with the establishment of mediation-arbitmtion as a social institution c m  a 

legitimate mvestigation of these mores and values begin. The role of the oath can be 

hvestigated not necessarily in its failings, but in the belief that in some way it held higher 

moral ground to the process of litigation in Athem, as indicated by Aristotle. In addition, 



the role of the p d o n e r  k i f  and his association with equity and reiigious Mie& 

leads to a re-evaluation of the supposition thaî Athenian society was cynical in its affairs 

with the judiciary and hith As a social institution, mediation-arbitration cm be utiliseci to 

examine the polis itseif not as independent nom the oikm, but as directly hfluenced by the 

eqmience of the adult male citizen, who waç also a member of the community. 
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